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CHAIRMAN

HENRY MELLO:

I'd like to just make

some very brief opening remarks, the

reason why we're here and what we hope to accomplish here this evening.
We

are here this evening to

possess.

We are

faced

discuss water, one of the

with a

tremendous

challenge of working

creative

solutions for supplemental

economic

welfare of the community, but will also

environment
which

impacted

program
Water
of

in which we live.
the

in 1976-77.

together to develop

will benefit not

only the

enable us to preserve this beautiful
you experienced the serious
You may

recall the

drought

water rationing

of 50 gallons per day per person, which was imposed by the California American

Company, who at that time was a privately

the Monterey

evening,
this

water resources which

I'm sure many of

Central Coast

most valuable resources we

Peninsula.

I

and the president of

issue .is very important.

might say

owned company serving the water needs

that the

Cal-Am has come here

Cal-Am is

represented here

to join with us

this

because he feels

He and Larry Foy and their representatives are all here

this evening.
In

January 1977, I introduced legislation, Assembly Bill 1329, to create a special

water

district responsible for the

augmentation and management of

water

resources and the development of . funds for that purpose.

current and future

This

legislation was

approved by a vote of the people.
We

are now once again experiencing

concern
moved

by the public

quickly

concerns

enough

that

drought conditions and there has

the Monterey Peninsula Water

in providing

new water

and I have asked the district to give

resources.

been genuine

Management District has not
I

have many

of the

same

a comprehensive and detailed "state of

the district" presentation covering such issues.
Let
changes

me

~lso

say that I

think over the span of

11 years there's been quite

a few

in the board of directors in the district, some of which earlier felt that the

dams

were not needed, or supplemental sources of water.

with

its present

board

has moved more

And now I think the district

expeditiously to try

to develop supplemental

sources of water here in this· area.
I

asked in a letter to them

to present informtion on several topics,

and this is

what we hope to get answered this evening is:
1)

A summary of activites on

what the district has accomplished

past 11 years, including a revenue and expense summary.
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during the

2)

A brief description of feasible water projects.

3)

The timeline of short and

long term goals for developing

water supplies

for the Monterey Peninsula.
4)

List of permits obtained or to be obtained in order for water projects to

be developed, including a timeline.
5)

Specific

barriers

the

district

may

face

in

terms

of

implementing

supplemental water supplies.
6)

An explanation and

rationale of current

policies relating to

the water

rationing program.
Once

the district

has

completed their presentation,

comments

or questions

from

the public.

We

represented this evening who will he able to
I

am hopeful

that

this will

getting

input which will

complex

matter.

have

provide

have several state
c~mment

Peninsula.

This

many

state agencies; it has to

just

pleased that

our

a constructive session,

as I am

interested in

a very essential and

when you look at the members we

is not a decision that

can be made right here

agreement here locally; it has

be approved by many federal

Congressman Leon Panetta

federal agencies

an~

further creative solutions to

It has to have

the hearing to

on specific concerns.

I think that's borne out pretty well

here at this table.

Monterey

be

I will open

to be approved by

agencies.

has come to

on the

That's why I'm

join with us

here this

evening and will be here because with the partnership that we need to help expedite the
goals

of the district will require cooperation from

government.

So at this

point, it's with

both the federal, state and local

great pleasure that

I present and

ask our

Congressman Leon Panetta to make some opening remarks.
CONGRESSMAN LEON PANETTA:
this
of

Thank you very much, Henry, and thank you for sponsoring

public hearing on the Monterey Peninsula Water Management District and the status
issues with regard to development of water resources.

for

inviting me to participate in this hearing.

budget

And I also want to thank you

Fortunately, we were able to pass the

resolution on the House floor late yesterday and

because of that I was able to

leave this morning and be able to join you.
While

I

management

and

specifically
resources

all

of

us

recognize

development

of

water

with the

elected

the

resources

board of that

guidance
By the

and

very

the

approval

nature of the

agencies involved with this issue.
of

that

of

primary responsibility

rests

with the

district, it's also

at the present time cannot be managed nor

cooperation,
agencies.

think

a

for the

district and

more

obvious that water

can they be developed without the

number of

issue we deal

state, federal

with, there are

and local

a multitude of

As a consequence, it has to be a partnership of all

these agenices working together if, in fact, we are to achieve any progress in this

area.

There are

at the

present time

some nine
-2-

different agencies

that have

some

jurisdictional

impact on water resources in this area, and all areas, for that matter.

There

are about nine state agencies that

issue

of

development

regional

agencies that have some jurisdiction with regards to water resources as well.

And when

add the county and

agencies

or

tremendous

and

water resources.

the water suppliers, you

governmental

levels

'

that

have

There are

another with the

about seven

you

water

are involved in one way or

are talking about over

some

impact on

30 different

this issue.

number of bureaucracies and governmental agencies that

That's a

have a piece of the

action when it comes to developing water resources.
If
If,

that partnership can come together, if it can

work, then answers can be found.

on the other hand, that partnership fails to work because of a lack of cooperation

or an overwhelming array of various rules and regulations, and interpretations of those
rules

and regulations that vary from day to dar; or jurisdictional battles between the

different agencies that want to protect their turf; or the countless other requirements
that

can be opposed;

those

things

or

happen,

changing positions from one

then

there

is a

If all of

that partnership.

The public

breakdown in

loses trust, not only in the board, the

ultimat~y

month to the other.

district, but in the agencies that

are involved, and in all of us that hold public office.
So

all of

us

really have a

solutions

here.

district,

I've been asked to

that

In

responsibility to work

the course

of the

last few

together to try

months, at

serve as a coordinating

to find the

the invitation

point for many of

of the

the agencies

are involved here in the hope that rather than having_the board work with each of

those
one

agencies separately, which would be impossible, to try
room so we could

determine from each of

at least put them all in

them what their positions

are.

I think

those meetings have been productive, but they've also been frustrating.
Unfortunately,
large

series of

othet

impacts that are

I

and management, plus the various "laws.
That's the reality.

recognize, and

developed

a

I

for the purpose

resource

are involved with the various impacts that

And that's what we all have to deal with.

think all
of

deal with water

They read like alphabet soup, from

of

us need to

recognize, that because

protecting various elements that

you produce water. resources, there

laws were

have to be considered

aren't any easy shortcuts here

agencies do have a responsibility to enforce the law.
make

you're talking about

Mandates that relate to groundwater

involved when you

to NEPA, all of the various EIRs that

are there.

when

not enough because

to vegetation, to wildlife, to fisheries, to recreation, to environment, to a

development
CEQA

is

number of mandates that are involved here.

control,
whole

coordination alone

because these

But I also recognize that it can

one hell of a difference if people want to work together and cooperate toward the

same goals.
There

is obviously a great

deal of frustration in
-3-

this community as a

result of

having

to endure a drought, but

trying

to find

probably

an

answer.

also because of the lack

We've been

of visible progress towards

through droughts before,

be through droughts again in the future.

and obviously we'll

The drought is a serious one by all

indications, and it's going to require a lot of sacrifice on the part of all of us that
are involved there.

And I am -- my family is served by this water district.

It

is

very important that the board fulfill its responsibility, not only to manage resources,
but

to encourage conservation and reclamation, and to

are

needed.

It's

responsibility

also

important

that state

to assist in that effort.

also develop the resources that

and federal

solutions.

because

if

we

Thank you, Henry.

CHAIRMAN MELLO:

all

do

their

And I guess, finally, it's up to Henry and I

to bear the responsibility to make sure all of that happens.
constructive

agencies exercise

work

together I

I hope these hearings are

think we

can find

the right

(applause)

Congressman, thank you very much for your remarks.

All right, now

I want to call on -- Becky, do you have that letter you wanted to read from Assemblyman
Farr?
Let
or

me ask John Olow from Assemblyman Seastrand's

verbal statement you want to make on

office, do you have any written

behalf of the Assemblyman (Seastrand).

Okay,

well, you're certainly welcome to.
All

right, Becky Allen with Assemblyman

Sam Farr.

He could not

be here tonight,

but he sent a letter which we'll have her read into the record.
MS. BECKY ALLEN:
"Dear Henry:
"I regret that I cannot attend the Water District hearing you have
called for this evening. Prior commitments have made it impossible for
me to join you. In light of a great deal of misunderstanding regarding
water issues on the Peninsula, I feel it is very appropriate that you
convene this meeting tonight.
"Over the past several weeks I have heard from many constituents
suggesting that one solution might be to disband the Water Management
District. As one that worked with you in creating the Monterey
Peninsula Water Management District, I would like to state here that I
support the purpose outlined in the enabling legislation and I oppose
any attempt to disband the Water Management District.
"I feel creative solutions can be found to the difficulties that
have been experienced and I offer to join you in working diligently
toward that end.
"Thank you very much for convening this hearing this evening.•
Thank you, Senator.
CHAIRMAN

MELLO:

Thank you very much, and be

sure you thank the Assemblyman

If you could leave a copy of the letter with us, so we will have it in our file.
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a~so.

David

Gray, for Senator Maddy, I

failed to ask you if

you had a letter from

the

Senator or something you wanted to say.
MR. DAVID GRAY:
CHAIRMAN

No thank you, Senator.

MELLO:

Okay.

We're just here observing.

Well, we sure appreciate your being here.

It just happens

this

district is in -- it goes up to Carmel

area

that does include Senator Maddy's district, and Assemblyman Seastrand's district,

as

well as

Senate

the

district that

District.

encompasses

Valley, of course, and into the watershed
Assemblyman Farr's district,

and then my

And of course, it's all within the Congressman's district, so that ' s

how important it is to have everybody here this evening.
Let

me, before I start, introduce another one

of my staff persons, Cathy O'Boyle,

who is here in charge of my Salinas office who came here this evening.
All

right, we'll move right to Bruce Buel,

the Executive Director of the Monterey

Peninsula Water Management District to make their presentation.
MR.

BRUCE

BUEL:

Thank

you,

Senator Mello,

and good

evening everybody.

The

district welcomes the opportunity to present its "state of the district," and to answer
the questions that Senator Mello has asked.
May

I have

request,

the lights

dimmed, please?

is to look back into history

Tonight's presentation,

to look at what the district

as per

Henry's

has done, to look

where we are presently, and look where we're going into the future, what is it going to
take

to solve our problems.

you'll

enjoy the colors.

I hope that the audience enjoys the presentation.

I want

to thank my staff, Margo

I know

Nottenkamper, for doing an

excellent job in putting together the materials for this evening's presentation.
For
and

if you have not yet picked up

out.
I'm
this

those of you who came in through the front
The packet contains a copy in

going to present this evening.

area, there was a packet out there

the packet, I'd encourage you to do
black and white albeit of all
So this is available to you.

evening, please feel free to contact the district.

so on your way

of the slides that
If you don't get one

We'll be happy to mail one to

you; or if you want multiple copies, we'll be happy to get those to you as well.
The

first topic, looking back into

and

accomplishments.

the

board set forth certain goals they

the history, is going over

As Senator Mello indicated,

the district goals

the board was created in

wanted to work on in certain

areas.

1978, and
Vhat I'm

going to do briefly is to summarize the progress we've made in each of six areas.
The
of
the

goals presented on the screen are the goals

the district.
supply

The first and foremost is

available

to the

adopted by the board of directors

augment the water supply, that's increase

community; prevent

degradation of

resources; this

is

protecting our environment; the third is to optimize the current production, and that's
to

make the greatest

use

of the water that

we have; fourth, is

to manage the water

demand, and that includes all aspects of the district's permit processing; fifth, is to
-5-
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water reclamation; and sixth, to promote water conservation.

adopted goals of the district.
The

the highest priority that has

board is to augment the water supply.

dam.

towards

If
a

we

new

go down the
water

So these are the

And I'm going to briefly review the progress in each.

first goal and the foremost,

district
new

~-

list, I think

supply.

We

The district obviously has not built a
that you'll see

clearly

been given by the

have

added

that there is

roughly 30

groundwater production, but we have not added new storage.

progress

percent to

the

We're in a position now, as

I will discuss later, to do that.
The next goal is related to preventing degradation of the environment.
district
many

has made significant

aspects of the

extreme
board

Carmel

progress
Rive!·

done

an excellent

a

number

enhancement,

and management plans.

in protecting and
Next,
water
the
we

of

trying to

programs,

p~eserving

has excelled in restoring
our circumstance, given the

Monterey Peninsula, I believe that

job of

implemented

in fact,

~nd

And especially given

competition for water on the
has

here,

I think the

restore the

erosion

control,

the district

Carmel River.

riparian

We have

irrigation,

flow

I believe the district has made excellent progress

the environment.

the district has made progress

out of our current resources.

in producing more resources or

We've done

significant work in analyzing each of

groundwater basins and the river and determining where
can get as much water as possible while

getting more

we can get more water, how

still protecting and recognizing the needs

of the environment.
The

next goal is managing the water demand.

And here the district has developed a

comprehensive system for managing water, both in normal years and in drought years such
as

this.

the
to

Now, rationing certainly isn't

a pleasant topic.

district has put together an excellent and
commend the community for cooperating.

review

delivery to the community.

to believe that

equitable rationing program and I want

But in

all permits, and the district does review

water

I happen

addition to that, the district does
annexations and other changes in the

And I believe this

is an essential component of the

district's management program.
Next

program

is

involved

in the Del

District,

Pebble

responsible
that

promoting water

reclamation.

Monte Forest project.
Beach

Community

Here

the district

Some people call

Services

district

reclamation project.

We hope to bring that project

it the Carmel

project .

for developing a funding source and allocating

is imminently

The

Sanitary

district

is

the water that is freed by
in line in 1991.

Right now,

we're still in the environmental stage.
The

next district goal is relating to promoting

water conservation.

Here I think

the district has also made significant progress given that the community, you out there
on

the

Monterey

Peninsula

who

are the
-6-

water consumers,

are already

frugal.

The

Monterey

Peninsula has

a very

low per

capita consumption

to begin

with.

So

it ' s

somewhat difficult to conserve, understanding that the people in the Monterey Peninsula
use

much

less

district,

water

than

those in

other parts

of the

state.

Nevertheless,

the

I believe, has excelled in developing various programs that have reduced our

consumption and freed water both for the environment and for planned growth.
Overall,

the six goals constitute the

district

has

progress

that we have

build

dam

a

indicated,

been
in

working on
made

1983.

efforts of the district.

since 1978.

And taken

and haven't made.

When

That obviously

I was hired in

I can only

is what the

together, they · represent the

hasn't happened,

there is frustration with that.

This

and as

1978, I hoped to
Senator Mello

has

ask the community to bear with

the district as we try to move forward.
Next,
years

Senator Mello asked us to provide a

going

back

to 1978.

The total

million.

Of that, about 75 percent

such

erosion

as

control,

fiscal history of expenditures over the

expenditures by

the district

is general fund, 25 percent

irrigation,

conservation

kits,

are some

$7.5

is spent on programs
and

inter-relief

or

environmental programs on the Carmel River.
Next
for

is a slide that depicts

a new project.

payment

Through our connection charges,

on a water supply project.

projects
to

the amount of money that

the district has generated

the district has developed a down

We have approximately $4 million

fund that is set aside to pay off the

in this capital

dam if the electorate votes for it, or

be rebated back to the payors if the electorate

chooses not to build a major water

supply project.
The

next segment of the presentation deals with

today,

although it's tempered by yesterday.

perspective
here

is a map of

indicates
running
Carmel
We

as to where our water comes

what I'd like to do is

from and how much supply we

the Monterey Peninsula.

that we have about

And
The

the district.

That's

to provide a

have.

district boundary is shown

100,000 .acres included in

The slide
in red; it

The blue

line

down from the middle of the slide, down to the lower part of the slide, is the
River.

So that is a reference point for evaluating where our water comes from.

have on the Carmel River two existing

surface reservoirs, Los Padres Reservoir and

San Clemente Reservoir; both are relatively small.
Upper

the current water supply.

Carmel Valley,

the Lower

Carmel Valley,

Then we take groundwater out of the
and the

Seaside coastal

groundwater

basin, and that's where we get our drinking water for the community.
Next
annual

is a slide that illustrates the flow in the Carmel River as it relates to the
demand.

What's interesting is that the annual flow, the average annual flow of

the

Carmel River is more than three times the

are

somewhat

resources.

blessed

to

live

in

a

annual demand of the community.

community that,

Part of our problem, though, is that
-7-

on average,

And we

has ample

we don't have adequate storage.

water
The

reservoir,

surface

acrefeet.

storage

rese~oir

in the Monterey

Peninsula is only

about 2,500

That's only about 14 percent of the annual demand on the Peninsula.

So part

of our problem is that we have very limited existing reservoir storage.
This

slide illustrates

River.
here
you

Ve

ha~e

the

dramatic variation

had years, such

in

as 1983, which is the

the river flow

spike to the end of

the graph

where we've had over 200,000 acrefeet of water flowing out to Carmel Bay.
remember

annually,

that

the

consumption

in the

community is

it's not hard to realize we have had more

only some

the line,

location

the

magenta or

pink

line, in the

is representative of the 1976-77

And if

18,000 acrefeet

than 10 times the amount of water

we use in any particular year that can flow out to Monterey Bay.
of

in the Carmel

Now on the other side

middle of the

drought.

slide here, at

In 1976 and 1977,

this

there was zero

water that flowed out to Carmel Bay.
And

so we have a situation of feast and famine.

river flow than we'll ever need.

mar~

clearly

don't have enough

succeeded
today.
the

in building

a

In the year such as '76, 1977, or this year, we

water to go
dam and a

In the year such as '83, we have

around given our

reservoir in 1983,

Ve have ample water on average,

current storage.
we would not

and if we had a reservoir

storage in the system, we would not be in

rationing today.

If

we had

be in rationing

to meet our needs,

So we have a problem,

and the first problem the district is facing is this drought vulnerability.
The
for

next problem that the district

planned growth.

out.

This slide illustrates

Now that's on this

have sufficient supply

the water demand projected to

graph, illustrated at some

don't know when that will occur.
of

faces is that we don't

full build

23,000 acrefeet, and frankly

we

But the district board has unanimously adopted a goal

achieving water for all planned growth in the community.

And stating it as bluntly

as I can, we don't have the resources to meet that goal today.
The
the

next slide deals with rationing.

audience has seen

This

happens to be

because

for

this printed in

Here is a
the HERALD or

the period, April 26.

we've started again to mine

water bottle that I think most of
at various district

Ve've lost a percent

our groundwater in the Lower

functions.

since last week

Carmel Valley.

But

this gives you a feeling as to where we are today.
Part of our situation today is that we don't have enough water to go around, and as
I'm

sure

rationing
On

the

audience

is

painfully aware,

program is composed of

we are

in 20

a residential component and

the residential side, the various households are allowed

compliance

percent rationing.

The

a commercial component.
water and you would be in

either by using only 80 percent of what you used last year

~

reducing your

consumption to the per capita standard shown in the block in the yellow print.
On
20

the commercial side, the program is a

·percent

from

last year

~you

can apply
-8-

little stiffer.
for a

You're required to save

variance.

It's

not automatic.

Various

commercial users

are required

to apply

to receive

any relief

from the

20

percent reduction.
So

the two problems I've covered

thus far speak to drought

vulnerability and not

having enough water for planned growth.
I
we

don't have a slide on environmental problems, but I think suffice it to say that

have not

haven't
been

had

any flow out

had a run of

to Carmel Bay

since early 1987.

fish; the riparian vegetation

In that period,

in the Carmel River

we

corridor has

very severely stressed and will probably experience severe bank erosion next year

if we do get significant flows.
So we have three problems and the environmental problem is not the least of those.
Going

on to the next · slide, I want to
We've

responded.
program.
used

had

dramatic

commend the community.

reductions

in demand

The

community has

resulting from

the rationing

In March, in particular, the community saved 45 percent over that which they

in 1988, and

recognition

I

think that's a phenomenal

participation rate.

I think

it is a

on the part of the community that we are in a serious water supply problem

and we need solutions.
That gets me to the segment of the presentation looking to the future.

Henry Mello

asked the district to provide discussions of both short-term projects, short-term water
solutions, and long-term.

I'm going to first start with the short-term, looking in the

next three years.
The

district board has adopted a short-term

and waste water reclamation.
in
many

It's the board's desire to cut demand by about 13 percent
First

the next three years going into 1991.

consumption.

exhorting,

program

The

consumption by 1990;
conservation

and

kits

of these is conservation and I'm sure

logo, Save Your Share.

of you have seen the district

encouraging,

program related to water conservation

in

SO!De

calls

for

cases pushing
a

reduction

And the

district has been

the community
of

1,500

to reduce

acrefeet per

That's a 9 percent reduction in demand related to the
that

we distributed

this last

summer.

The

their
year in

re~idential

mandatory commercial

retrofits required of all businesses is that all customers retrofit upon resale.
The

second

reclamation.
Del

component

of

our

short-term

solutions

As I indicated earlier, the d~strict

Monte Forest golf

course reclamation project.

of

reclamation,

water

from conservation

and the

to

We hope to

800 acrefeet

have that in

line by

of water

per year

from

the district hopes to free some 2,300 acrefeet of water that is currently

not a long-term solution.

a project.

water

Taken together, the 1,500

being used by 1991, and that constitutes about 13 percent of our supply.
is

waste

is imminently participating in the

1991, and in doing so we hope to save 800 acrefeet of water.

acrefeet

relates

Clearly, this

These measures are viewed as a stop-gap until we can get

These measures do not solve our environmental problems; they do not provide
-9-

water
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for planned growth, certainly not the full build out of planned growth; and they

do not provide adequate drought protection.
water
has

supply solutions.

The bottom line

developed goals that

Those

goals

respond

vulnerability.

it

is we need new storage.

is using to evaluate

exactly

to

our

The district board

alternative water supply projects.

problems.

We

have

a

problem

of

The district goal is to provide water for drought protection.

have not enough water for

community,

The district is embarking on the long-term

planned growth.

The board's goal

drought
We, as a

is to provide

water for full build out of the planned growth.
Finally, we need water to protect and enhance the environment, that which we do not
have

now.

In

alternatives
tributary

of

a

water

supply

and they range from dam storage

dams

alternatives

terms
all

the

way

down

and combinations of

to

project,

the

board

looked at

on the main stem of the

conservation.

And

alternatives trying t .o

some 130

Carmel River to

we evaluated

individual

determine what would

be the

most cost-effective solution to achieve the goals that were established earlier.

the district set up criteria, performance criteria, and we have evaluated all of

this,

alternatives based on these performance criteria.

the

today,

but what I want to indicate is that

protection

I don't mean to go through them

these performance criteria are specific to

the board's interpretation of meeting the goals:
the

To do

how much water do we need for drought

at full build out; what flows do we need to sustain a viable environment on

Carmel River?

And those are the considerations that your district board have used

in evaluating water supply projects.
In

applying those, it is clear that two projects, the new Los Padres Dam, a dam of

about
Los

23,000 acrefeet of storage, and the
Padres we'd

storage,
clear

need

24,000 -- at

new San Clemente Dam -- and

San Clemente we'd

I'm sorry, the

need about 23,000

acrefeet of

satisfy all of the goals in the criteria established by the board.

and, in fact, recently

it appears that a

new San Clemente Creek

It is not

Dam would not

satisfy those goals.
Next slide is showing the location of these various projects, and actually they are
located
the

on the map:

the Los Padres Dam is here

main stem is here at river mile

Clemente

at river mile 25; San Clemente Dam on

18; and a San Clemente Creek Dam

would be on San

Creek, also at river mile 18, but approximately half a mile upstream from the

existing San Clemente Reservoir on what is called San Clemente Creek.
Next slide shows the performance of these various alternatives, and again this is a
little
have

busy in terms of
a capital

cost

information.

from around $52

But it appears
million up to

that the various projects
$62 million, and

will

an annual cost

ranging from $7-9 million annually.
The
goals.

next slide shows the

other alternative projects that

For various reasons,

these projects do
-10-

not appear to

appear not to meet

our

provide the water

for

planned growth, the water for drought protection, or environmental enhancement.

And at

this point, it appears that new San Clemente Creek -- or the San Clemente Creek project
is

also not feasible.

be

in the

But here are projects that we are still evaluating.

Environmental

Reservoir,

Impact Report.

The

one exception down

and we do not yet have enough information

These will

here is the

Canada

to evaluate that project, but we

hope to do so in the next couple of months.
Those
the

are the projects that the district is evaluating

process time line.

Senate

Bill 729

California

I actually have two slides in

is a

State

bill that

Legislature.

the district
It's in

and here is the time line,

the packet: one is with SB 729.

asked Senator

the hopper

now.

I

Mello to

carry in

believe that

the

it passed

through Senate Water Committee -- isn't that correct, Steve, last Tuesday?
MR. STEVE MACOLA:
MR. BUEL:

Okay.

Yes.
And so it's heading to the Senate Floor.

the process to bring a project to the electorate.
optimistic
in

time line -- but the time line would

early 1991.

Without
that

If

that is

possible,

This bill would shorten

The time line here -- and this is an
call for a local authorizing election

then we can

bring a project

online in 1995.

SB 729, without the Senate Bill that would amend the district law, the soonest

we could bring a project

on line is 1996.

The

difference is when you hold

election

and the hoops that you have to jump through to call an election.

scenario

the

comparison
Senate

election

would

not

be held

until 1993.

of the components of calling the election;

The next

the

So, in this

slide provides

a

and stating it very simply with

Bill 729, we could do all of the preparatory work in 1990 and hold the election

in 1991.

If Senate Bill 729 doesn't pass, then we have to wait until 1993.

The

next item on

Senator Mello's list

of questions was

permits.

What would

be

required; what permissions does the district need to build ·a project?

And I would like

to

The first is the

go through some of the major

404

hurdles or permits in front of

permit administered by the U.S.

federal
from

permit that is required.

us.

Army Corps . of Engineers, and

The primary state

the State Water Resources Control

Board.

that is the primary

permit is the water rights permit

In addition to those

two permits that

are listed on top, there are eight other permits that we know we will need, and down at
the

bottom is

executive

a

permit that

the

order from the President

district would need

to secure.

of the United States

It's

actually an

if the district proceeds

to

build the Los Padres Dam.
In

addition to the permits, and as a result

agencies
state

must be satisfied that the district is compliance with these 12 components of

or federal

permits,

of the following laws, the regulatory

we

need

law.

And

then in

coordination

with

addition, as
a host

agencies that are illustrated in your packet.
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those agencies

of federal,

are reviewing

state, regional

the

and local

Moving
is

along, Henry's last question is, what are the impediments to progress?

it so difficult to build a project?

what

Vhy

And I'd like to take a minute and walk through

the district perceives to be impediments to progress in terms of bringing a water

supply
the

project to the Monterey Peninsula.

The first

existing enabling legislation, and this is no

time

the bill was

through
there

drafted,

multiple hoops.

is the requirements set forth in

criticism of Senator Mello.

it appeared that it

would be a rational

At the

process to jump

It appears at this point with the support of the community --

was an advisory vote in November '87 in

which 64 percent of the community voted

for a project -- that, in fact, we could shorten the process to put a ballot measure on
the

ballot.

In

illustrated
can

addition to

of the

state law,

the permits required from various regulatory

start construction.

both

the structure

And

it,

frankly, is a very

I've already

briefly

agencies before the district

frustrating process.

I believe

Senator Mello and Congressman Panetta spoke to the difficulty of getting permits.

The

district is trying to do

years

and

that

is to

something that no other agency

build a

dam and

a reservoir

on a

has done in the past
coastal stream

30

where the

steelhead run.
In

addition to

exposed

the

difficulty in

to changing regulations

district

was advised that

Engineers.
criteria
change

That all

we

obtaining

the permits, the

and requirements in
did not need a

changed with

the law.

district has been

As

late as 1982,

404 permit from the

court decisions

that changed

U.S. Army Corps of
the guidelines

for determining whether projects required a permit or not.
today.

The district has been advised of

the
and

Those continue to

its obligation to perform a different

type of fish study than that which was approved below San Clemente Dam in our effort to
evaluate
Fish

Los Padres Dam and that's because the

and Game, in

federal
Mello

declared that henceforth

198~

methodology.

state agency, California Department of
all projects must use this particular

You know, I believe we worked that out at a meeting with Senator

this afternoon, but nevertheless

it's illustrative of changing

regulations and

requirements.
Another
The

district is achieving a number of goals which

solving

a water

resource.
the

concern that the district has is the lack
supply

problem.

at

are purely local in nature.

the same time,

We are restoring the steelhead run in the

past with the Department of

projects

But

that

provide

benefits

of state funding for a project.
we are protecting

Car~el

River.

Water Resources that funding should
to

the State

of California.

We are
a state

We have argued in
be available for

Thus far

we haven't

succeeded in convincing the state that we should be getting funding.
Finally,
electorate,
topic.

and this
but I

is

think

not meant to

be any criticism

it's clear that

water supply is

The whole issue of growth and no-growth is
-12-

whatsoever in terms

of the

an extremely controversial

a very emotional one.

Since water

is a constraint to growth and development, there are many people in the community who
would prefer not to have additional water as a means of controlling growth.
So,
frequently

we hear statements that the

the

water supply so that we will

And

that's neither good nor

The

district board feels that

placed
whether

not have any more growth on

bad.

before the electorate.

district should not take any

The community has

they want to fund or not fund the

the Monterey Peninsula.

a right to debate

the appropriate forum for
At that point,

action to expand

that is when the

the electorate as

best project.

those issues.
project is

a whole can

decide

But those are the district's

opinion of some of the impediments to progress that face the district.
I'd
of

like to close and indicate that I have

the district,

process.

our

current status, and

I believe that the district

hard to succeed in expanding our water
to make that statement.
CHAIRMAN MELLO:
very good job of

forth.
$7

where we hope

to go.

It

board and certainly the staff
supply ~

is not an

easy

are working very

I thank Henry Mello for the opportunity

Thank you.

Thank you very much, Bruce.

Bruce, if you want to stay there.
a

briefly tried to summarize the history

(applause)

I want to ask Mr. Buel about -- he did, I think,

making his presentation and

answering all of the

I just have a few other follow-up questions.

1/2 million since its inception and you have

questions I put

One is the district has expended

$4 million in a project reserve.

Are

there other reserves that you have for other contigencies?
MR. BUEL:
contigencies.
expenditures.
CHAIRMAN

Vell, we -- excuse me.

Senator Mello asked if we have other reserves in

Ve have operating contigencies in the general fund that aren't shown as
They're on the order of $80,000 in total.
MELLO:

So

the

total --

so

that's all the

addition to those that were listed would be $80,000.

money the district

has in

And other reserves are encumbered

funds?
MR. BUEL:

Well, yes ..•

CHAIRMAN MELLO:
MR.

BUEL:

Or unencumbered?

They're

unencumbered.

They're

reserves in

our current

fiscal year

budget in case there's unforeseen expenditures needed.
CHAIRMAN
the

permits .

ones.

MELLO:

Okay.

One other question

But I wanted to know

I asked you that you

what permits you have obtained to

answered , on all
date, and which

You might give us those because you listed all of those that you have to have in

order to move forward.
MR. BUEL:
project.
Report.

Yes, sir.

The district has not obta'ined any permits on our water supply

And we cannot do so

until we complete and certify

our Environmental Impact

Our schedule, what we anticipate doing -- and it's shown in the middle of the

packet there -- is proc.e eding with the certification of the Environmental Impact Report
-13-

-- ----------------· ···------·
in

1990.

The

If Senate Bill 729

election would

ballot

-··--·-~---- ·-·~·--- ... ·--~·--·---------··

election.

is passed, then we would

probably
At the

take place in

same time, we

immediately

early 1991 and

would be securing

ca~l

the election.

would probably be
our permits.

And

a mail
the two

primary permits are the State Water Resources Control Board water rights permit and the
federal

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

404 permit.

around

18 months to secure.

Safety

of Dams on the final design and get

that,

Following

Those will take

that, we will be working

between 18 months,
with the Division of

the final design done.

And then following

once we have a final design, we can get the additional eight permits required of

the

various state and federal agencies that are more administerial in nature.

"wild

card" if

allowing

I

might, Senator

Mello,

the district to exempt --

is the presidential

or excuse me, to inundate

And frankly, it's difficult to guess what that will take.
selects

The one

order, executive order
the Ventana Wilderness.

If the environmental process

Los Padres Dam as the preferable project, then we will make a strenuous effort

to get that presidential order.

But it is very difficult to predict the timing of such

an order.
(Testimony lost - no overlap from Side A to Side AA)
CHAIRMAN MELLO:
MR.
filed
of

BUEL:

..• Carmel River, is that true?

That is

correct.

We filed

our Corp 404 permit in 1986.

those major

permits,

water rights applications

We're in

but neither of

the progress.

those can be

in 1982 and

we

We're in process for both

granted until we

complete our

environmental review.
CHAIRMAN
were,

at this

category
the

MELLO:

All right.

point, termed

of not feasible.

The last question.

to be

feasible and

One included

You listed three

you listed

some that

the Canada Reservoir.

presentation made by the Department of Fish

projects that

And I

were in

the

understand from

and Game that their original analysis

of

the Canada Reservoir comparing to the Los Padres and San Clemente Dam, they've made

an

indication that it was more

the

other two dams.

project
higher

feasible from a fishery management

The question is,

point of view than

in other words, you put this

even though you said you continue to study.

in a not feasible

But it appears that it deserves a

priority of study rather than the designation that the district has given it at

this point.
MR. BUEL:
feasible,
have
get

Okay.

And I would agree with that, Senator Mello.

and perhaps it should

have been isolated as

It was placed in not

a separate example.

enough information yet from the applicants to analyze the project.
that

information,

performance.

we

can

run it · through our

model and

we can

We

don't

As soon as we
determine its

Right now, we can't say whether that project will supply the water needed

by the community and whether it will help the environment as desired by the board.
as soon as that information is available we will make that determination.
-14-

So,

CHAIRMAN
low

MELLO:

I think by itself

it would leave questions to

whether or not in

yield years it would have water in the reservoir, but what appeals to me, at least

from

a lay

offstream

point of

view, is

reservoir would

that a

give

dam up

us a lot

in the

Carmel River

of flexibility to

coupled with

create -- as

an

your chart

points out, we're just lacking storage.
MR. BUEL:

Yes, sir.

CHAIRMAN MELLO:

And a reservoir offstream presents far less environmental problems

than

damming a river that

mean

from my point of

effects fish flow and

view, I think looking

many other habitat problems.

at the Canada Reservoir,

And I

along with the

upstream dam, would give us the flexibility that we need here in this community.
MR.

BUEL:

Ve're excited about the

firm commitment to do so.
CHAIRMAN MELLO:
CONGRESSMAN
Bruce.

possibility of studying it.

And

we've made a

And we'll report to the community as soon as we can.

All right.

PANETTA:

Congressman Panetta.

Henry, thank

First of all, on

you.

Let me just ask

the growth figures that

a couple of questions,

you use, going to,

I guess, 23,000

acrefeet, is that the growth?
MR. BUEL:

That's correct.

CONGRESSMAN PANETTA:
MR. BUEL:
Monterey
future
from

Okay.

Vhat's the basis for that projected growth?

The district worked extensively with the cities and the county of

to analyze their general plans

and zoning.

Ve projected those

out into the

to the full build out level, and we subtracted what we believed will be savings
conservation and

reclamation
demand.
the

That's projected build out of planned growth.

reclamation.

savings,

the

In fact,

build out

But I think the bottom line

county that

we

if

you did not

projections would

have conservation and

be about

26,000 acrefeet

is that we have concurrence from

have correctly interpreted

of

the cities and

their planning documents

in terms of

future land use and the potential for growth in the Monterey Peninsula.
CONGRESSMAN PANETTA:

So the growth demand is based on an evaluation of the general

plans in this area?
MR. BUEL:

Absolutely.

CONGRESSMAN PANETTA:

Secondly, with regard to the election.

The election that you

project would follow the permits both from the state and the federal?
MR.
729,
a

BUEL:

No sir.

What

we are requesting in

Senator Mello's bill, Senate

Bill

is authorization to hold an election early, to get an authorizing vote and to set

"not to exceed

which

project

fast-tracking
getting

is

limit",
the

a dollar limit for

preferred

the process so that

project,

the size of the
that

will

give

we're holding the election

the permits, but we will not have secured the

vote.
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project.
us

the

Once we know
flexibility of

at the same time

we're

permits by the time we hold the

·--· ....

_____
...

~·
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CONGRESSMAN PANETTA:
MR. BUEL:
a
on

----~-

-~ --- -

.•.

Well, what is the electorate going to be asked to vote on?

They will be asked to vote on a particular project, and likely a size of

project within not

operational

-·------:---· .. _.

-~

to exceed dollar

limit.

Now, the

permits may specify

changes and we can't second guess what those are going to be.

certain

The control

the board and the control in the district would, in fact, be the budget, the dollar

amount

that is the limit to how much the electorate would authorize the board to spend

at that site.
CONGRESSMAN

PANETTA:

Well, when people go to the poll on this issue, they will be

voting on a project and the funding for that project?
MR. BUEL:

That is correct.

CONGRESSMAN
decision

PANETTA:

So that ultimately,

makers to some extent

the local electorate will

as to what project

be the final

goes forward, and whether

they're

willing to pay for it.
MR. BUEL:
the

Yes, and that is the structure of the state law, and will continue to be

structure of the state. law.

The electorate is the final decision maker as to what

water supply project we do or do not have.
CONGRESSMAN

PANETTA:

existence when?

A final

When was the ... ?

MR. BUEL:

The

question.

board

itself

came into

The district came in, in 1978.

June 6, 1978.

CONGRESSMAN
presentation,
something

Okay.

PANETTA:

have

they

All

right.

always been

The

goals that

the goals

you've outlined

of the

that is reflected in the last few years?

here in

the

or is

this

district board,

I mean, give me some indication as

to the board and its consistency with regards to the goals that you presented here.
MR.
member
those

BUEL:
in 1979.
same

different
times
At

Leon, the

goals have been

the same.

And when I put together the

goals

were adopted

policy makers elected

the board wanted to study

times the board wanted to

by the

I

was the first

district staff

first district budget and annual report,

board.

I

by the community

can say

that over

have had different

alternatives and not to select

move ahead quite quick.

And

the years

the

priorities.

At

a particular project.

all I can say is

that the

various boards took the actions they thought were reasonable at the time.
CONGRESSMAN PANETTA:

All right.

When did you specifically begin work with regards

to the development of additional water holding capacity, reservoir capacity?
MR.
the

BUEL:

Well, we filed our water rights application in late 1982, and commenced

work on the new San

Clemente Dam in early 1983.

I think that's the hallmark

when the board was ready to start working on a project.
I'd

like to note

that the current

board has a

of

And if I may take the liberty,

very strong desire

to build a

water

supply storage project.
CONGRESSMAN

PANETTA:

And let me just ask on a
-16-

last point.

If the decision is to

proceed

with Los

Padres,

is it clear

as to the

boundaries of the

expansion of Los

Padres, that it would in fact impede on the wilderness area?
MR. BUEL:

The district ...

CONGRESSMAN PANETTA:
MR.
a

BUEL:

Is that a given .•. ?

Well, we believe it is.

We have done a preliminary survey, and we have

surveyor under contract to finalize that determination.

that

But it appears at this time

a 24,000 acrefoot new San Clemente Dam would inundate approximately four acres of

the

Ventana Wilderness at

build

the Danish Creek.

I think that's

as large as a 9,000 acrefoot new Los Padres

the wilderness.

pretty firm.

We

could

Dam and not inundate any portion of

However, that would not satisfy our goals.

CONGRESSMAN

PANETTA:

Are

there

other

ways to

prevent the

inundation of

the

wilderness area?
MR.

BUEL:

We have looked at the possibility of building what is called a rim dam,

and that is a dam designed to keep the reservoir from flooding into the wilderness.
have

some serious

technical and

engineering problems

that will

probably make

We
that ·

infeasible, and we're concluding those studies this month.
CONGRESSMAN PANETTA:
CHAIRMAN
panel

MELLOa

Thank you.

Thank you

very

Thank you, Henry.
much.

Bruce, let me

that we have here, while you're up there, if

just ask our distinguished

any member of the panel would want

to direct a question to Bruce Buel from the district at this point?
MR. BUEL:
CHAIRMAN

Okay.

Saved by the bell.
MELLO:

All right.

Well,

stick around.

There might

be some coming up

later.
MR. BUEL:
CHAIRMAN

Henry, I'll be happy to answer questions.
MELLO:

And I want to thank you for your presentation, and I think you've

answered all the questions I
And

now we want to move to

believe,
trying

pu~

35 members signed up

forth quite well.
testimony and statements from the public.
at this point.

you can --

remember,
complex
keep

I'm going to take

the liberty of

to do, because in Sacramento -- I think in Congress, what do they give you, one

minute to have your say for the day?
And

Vhat

We have, I

in

fact, you have to

We're more relaxed.

We'll give you five minutes.

explain a project like

the Peripheral Canal --

Steve, your boss, Ruben Ayala would only have five minutes to explain a very
issue.

So what I'm going to ask the persons to do, if they will, is to try to

your statements within five minutes.

Kathy Huston will do the

timing, and what

are you going to do after four and a half minutes?
MS. KATHY HUSTON:
CHAIRMAN
be

the point.

MELLO:

We'll notify them, okay?
Okay, she'll smile at you or something.

As speakers go on during the evening,
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But at any rate, try to

try not to be repetitive in your

information.

If you have any questions you want to ask any of our panel, if you would

direct them to the Chair, then we will pass them on because we don't want to get into a
situation

where the members

of the public

will be directing

questions individually.

Leon and I want to maintain control of the meeting.
So,

our first

Vreeland,

speaker

is a city

councilmember from the

and she'll be followed by Clyde Roberson.

city of Monterey,

Ruth

I'm just saying that so you might

want to move up to a chair close by so you can be up next.
COUNCILMEMBER
Mello,

RUTH VREELAND:

for holding

this meeting

Good

evening.

in Monterey,

Thank you.
so the

And thank you,

residents of

Senator

Monterey can

be

appraised of what's happening here tonight.
Conceptually,
Peninsula-Carmel

the

water

management

Valley area makes sense .

having

great difficulty trying to

supply

for its

district.

district
But the

for

the

greater

Monterey

Water Management District has been

carry out its charge

This presentation tonight

in finding an adequate
and this opportunity

water

for input

should really enhance the flow of information that I feel is lacking.
Also, this leads me to the question that I feel the present representatives and the
structure
to

of the board needs some changing.

To be

hear more frequently from the people and

the

people.

the

situation.

board

to fully and effectively communicate with

Thereby, confidence and support

are gained.

I don't feel

this has been

I believe that consideration should be given to a restructuring of the

so that there is a

each

successful, I feel the board needs

city council.

direct representative from each of

This person

the cities, appointed by

would have the responsibility

of being the open

and

available communication link directly to the city council, and to the people and to the
board.

There could also continue to be some elected at-large representatives, but the

thrust

of the structure be to the board; the

constituent
the

agencies.

cities and the

board becomes more closely linked to the

The water responsibility then becomes

county who have

the responsibility of

more closely linked with
looking at the

land uses,

which determine how much water is needed.
I

do have other concerns which I'd like to briefly mention:

reserve
an

and continuing new hookups.

the matter of drought

There is no guarantee that next year we will have

adequate supply of rain, nor the year after, nor the year after that.

No one knows

whether or not we are going to have a totally new weather cycle on precipitation.
those

uncertainties and

actually
unlimited
position.
our

the

uncertainty of how

be delivered to· the faucet,
hookups for new water users

I find it difficult to

That is to say, for

really have that

can

comprehend the continued

which puts us more deeply

If we continue to make new hookups,

drought reserve.

much water we

With

into a deficit water

we should simultaneously then increase

every additional acrefoot of water hookups,

we set aside an additional acrefoot of drought reserve.
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I submit that the district has

been
a

derelict in not establishing an adequate drought reserve.

sufficient reserve, so that we never

I feel there should be

have to talk of more than

a 20 percent cut in

useage.
I
we

know there's a concern in the construction industry

move in

the

direction of curtailing

construction

in

construction

going

generally

Monterey
on.

and around
Most

of

the area

it

do not mean an additional

construction.
relates

as to what it might mean if
However, when

here, I

see a

to renovations

water allocation.

I look at

the

tremendous amount
and remodeling

I would ask

of

which

you the question,

does the continuation of unlimited new water hookups mean that the existing water users
in

the district must cut back even further in the future drought years because of this

continued

expansion now?

Recently there is talk about the possibility of a 40 percent

reduction in our water consumption.

With that kind of talk, does it make sense to keep

adding more and more new users to our water supply?
I

don't believe the Water Management District knows really fully how much water it

has.
by

How can water allocations be determined until one
private interests and how

much is available to

knows how much water is taken

the Water Management District

for

public use?
I feel the Carmel Valley private individuals who have their own water rights should
comply

with

whatever

water

restrictions are imposed.
I

management

is

developed

and

whatever

drought

After all, we are all in the "water pond" together.

question the extent of the water

limited

plan

allocation to the golf courses.

water supply, it seems terribly excessive to me

In

a time of

to continue the high level of

watering on all parts of the golf courses while at the same time others are being asked
to

cut

back.

inequity,

if

The
not

presentations

very
in

lush, green

fact

an

~airways

inequity,

or

certainly
just

going on during water awareness week, we

plain

provide the
waste.

appearance of

In

many

of the

found that the water sprinkler

experts cite many ways to be water thrifty in irrigation, and we feel it should be very
definitely involved in the golf courses.
Another
at

item.

Perhaps we should be looking at the whole county or perhaps looking

the whole state.

County

We should be exploring a total water management plan for Monterey

and the state because if you drive down

to Southern California and you see the

excessive uses of water, it doesn't make much sense at all when you're being restricted
here.

The National Area

Councils

really

talking

management

about

a

of Regional Government met
plan

so

that

areas

recently and they were

which

were

experiencing

limitations could be sharing them in a management plan with the total state.
one

county and one state,

there should be some

If we are

consideration of water being

equally

shared by all; equal sharing of the counties and equal sharing of the pain.
It

seems

to

me that

our Water

Management District
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should clearly

establish a

trigger
There

for our

next

should be a

level of water

plan

to the public.

rationing, clearly communicated

that has the appearance

it should be, in

of equity and also

fact, equitable.
It

seems to me that all the Monterey County

purveyors of water and those who have

any responsibility of water should be brought together to look at the total water issue
in

the county.

county

This meeting could be developed in a more formal basis so that all the

agenices that have some water responsibility

get together, coordinate and work

better for the whole county-in a cost effective manner.
CHAIRMAN MELLO:

Ruth, that's about six minutes worth.

COUNCILMEMBER VREELAND:
In

I've got half a second left, okay?

conclusion, the concept of the water district makes

that.

However, I feel that it has not met its

feel

a newly constructed water

available,

the adequacy

of

charge, no matter what the reasons.

board would better deal

than the present board has done.

sense, and I thank you for

with the questions of

I

equity

I think they have to look at the amount that is truly

the drought reserve,

and its relationship

to the master

plans of the entities, and they should be involved very carefully in that build out.
I

thank you

together.

very

much.

I

will

look forward to

a forum with

all the agencies

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN

MELLO:

Thank you.

of Monterey, Clyde Roberson.
COUNCILMEMBER

Next we'll have the

city councilmember from the city

He'll be followed by Mayor Robert Franco.

CLYDE ROBERSON:

Senator Mello, Congressman

Panetta, and members of

the panel, I want to thank you also for allowing us to speak this evening.
I

have presented some written comments,

so rather than just read

all of those to

you, I'd like to highlight which I think are the most important items.
First,
of

I'd like to address the idea of communication.

two-way communication

jurisdictions.
Technical

by the water

board.

governmental

Policy Advisory or
Very often,

I found out about the riparian

we in

rights issue in

We do appreciate the efforts of the new mayor's representative, Morrie

Fisher,

who is

kind

working

more

closely

with

of the

water

representation

Board and other

or consistent use of the

were set up

get late notice, if at all.

newspaper.

board.

the Water Management

There is no clear policy

Advisory boards which

Monterey
the

between

There appears to be a lack

enough to come
him.

to our council
I,

too,

board, how it

However, I'm just not sure that the

would

meeting, and we
suggest

is determined.

that
I

look forward to
we

look

think we need

at

the

a water

communication under the current structure

can occur.
The Congressman asked a question about whether the water supply and the growth were
based

on general plans.

That's true.

general plan was adopted in 1983.

However,

I would tell

you that the

Major changes have occurred to it.
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Monterey

We probably will

need

less water

than

we would

have

in 1983.

included in the water board information.
I'm

I

of

lunches.

water

if we

can capture

Maybe this is one.

I

was very happy to see that we have

it, although

During

I'm afraid

the next 6 to 10

there aren't

much water we can deliver?

we

don't.

I'm

overriding
years,

therefore, · we

response

can

and concerned
idea

that the

community.
community
that

board

For

Do we really know

what

adopt findings

a new water source

unlimited hookups.

I

projects

in 6 to 10

the next 6 to 10

hookups, which is the current policy.

a priority allocation system.
they

of

would appreciate a

what we're going to do about

un~imited

has, perhaps

example,

board will

that there will be

after I left, if possible, of

would suggest that we need

goals

that the

continue to have

years, a limited supply of water,
I

is

If you'll take a look at the new water allocation EIR,

very worried

concerns with the

any free

years, before a new source

online, we have to deal with a certain amount of water that we have.
how

information is

If it is, that would reassure me.

concerned about the next 6 to 10 years.

plenty

don't believe this

can look at
or

what

Along

with the other

special uses and

kind of

benefit with a minimum demand on our water supply?

needs in the

growth provides

maximum

It's simple common sense

if there's not enough water during a drought now, will there be during the next 6

to 10 years when there are more demands on that water system?
The

Sea of Valdez is crying to us; smog over

have diminishing tree sheds.
and

the Artie, we have an ozone hole; we

Mother Nature is screaming at us nationally and globally,

I think she's screaming at us here locally as

well.

I'd like to be sure that the

environment is protected between now and the time that a new source is online.
CHAIRMAN MELLO:
of Del Rey Oaks.
The

next one

Thank you very much.

Next we have the Honorable Mayor of the city

He's appearing here tonight as Chair of the Mayor's Select Committee.
after him will

up

be Janice O'Brien

representing the League

of Women

Voters.
CONGRESSMAN

PANETTA:

between now and 1996?

Henry, if I could?

Bruce, could you address the question of

I think that the -- what is the -- you know, how are we going to

fill the gap between now and the time a dam comes on line?
MAYOR ROBERT FRANCO:
CONGRESSMAN

Not on my time, right?

PANETTA:

I'm sorry.

No, no, not on

your time.

(laughter)

Never on

your time.
CHAIRMAN MELLO:
MAYOR FRANCO:
MR.

BUEL:

acrefeet

By all means.
Congressman

for water through

environment
water

Mayor, let Bruce answer this question.
Panetta,

district's intent

conservation and reclamation,

and providing a comfort

supply project.

the

zone or a buffer

is to

save some

reducing the demand

to carry us through

2,300
on the

to the new

At the same time,- in conjunction with the State Water Resources
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Control

Board and the other agencies

we have been developing an

inter-relief plan to

protect the environment, especially the Carmel River corridor, in that same period.

So

that the board's desire is to use conservation and reclamation to reduce the demand and
to draw on the environment, and also to take remedial measures, mitigation measures, so
that it doesn't suffer in this interim period.
CONGRESSMAN PANETTA:
MR.

BUEL:

Do you have a policy of unlimited hookups right now?

The district

board does not

have a moratorium

on the setting

of new

water meters at this time.
CONGRESSMAN PANETTA:
CHAIRMAN MELLO:
CONGRESSMAN
extent

Henry, just one more question.

All right, go ahead.

PANETTA:

With

regards

then you're relying a great

to between now

and 1996, I

deal on the hope that

take it to

some

the weather pattern changes

and that we get out of the drought.
MR. BUEL:
we

Well, yes, historically if you look back to 1902, and that's our record,

have had

a

number of

periods

in that time

that we've been

subject to drought.

Looking at that record, the '30s, the '40s, early '70s, mid '70s, and then this period,
this
of

late '80s, would all be periods in which we have shortages that are current level
demand.

Our

There is the possibility of another dry period

in the next 6 to 10 years.

hope is that by reducing the demand through conservation and reclamation that will

reduce our vulnerability before the project is built.
CHAIRMAN
of

MELLO:

Bruce, Councilman Roberson also mentioned this all important item

communication which seems like we

neglect quite often.

But isn't

it possible for

the district to keep in closer contact with the cities and other interested groups when
we're

going to have to have

election?

We should

have

their needs in order to
people who

are

put something on the ballot

knowledgeable and going

for

to be supporting

whatever project the district comes up with.
MR.

BUEL:

through

Well,

yes,

I agree

with

that, Senatqr Mello.

And in fact

law, through the bill that you sponsored, a city representative.

basis,

that city

mayors.

representative

does share the

activities of the

we have

On a monthly

district with the

Our hope was that he would pass that -- that the other mayors would pass that

through.
Also,
available

I personally have made many
to do that.

There

presentations to the city councils;

is not now currently

I'm

an advisory committee per

al~ays

se that

deals with all aspects of the district activities and relates those to the cities.
there

But

is, what Councilmember Roberson referred to, is a policy advisory committee that

is

currently dealing with the allocation issue.

be

no reason that the

expanded

role or mission of

such that on a quarterly

If the cities desired it, there would

that policy advisory committee

basis, or some other periodic
-22-

couldn't be

basis, that we could

make a report to the city representatives.
CHAIRMAN
person
of

MELLO:

Vell, it would seem

to me that Mayor Morrie

to go around and talk to all the

him to do that.

different cities.

Fisher has been the

You know, that's very kind

But shouldn't the district be having an outreach program to try to

reach all of these different cities here on the Peninsula?
MR. BUEL:

And, Senator Mello, I try to do that.

CHAIRMAN MELLO:
MR.

BUEL:

information.

Do you send them a copy of your minutes or your agenda?

Yes, and the board packet.

They get all

-- each city gets all of that

I think what Councilmember Roberson spoke to is

a concern that he, as a

councilmember, may not always see those materials, and I could work on improving that.
CHAIRMAN MELLO:

Yes.

So it appears if some councilmember or somebody would want a

copy of this material, they could contact your office and ••.
MR. BUEL:
CHAIRMAN

Or go down to their city hall.
MELLO:

Okay.

It's available at the city hall.

All right, now we'll have the Mayor of the city of Del Rey

Oaks, representing the Mayor's Select Committee, Mayor Robert Franco.
MAYOR
on

FRANCO:

their behalf.

Thank you, Senator.
But I feel

feel about these matters.

I -was not really asked by the mayors to appear

that I just met with

them at noon, and I

I'd like to apologize for my garb.

know how they

This is my Cinco de Mayo

outfit.
CHAIRMAN MELLO:
MAYOR FRANCO:
I've
that
our

Today is Cinco de Mayo, yes.
I just came from a little fiesta and I'm going to two more tonight.

only three points to

make.

One, that the

I feel

the present board of the Vater Management District is very much more sensitive to
needs, and our needs are

meantime,

I think they

water.

I think they are

deserve commendation for

councils

-- Mr. Buel has come

planning

commissions, and the public at

than

mayors, my colleagues and

they've requested.

doing their best.

the

have educated us,

the

-- and the members of

the

the way they

to my council several times
large.

And in

That is why we

have saved more water

They were very effective in their presentations and we became

enthusiastic about it.
The other point is that we shall continue to cooperate with them.
The final point is that rather than to have the Vater Management agency or District
develop
I

priorities in any kind of restrictions, including especially now a moratorium,

think it's

declare
citizens;

incumbent

upon each

city

a moratorium if they so desire.

to develop its
Ve have

we have our own political pressures; and

own list of

priorities, and

the power; we are responsible to our
we should be independently able to

do that rather to ask the agency to carry the burden and respond to the voters.
That's all I have to say, and thank you very much for inviting us here.
CHAIRMAN MELLO:

Thank you.
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CONGRESSMAN

PANETTA:

Bob, could

I just ask

implement stronger steps on conservation?
MAYOR
board

to

FRANCO:
impose

A proposal
a

sort

of

you, do you

think the cities

would

Is that what you're saying?

was made to

the mayors to

restriction

system,

ask their water

which

to me

management

is equivalent

to a

moratorium, although it doesn't have that name; and I and four of my colleagues decided
that
the

that is a land use activity
cities to stop giving

that belongs properly in the cities,

building permits.

don't have to even deal with those things.
CONGRESSMAN PANETTA:
CHAIRMAN MELLO:
Let
and

If we

don't give out the

permits, they

(applause)

Thank you.

Thank you very much, Mayor.

me take the liberty of asking-- I notice there's a lot of city officials here

others representing the county, if there's any here

at all.

and it's up to

that want to make a statement

We sure want to thank you.

CONGRESSMAN PANETTA:
CHAIRMAN MELLO:

Somebody raised their hand.

Are you a city official?

COUNCILMEMBER FLORENCE SCHAEFER:

Yes.

I have a question.

I'm a councilmember for

the city of Pacific Grove.
CHAIRMAN

MELLO:

All right.

Can

you come down and

... ?

Oh, you're on

the list

here, I guess.
MS. HUSTON:

She was going to testify ..•

COUNCILMEMBER SCHAEFER:
MAYOR FRANCO:

With your permission, I have to leave ...

CHAIRMAN MELLO:
MAYOR FRANCO:
CHAIRMAN

All right.
.•• Cinco de Mayo.

MELLO:

All right.

down to use the microphone?
MR. SPENCER TYLER:
CHAIRMAN MELLO:
O'Brien.

COUNCILMEMBER

to come

We are recording this, right, Spencer?

We did have you on the list and we were going to move on to Janice
I know.

But I just looked around and saw Morrie Fisher and several others.
SCHAEFER:

My name is

Florence Schaefer and I'm

Grove, and I'm asking a question right now.

presentation.

councilmember from

I don't really want to forego my

But you said we could ask questions.

CHAIRMAN MELLO:
COUNCILMEMBER
the

councilmember, you want

But we're not going to overlook you.

CHAIRMAN MELLO:

Morrie

Flo Schaefer, city

Yes, yes.

COUNCILMEMBER SCHAEFER:

Pacific

I can wait until then ... (inaudible)

Yes.
SCHAEFER:

It is

this.

Many months ago, I

Fisher, and I asked people who are interested

cities do some kind

of restriction, at least
-24-

asked our mayor, Mayor

in the water issue, why couldn't

to new water hookups.

And I don't

want

necessary,
of

A moratorium means stop all building, and

to call it a moratorium.
our

but new water hookups.

Monterey

doesn't

Peninsula Water

help their own

stopping
water,

And I was told
District that

our hookups goes into

that because of the regional nature
any one

city doing

their water situation because

situation,

whole pot, so to speak,

th~

and therefore no city would

that is not

it unilaterally

whatever we save by

the pool is more apt

do it unilaterally unless forced

to.

for

If you went

over your water allocation, of course, you would have to do that.
So

that my question is -- and

Mayor

Select Committee today

talk

that they would do it in unison?
first

I wish Mayor Franco hadn't had
further then about the

to leave -- did the

cities getting together so

Because it is obvious that no city is going

one to say okay, we'll do it and take

~o

be the

the water we save and then everybody gets

the benefit of our water.
CHAIRMAN MELLO:

Well, perhaps I can -- Morrie, were you there?

MAYOR MORRIE FISCHER:
CHAIRMAN MELLO:
MS. HUSTON:
CHAIRMAN

Yes, sir.

Okay.

I can't see if Bob Franco left or not. ·

Yes, he did.

MELLO:

Oh, he did.

Okay.

Morris Fisher, the Mayor of

the city of the

Pacific Grove. · And then Bruce, you might want to comment on why we can't deal with the
city, so that ...
MAYOR

In

MORRIS FISHER:

defense, I've only

been on the

Water Management Board

today, Jean Grace

had asked the

three months.
At

the Mayor's

support

her

position

committee

position,

and the

mayors said

that they

because they felt that -- I didn't know

mayors if they

didn't want

to support

would
that

Bob was going to make a presentation

but the mayors felt that any request for a water moratorium or a moratorium on some
building

or whatever it

council,

from the various councils to the Water

is

the source,

disagreement

is

might be that

that-council wanted,

the real strength.

with Mr. Franco ' s

from the

Management Board itself because there

And we took

comments.

it should come

no action.

So,

But basically, that was

I'm somewhat in
the extent of any

discussion.
CHAIRMAN
there,

MELLO:

Okay.

Let me

then ask Bruce Buel

Mr. Lombardo, who is there also.

guess

the question is:

Is the

or the chairman of

the board

Whoever wants to respond to this question.

district doing anything as far

I

as discussing with the

cities the possibilitites of water hookups or moratoriums?
MR.
into

NICK LOMBARDO:

the first phase

scenario

Well, that issue has been brought forth initially when we went
of rationing, and

there would not be

the board decided

a water moratorium on

hookups.

that under the
The board did

20 percent
indicate,

however, that if the supply became more critical, and we do have a trigger mechanism, I
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believe

someone asked earlier if there was a trigger mechanism regarding when the next

phase would go into effect, and at that time most of the board members privately agreed
or

stated that

However,

they .would be in

the board has

continued

favor of new

hookups that increased

to feel that they

are not in a

water supply.

land use or zoning

position to make those decisions and deferred to the jurisdictions which are the cities
and

the

county

specifically

from a

standpoint of

that if a

city wishes to

building, they would do so.
their
the

individual conditions.

have a moratorium

That means

on any particular

facet of

Now some of the cities essentially have done that.

own allocation of water, they

where that water goes.

their own

have set out particular priorities

Within

as to how and

For example, in the .city of Monterey, they recently have passed

swim/gym complex which is a large user of water.

However, they've determined that

that is an overriding issue for public benefit, as Councilman Roberson stated.
So

the district, at this point, continues to feel that that is a obligation of the

jurisdictions.
CONGRESSMAN PANETTA:
CHAIRMAN MELLO:
CONGRESSMAN
decided,

Senator, could I ask on the •.. ?

Congressman Panetta.

PANETTA:

On the allocation that goes to the cities, I mean, if a city

for example, that it wanted

to implement some steps to

further conserve, is

there a way to provide or encourage the city that takes those kinds of steps under your
present allocation system?
MR. LOMBARDO:
MR.
of

BUEL:

water.

I guess that's the question.

Yes, and I'll have Bruce Buel answer that.

Leon, the allocation works that each city

And that's

compared annually against

in the county get a quantity

their metered sales.

So if a

city

conserves or stops growing, stops issuing meters -- excuse me, building permits, then a
reduction
So

in the demand automatically is registered as

the cities

now

are rewarded; they

get to keep,

an increase in their capacity.
if you will,

their conservation

savings, is part of their allocation.
CONGRESSMAN

PANETTA:

So it doesn't then flow to the benefit of other areas.

They

have that allocation protected for them?
MR.

BUEL:

That's correct.

And that's in terms of growth.

Now I believe -- and I

don't want to put words in Councilmember Schaefer's mouth-- another area or concern is
rationing.
Pacific

The cities had hoped that, or at least when our discussion with the city of

Grove, the question was asked:

if our

community saves water by not building,

would our community get any benefits from rationing?
our
in

And under state law, according to

district council, each and every customer needs to
20 percent rationing, there is no justification

Grove any differently than a customer in Seaside.

be treated the same.

If we're

for treating a customer in Pacific

And so although the answer is yes in

the land use context, if the city conserves they benefit by reducing their sales in the
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sense of rationing a city's activities to conserve will not help an individual custome r
in

that city.

And I

believe that was the

focus of dialogue, not

the allocation fo r

land use, but in terms of rationing.
CONGRESSMAN PANETTA:
CHAIRMAN
League

MELLO:

of Women

Thank you.

Okay, thank

Voters.

you.

Now we

And next behind

have Janice O'Brien,

her will be

representing the

Bob Russell, Residents

Water

Committee.
MS.

JANICE O'BRIEN:

Monterey

you, Senator

Mello.

The League of

Women Voters of

Peninsula has supported the concept of the Water Management District from its

inception.
step

Thank

We viewed its mandate

to manage both supply

and demand as an

innovative

toward integrated management of a limited resource with an express responsibility

for protection of our unique environment.

However, the fulfillment of this mandate has

been disappointing in its scope and marginal in its achievement.
I

We
water

wish to comment on board performance in these major areas:

the augmentation of

supply; ability to work effectively with other agencies; approach to our current

shortfall; and community relations.
From

the first,

board

policy for

augmentation

primarily

on the construction of a large

exclusion

of

Conservation,
response

the

other

as a

potential

concerted

supply has focused
I

new dam on the Carmel River,

sources,

program, has

to the current drought crisis.

belatedly
space

two

of our water

namely,
only

In the

to the virtual
I

conservation and

recently been initated

reclamati9f.
and only 'in

area of reclamation, the district has

embarked upon a plan to reclaim waste water for use on golf courses and opeh

in Del Monte Forest.
freed up

potable

However,

water

wil~

under a flawed funding option,

immediately

be channeled into

further development,

negating the whole concept of reclamation as a water saving device.
reclamation

at least half of
If a comprehensive

program had been inaugurated 11 years ago, based on a requirement that all

golf

courses and open space be restricted to this use, the financial burden would have

been

placed upon the commercial interests where it belongs, and we would not now be in

the

incongruous

community

position

rationing.

of

wasting

We would also

potable

water

on irrigation

have been assured of

in the

face of

a drought reserve for

just

such a contingency.
In

the pursuit of a

dam, it was requisite

that the district adopt

a cooperative

attitude in working with the relevant state and federal agencies to expedite an orderly
and

successful process.

produced

However,

after considerable time

an EIR which was rejected as inadequate and

and time delay in the preparation of a new one.
San
would

Clemente Dam project itself
indicate either a

and expense, the

has had to incur further expense

And we have recently seen the proposed

denied on environmental and

woeful. lack of communication between
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district

technical grounds.

This

the district and these

--·

·-------- ~-~-- ··----------·-------------·-·--·--

agencies

or a careless disregard

address

alternatives

which

project from the start.
least

environmental~y

current
level

for

speak

..

.......;_-

______ -'"'··-·-·-------·-·

procedures.

mand~ted

to

...

The

the environmental

district must finally

constraints endemic

to the

Indeed, according to the allocation EIR recently released, the
damaging

option,

Option 4,

would

water production, with the implication that we

call for a

decrease in the

have already exceeded a growth

consonant with the district's mandated responsibility

for the protection of the

Peninsula environment as a whole.
As

the rationing program continues, new water permits

discernible control being exercised by the

no

guidelines at the planning commission
The

are still

bei~g

issued with

The board has been asked for

distri~t.

but to date has not responded.

~evel,

recent publicity regarding a proposed agreement

with individual landowners as

to entitlement to water rights caused consternation within the community at large.
fact
the

that the present chairman of the water board was involved has led to a lawsuit on
grounds of conflict of interest.

to public outcry.
an

The

Cooperation with board policies is predicated on the public trust in

equitable standard

special

The decision on this matter was only delayed due

und~rlying

interests are

being

those

policies.

If

served, the credibility

it is

public perception

of the district,

that

its staff and

members of the board will be irremediably damaged and its function jeopardized.
In closing, we propose the following actions by the board:
1)

That it

take

the necessary

steps

to resolve the

public perception of

conflict of interest at once.
2)

That

it

define a

water augmentation

project within

the environmental

constraints necessary to ensure the integrity of our quality of life on the Peninsula.
3)

That it

enlarge the

scope of

the contemplated

reclamation program

to

include

all golf courses and open space within the district and seek a blend of public

funding

available under

commercial

interests

who

the

1988 Water Bond

wish to

Act and private

ensure the

health and

contributions from the

beauty of

their lucrative

recreational assets.
4)
shortfall

That an immediate halt to expanded water use be ordered until the present
is resolved and that a trigger mechanism

be devised to monitor water supply

and to forestall uncontrolled demand in any future emergency.
These
take

are critical times for

serious

responsibility.

heed

of

these

the district.
recommendations

Thank you very much.

CHAIRMAN MELLO:

We urge
and

the members of the
to

fulfill

their

MS. HUSTON:

mandated

(applause)

Bob, before you start, let me ask -- Janice, is that an extra copy

of your remarks?
MS . O'BRIEN:

board to

I have sent you one, and I think I sent one to the ...
I have yours.
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CHAIRMAN

MELLO:

Okay,

we have

it.

Spencer

Tyler, those

who do

have written

statements, if you can collect them so that we can have them and make them available.
All

right,

Peninsula.

we

have Mr.

He'll

be

Bob Russell,

followed

by

Roy

Resident Water
Thomas . from

Committee of

the

Carmel

the Monterey

River

Steelhead

Association.
MR.

BOB RUSSELLz

Ve have four overlays we'd like

to use; and Councilman Eaton of

Pacific Grove is going to help me out with the presentation.
Our

committee has recently

Grove/Carmel

formed, and includes

city councils, as well

members of the

as the members of

Monterey/Pacific

neighborhood associations that

include Carmel, Carmel Valley, Pacific Grove and Monterey
(Testimony lost - no overlap from Side AA to Side B)
What

the Peninsula is now facing is the lack of water storage supply.

For present

use, it is well understood by our citizens.
In
San

November of 1987, they voted 63

Clemente site on the Carmel River.

problem

through

voter

environmentalists,

education.

We

percent 'in favor of building a

new dam at the

As chairman of that campaign, we addressed the
developed

and residents that were

a

true coalition

of businessmen,

interested in presenting education

to the

people about the crisi• that the Peninsula now faced.
We

went to every voter

Peninsula

faced:

on this Peninsula and

Number one, we

had to have a

capacity to get through any dry weather cycle.

we outlined the problems

that this

drought reserve; we needed

increased

Two, we had to restore the Carmel River

allowing the fishery and environmental concerns to be met.
And we also needed economic stability for this Peninsula through a phased-relief of
water.

That was the

thrust of our

percent

of the voters, residents,

campaign.

And .in

to

At that

We had a common purpose.

that education process, most people really did not have the background able

make decisions on water management.

Dam when built in 1920 had a
later,

attracted 63

environmentalists, and businessmen alike.

point, and I emphasi·ze 1987, we had a true coalition.
During

that campaign we

capa~ity

we are now producing between

We showed them that, in fact, the San Clemente

of 2,000 acrefeet of water.
400 and 800 acrefeet of

Sixty some odd years

water, less capacity now

than when the dam was originally put in.

Due to siltation, that process will continue.

Our

that

problem is

water

storage capacity

everyone has talked

about.

We've also

talked about flows in the Carmel River, and the averages are very, very misleading:
1978-77
2,600

we had 122,000 acrefeet
acrefeet, according

to

running through that river.
these facts that

Bruce Buel had

The year before we
given us during

in
had
that

campaign.
This
Since

is not a growth and a no-growth issue that some people would like to present.

the turn of the century, this

area has gone through seven periods
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or cycles of

drought,

approximately, one every 12 years.

another

drought would occur, but when

Ve stated then that it wasn't a matter if

it would occur.

Unless the

average pattern of

rainfall changes, we will continue to experience drought conditions.
Vhat has been the direction of the present board?
laudable
same

in itself, plus a

time,

hookups

system of rationing what

present users

are conserving

for new use continue to be

ration
are

when

A program of water conservation,
water is available.

and subject

granted by the board.

and conserve based on a limited storage capacity,

granted that will further deplete

that capacity.

to rationing,

In essence,

Yet

at the

new water

we're asked to

yet at the same time permits

The blatant inequity

of such a

policy is apparent to all.
Ve must realize that water rationing is not a one-time problem solved when the rain
finally

comes.

alternative
allows

The

draft

-- and I think

Environment

we should all pay

for the issuing of new

existing

Impact

permits.

capacity and until a project

Report

speaks

to

the

close attention to that

Ve must accept that

no-project

-- which still

we have already exceeded

is online with enough capacity

to meet present

needs and environmental concerns, that no new expanded use be allowed.
What direction should we take?
1)

Maintain

district.

local

jurisdiction

It seems less likely that

that

the

legislation

has granted

the water crisis this Peninsula

to the

faces will fair

better at the county level.
2)
accepting

A moratorium on the issuing of all water permits that would intensify use,
the

crisis

situation,

and

understanding that

we have

already committed

required by the

state and federal

present capacity beyond a drought resistant supply.
3)

An immediate

authorities
after

outline

of all

permits

that would allow a storage project to go forth, this being the next action

a moratorium on

the

intensification of use.

Rather

than one project, develop

permit requirements for other alternatives.
4)

And lastly, accept that any project

environment.
firm

must improve an already deteriorating

The board must communicate a sense of urgency to its constituents; take a

action by initiating

a moratorium on

new water permits;

cease to continue

the

business-as-usual approach in the situation we now find ourselves.
We

had a successful election because people believed in a goal.

headline from the Herald, front page.

This is the May 3

As the residents are at 80 percent rationing, as

we are conserving, according to this article it said following, district officials said
they

will ask

businesses

board on Monday night to resolve the situation and allow Peninsula

to 100 percent of the water

understatement
residents

w~ter

of the year, this may

they used last year.
not seem like much of

And then

of course. the

a rationing program.

The

of this Peninsula, the ones who are going to vote in the next election, must
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see

some equity at the very present time.

would intensify any use.
CHAIRMAN MELLO:

Thank you.

Thank you.

And

that means a cessation of hookups that

(applause)

Mr. Buel, were you looking to respond?

I'm not asking

you to, but you're certainly welcome to if you feel
CONGRESSMAN PANETTA:
CHAIRMAN MELLO:
CONGRESSMAN
must

I would like him to respond.

All right.

PANETTA:

be a lot of

Congressman.

No, I would like him to respond to the comment because there

concern.

I haven't read

the paper, but if

I had, I'm sure

I'd be

concerned.
MR. BUEL:
a

I'd like to start by indicating that any per capita ration, whether it ' s

residential ration or a business

ration, is based on an

average.

The two averages

that are in place, on the residential site is 82 gallons per person per day, and on the
commercial site is 80 percent of the regional average for that type of business.
clear

that there are residents that are using 4 to

excuse

me, is 4 to 5 times greater than their use.

5 times their use

It is

their ration,

For instance, Morris Fisher, Mayor

Fisher of Pacific Grove uses 27 gallons per day, but his ration is 122 gallons per day.
So

those that are basing their rationing

have

this protection.

water users.
more.

on the per capita use in

a residential site

And the board wanted to implement the protection for the frugal

Those people who have historically saved water shouldn't be asked to save

On the commercial

site, the same

thing happens.

Businesses

use less --

the

frugal businesses, businesses who have historically used a limited amount of water less
than

the average, will by definition

use.

And

committee
optional

the board

of the

board,

baseline, this

totally
and

what

have a ration that's greater

is contemplating
is that

per

they

doing, what

-- for those

capita value,

has been

recommended by

businesses who qualify

and . those are only

retrofitted, if they've done everything

than their current
a

for the

permitted if they've

that they possibly can to

save water

they're still underneath the regional average, that they be capped at no more than

that which they used last year.
So

I think

presented
of

there's a

fundamental misunderstanding

to the board on Monday, May 8.

back further even

that

the presentation

after
in

is

been

frugal and find it impossible to

they've totally retrofitted their

the media

proposal that's

The proposal is to deal with that select set

commercial water users who have historically been

cut

of the

business.

somewhat misrepresented the

So I think

proposal to the

board.
CONGRESSMAN PANETTA:
MR. BUEL:

Well, in fact, if I might, Senator Mello?

CHAIRMAN MELLO:
MR.

BUEL:

Why can't you do the homeowner the same way?

Yes.

I want to note that homeowners, for instance, Morrie Fisher, if we were
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to

do the same

ration

at 27 gallons

residences
their
is

thing

to use

on the residential site,
a day .

this

consumption.

In

fact, we're allowing

per capita baseline

set Morrie Fisher's

as a matter

which may be

So the program is already stricter

on the residential site and

stricter.

we would have to

of right for

the

significantly greater than

on the commercial site than it

the concept before the board

So I believe the residential site is getting

is to make it even

more

the better deal here, and the

claim that the recommendation is bias toward business, I think is false.
CHAIRMAN MELLO:

I think the perception out there is one that you have to overcome.

It's quite clear that most of the people are looking at it just the other way.
MR.

BUEL:

printing

Well, and

Senator Mello, I

the letter to the

hope that the

editor that I hand

Herald has the

submitted to them the

approach of

day after their

article was printed.
CHAIRMAN MELLO:

Okay, now we'll go on to the next scheduled person, is Roy Thomas,

President of the Carmel River Steelhead Association.
Is

Roy Thomas here?

(long pause)

from Carmel Valley will be next.
MR.

MAX CHAPLIN:

He'll be followed by Max Chaplin.

You're Max Chaplin?

Okay.

I guess then Ed Haber

Okay, Mr. Chaplin.

Senator, Congressman, panel members.

I'm Max Chaplin, President

of the Carmel Valley Property Owners Association.
The

Association is

now

40 years

old

and has 1,100

members and speaks

for the

residents of Carmel Valley.
We
the

have been particularly concerned about excessive extraction of groundwater from

Carmel Valley

aquifer,

which has led

to widespread environmental

damage to the

Middle and Lower Valley, in addition to the loss of the steelhead fishery.
We

supported the formation of the Water

drought.

We support the stated goals of the district.

Since
Without

Management District following the 1976-77

1978

Cal-Am ' s

annual

demand

has groWn

from 11,000

the district's efforts to manage that growth, we

to 17,300

acrefeet.

would not today be in a much

worse position than we are.
I want to point to three major achievements under the district :
1)

Four new wells in

the Lower Carmel Valley

which have added about

2,000

acrefeet of supply.
2)

Balanced management of the

Seaside aquifer, Carmel River

and the Carmel

Valley aquifer, utilizing the Canada de la Segunda pipeline.
3)

The

Carmel

River

Management

program, including

erosion controls

and

irrigation around some of the Cal-Am wells.
The
is

Water Management District has assembled a

competent professional staff, which

essential to dealing with the difficult water supply problems which face us.

Given

the conflicts over decisions on water supply and use, the district necessarily operates
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in

an atmosphere of controversy.

contribute

We in the Association

to that controversy and will

policy decisions.

have done our level

continue to do so where

best to

we differ with water

But that must not be interpreted as an attack on the district, which

we feel fills an important role.
Having
our

been so lavish in praise of the district, it is now time to turn to some of

strong

disagreements

with

district

policies

on

four

issues

in

which

the

constituents' interests were poorly served:
1)
new

Setting the total water allocations much too high, thereby permitting more

development than can be adequately served.

released,

makes it

very

clear that we

The

Draft EIR on Allocation, recently

do not have

enough water to

supply even our

present demand and to allay environmental damage, as required by state law.

Meanwhile,

the district has been encouraging the cities and the county to believe that extra water
is

available for development.

the

city

of

Carmel

was

The so-called "grace" policy is illogical; for example,

entitled

to

"borrow"

an

extra 100

acrefeet beyond

its

allocation, with no stipulation as to how or when such an amount must be returned.
2)

Inequities in the rationing

program.

Despite the dry

winters of '86-87

and '87-88, and the historical record of droughts, the district delayed rationing until
January

of 1989, preferring to

mostly

heeded by people who were

water

wasters, because when Phase

percent
the

call for voluntary conservation

measures.

already being careful, gave a
III rationing did finally

This call,

built-in advantage to

mandate a cutback of

20

relative to 1987, those who had wasted water in 1987 had no problem in meeting

requirement.

This inequity is

particularly onerous in Carmel

residents

maintain fruit trees and other perennial plantings.

effective

way to curb excessive use would

Valley, where many

We believe that a more

be to establish a cap, or

maximum use, for

residences and other categories, such as hotel rooms.
The campaign for

3)
excellent
equal

as it is, may be self-defeating over the

to what

reason

conservation measures such

is

conserved is retained

as low-flow showers,

etc.,

long run unless an amount of water

by the district

is that a community which has conserved water,

as a drought

reserve.

The

then given up that water to new

development, will be unable to cut back further during a drought.
4)
As
five

The proposed Water Rights Agreement with private pumpers in Carmel Valley.

a result of public pressure, the district

is now reconsidering this agreement with

private pumpers, who extract over 10 percent of the Peninsula's water supply from

the Carmel Valley aquifer.

The agreement would guarantee "entitlements" to groundwater

which we consider excessive; for example, 3.8 acrefeet per acre for golf courses, while
farmland

around Salinas · uses

2.2 acrefeet and

recorded

average of 1.2 acrefeet.

the farmland in

Carmel Valley has

a

Given these excessive "entitlements," the agreement

would then allow the parties to use the water for other types of development or even to
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sell

their water rights

for use outside

the Valley.

Such

an agreement can

only be

harmful to the public interest, especially in view of our continuing shortage of water.
The association has recommendations. The successful development of additiona1
water

supplies may take 10 years or

period

with the least

harm to the

more.

Our problem, then, is how

community and the

environment.

to survive this
The EIR

on water

allocation is telling us that our firm supply of water is adequate only for our present
commitments,
frequent

and that if development proceeds as

periods of

environment.

rationing,

planned we shall suffer increasingly

together with continuing

Nonetheless, the district

is

damage to the

issuing 150 to 200

Carmel River

permits for new water

connections every month.
We

believe it is time to

call a halt to new

demands on our common water

until such time as a new water source is guaranteed.
CHAIRMAN MELLO:
of

Thank you very much.

the wonderful Quail Lodge and

Thank you.

supply,

(applause)

Now we have Mr. Ed Haber, operator and owner

fire chief of Carmel Fire

Department, Carmel Valley

Fire Department.
MR. ED HABER:
CHAIRMAN

Now it's the Sheriff's Emergency Team.

MELLO:

Okay, Emergency.

And he'll be

followed by --

let me ask,

Flo

Schaefer, did you want to make a statement in addition to your question?
MS. SCHAEFER:

Yes, please.

CHAIRMAN MELLO:

Okay.

CONGRESSMAN PANETTA:
HABER:

~·

the

Well, then you'll be next after Mr. Haber.
Ed Haber is involved in everything else, too.

Well, my name is Ed

place, as you all do.

this

room moved here

years

ago.

when

and

like to mention that I.don't

there were no golf

42 years.

I love

believe anyone living in

courses because the first

one was 100

If you moved here in the last 20 years, there were 15 golf courses already

here before you got here.
tonight.

I'd

Haber and I've lived here some

(laughter)

I didn't intend to talk about golf courses except it came up

And I've not been able to get the Herald to print the other side of the story

so I welcome this opportunity

and hope they'll print this

one, but they haven't,

the others we've sent.
The
the

golf course that I represent is

same as anyone

they're

else.

willing to ration whether we have

If it's 50 percent

green now and not brown is because it

we're going to do
rained recently.

it.

to or not,

And the reason

Your lawns are green,

too, but it's going to be brown and you'll see that.
However, most of the things that I have on this statement I was going to make as an
individual
wonderful
Panetta
about

have been mentioned already very

adequately.

I think Mr. Buel

has put on

representation, and some of the questions that Senator Mello and Congressman
have asked have been very good questions.

having a dam in the next 6 to 8 years.
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One was about impediment; and talk

I'm not sure we will because the former

board, in public statements -- and that's in my letter here --public statements and in
the

Herald have stated that

job.

they control growth with

their job and that's

not their

The cities could do it, the county can do it; and they should not be controlling

growth

as a Water Management Board, and they've

publicly stated at meetings that I've

been to.
Recently
handles

I went to a meeting, several meetings, in

it very well.

sooner

The question

than you've got it?

well,

that correct?
HABER:

whether
thousand

answer was -- and you correct
wasn't very keen on the idea

dam

me if I'm wrong
of having a dam.

Is

The record will show Bruce Buel nodded.

Thank you.

you play

Congressman

why don't you have a

The answer's yes, I presume; it was last week.

CONGRESSMAN PANETTA:
MR.

was asked of Mr. Buel,

And the

the board that we had before

fact 10 of them and Bruce Bue1

golf

(laughter)

The other thing is that a lot of you here who,

or not really

Panetta likes

it

doesn't matter, but

when he

acres in nice green open

goes

space.

at night and

you like it,

and I'm sure

sees several hundred

So whether it's green

or a

or brown, it's open.

Otherwise, the place would look like a waffle of subdivisions.
So, at any rate, I'd just like to make that clear.
Now,
which

one other thing

is it's all

talk about closing

down tourism,

is one of the things that's recommended, and closing down the golf courses.

that

doesn't seem to address

affected
and

very nice to

by this.

the 11,000 people in

Sure we'd have a lot of

the tourism business who

But

would be

water saved, because they'd be moving away

they wouldn't have a job and they wouldn't use

any water.

I think that should be

considered.
Ve
about

are personally, our company, is

rationing like anyone else will,

the legality of it, we're going to do it.

I don't care

We've been doing it, and we are doing

it right this minute.
I
the

guess that's about-- just see if I've
Vater Management

stated
there's

tonight

that

Board

should not

they shouldn't

another side to this.

the planning commission.
But

we're willing

It was already

to cooperate.

I think

How are you going to pay for it?

Mr. Haber, let me ask you a

But

Thank you.

question, if I may?

Because of your

long experience in the golf courses, and also Mr. Lombardo and others.

It seems to me,

I

MELLO:

be.

I just think that

About having reclaimed water, that's a great idea.

there's no free lunch there either.
CHAIRMAN

be

missed anything here.

was thinking back in 1977 when we had a very serious drought, didn't the golf course

at that time just water the greens and they left the fairways without water.
MR. HABER:

Some of them did.

CHAIRMAN MELLO:
MR .

HABER:

•.•

At Pebble Beach -- I'm speaking of the area

Yes, right.
of Pebble

Beach which
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use the

Cal-Am water

which was

treated

drinking water at that time, they cut down because that.was treated drinking water, and
they

did cut down on the fairways and they did

courses

tees and greens and some of that.

that have wells by their own order which

purposes

cut down some,

percent

but not that

much.

rationing, you don't have to worry

The

was not treated and not for drinking

I'll again

state that if

about us, we'll do it.

you go to

50

And

I think I can

I don't recall just what happened.

I guess there

speak for some of the others.
CHAIRMAN MELLO:

Let me ask you.

was some -- you had to go back and replant some of the fairways.

Was it true then that

if you don't water the fairways, I imagine they would just dry up and you need to ••.
MR. HABER:

.Yes, they have to be replanted.

CHAIRMAN MELLO:
MR.

HABER:

Reseeding and replanting.

Yes.

Now, there's other thing.

The courses

that are on this side of

Carmel

Valley, that is the Peninsula courses, they don't have an aquifer and the water

that's

used there does not go below the surface and

Management
alluvial
true?

Board technicians believe that 50 percent or so

of whatever is used in the
Is that -- is that

That's another nod?
Yes.

MR. HABER:
CHAIRMAN
publicity

Thank you.
MELLO:

I think

and a lot of

have to make that

the

reason I asked the

the statements have been

tremendous amount of water.
with

And I believe the Water

area, like what we are in, goes right back into the soil.

MR. BUEL:

we

back in.

question, I think a

made about the golf

lot of the

courses using a

I think, depending upon where we have to scale back to, if

next move and just

people's golf game, but I think

keep the greens, it

it would help.

would interfer slightly

Even though the

water goes back

into the ground, a lot of it is evaporated also.
MR. HABER:

That's true.

At least half of it goes back into the ground.

Yes, sir.

Congressman.
CHAIRMAN MELLO:
CONGRESSMAN
mean,

I

think

commercial

Congressman has a question.

PANETTA:

I think the

people that

the

area

with the

have to

golf courses

come together

and with

I

the other

that they're

participating in this effort and how they're participating in the effort.

Because when

in a drought, and you've got families and residences that are having to face the

rationing

along

presented.
courses

in

are involved

has to get out.

to reflect

we're

facilities

message that you presented

with

everybody

It isn't a reflection

else,

there

has

on the fact of

to be

a sense

whether or not we

of equity

that's

should have golf

or whether or not we should have other recreational activities because they're

important to the community and they're important to the business life of the commW1ity.
That's

a given, and that's understood.

But when everybody has to sacrifice, there has
-36-

to be a sense of equity that everybody's participating in that sacrifice.
So

I guess the strongest thing I would say to

you, based on some of the testimony

I've heard here, is that the message has to get out by those that are on the commercial
site, that they are indeed willing to make that kind of sacrifice.
MR.
out

HABER:

Well, I would agree with

you 100 percent.

-- unfortuntely the Herald doesn't print what we

tonight
and

said.

about selling water-- and I'll again say that

sent it to Herald

and we can't get

doing such a thing nor will we ever.
CHAIRMAN
Grove,

MELLO:

Thank you.

Councilwoman.

try to get

There was one remark made

we printed it a few weeks ago,

it printed -- that

Thank you.

The message we

there is no intention

of

(applause)

All right, next we have Flo Schaefer, City of Pacific

And next will be Susan Whitman

from the City Council of Pacific

Grove.
COUNCILMEMBER
think
are

SCHAEFER:

Hi, thank you for

we should make it clear when we get up,
--

I

am speaking

as a

having us and having this

meeting.

I

with the title of councilwoman, that we

private citizen.

I am

not here

in any

official role

representing the city council of Pacific Grove.
What
little

I have to
bit

and

say will touch

give it

on the points

a slightly

different approach.

And when I heard that we were going to

teacher.

made before, but

maybe I'll add

Before I

retired I

a

was a

come here and talk about how did the

water board and the Water Management District do, it reminded me of kids getting report
cards.

So the ex-teacher in me came out

and I sort of made up a

report card for the

county Water Management District and board.
I
first
second

have to say, unfortunately, that
is basic arithmetic.

They

they have failed many required

don't understand the principle

grader knows that if you take away more

rationing

is totally senseless and unfair

subjects.

The

of subtraction.

Any

from less you get nothing.

without a moratorium on new

Therefore,

water hookups.

If we don't have enough for present needs -- and that's what rationing is saying to the
residents, we don't have enough

~-

then how can you justify adding to the total demand?

We need restrictions now before it's too late.
They're
rationing
voluntarily
many
we
than

not

so

using

a

good at

percentages or

percentage

formula

fractions either,

penalizes

the

I'm afraid.

responsible

conserved water when requested to a full year ago.

Because

residents

It was last spring and

of us, most of us, as the per capita figures show, did cut back immediately.
are rewarding the most greedy water hogs because 80
80 percent of

a little.

Caring

citizens are now

who
Now

percent of a lot is a lot more
stuck with the

base amounts.

Thank goodness for those, but it is a real deprivation in many cases.
Which
it

brings me to that article that was shown about the businesses.

as the board's

alternative bonanza formula
-37-

because some were

I thought of

getting or had

the

---·-- . -----·
potential

~.

---·--- -· ...

of getting seven times last year's amount.

with?

Give them only 100 percent.

equal.

And if you say, and I am

What's the solution they come up

But students, 80 percent and

100 percent are not

wanting to believe you, that this is

to look at the

businesses that again retrofitted and voluntarily cut back and are on slim rations now,
But then do the equal thing

fine.

for the residents who did the

same thing and give

them a chance to apply if it is creating hardships with them, too.
Now

we

dividing
Well,

come

to fractions.

How many

of you

remember the

diagrams we

used of

up the pie, you know, halves and quarters and that's how you teach fractions?

the water allocation EIR states that the water district has been allocating more

water than is available.

So, no matter how you divide that pie, it's not going to come

out very well.
The

present system is

rainfall
right

results in paper

now.

then

~ather

ludicrous to me.

water."

We've been told

And I

feel that's what

again, cities should cut

they can preserve their allocations.
he recalls that because

the allocation system

back on their new

permits, and

I talked .to Bruce Buel personally, and I

I said, where are

the tanks; where is

this water that

we're allocated in Pacific Grove, that we're doling out; where is it stored?
touch it and feel it.
to

stop doing that.

And that's when I was given the term paper water.

I want to

Now we've got

We can't wash clothes in it; we can't drink it; and we can't even

water golf courses with it.

(laughter - applause)

One other thing that might be -- it hasn't been mentioned.
that

is

But those allocations -- I called Henrietta

Stern; I called various people, not just her.
think

Basing allocations on "normal years

I read not too long ago

five independent studies based on computer simulations, computer researched model

simulations

of the climate in the next 10 years, and all five predict things are going

to get worse in the next 10 years, cyclicly for drought weather and hot weather in this
country

rather

than

better.

So

provisions for

large drought

reserves better

be

mandatory and if we're going to do any reclamation, we can't turn around and again look
at the pie and allocate it to new development like is projected in Pebble Beach because
there

again

it's

sinking away

from us.

It is

not helping

the residents

and the

businesses that are already here on this Peninsula.
The
few

proposed Carmel Valley Water Rights Agreement has been talked about.

privileged landowners an

anonymously inflated entitlement

other residents of the Monterey Peninsula.
got

at the expense

that.

and that's the point I wanted

We certainly should not consider

of all

And a regional body like the water body has

to take a look at regional needs, not special privileged needs.

premature,

It gives

to add.

And I don't think

it until new sources of

This agreement is
anybody has said

water are available.

We really want an absolute long postponement on that • .
And

now for the new -- there's some modern things going on in the schools now, and
-38-

they're
for

even having classes in logic and thinking skills.

that.

Again, I'm afraid they're

instruction

failing grades.

So I'd like to give grades

The board failed

regarding the implementation of alternative water sources.

emergency

weirs.

We're

drought.

Traps for

in

urban

an emergency situation
runoff.

So

There

are better experts than I, and

could

have been doing.

it's

and we have

For instances,

been since the

kinds of recycling.

last

And there's more.

there's a long list of interim

And instead they

to heed sound

things the board

focused on only one plan, to

produce a huge

development inducing dam, which has been stopped now because of environmental concerns.
We

need some diversion, creative thinking here, and fast.

directed

to immediately

pursue

all practical alternative

The water board must be

water sources to

bring us

relief from the chronic water shortage mess.
And
more

lastly to conclude, some suggestions.

members of the

these

very

water

water board should
issues rather

We do need some restructuring.

be elected based

than appointed.

on stating their

Some of

the --

Perhaps
stands on

like the

mayor's

representative, I feel should be chosen only by the Monterey Peninsula water board, you
know,

district members.

directly

involved.

workshop,

Those mayors of those cities

only, because they are the ones

And again, when I became councilmember

League of California

Cities,

last November, I went to a

and I received in

one workshop dire warnings

about conflict of interest and about whether I dare go out with anyone and let them pay
for my lunch, etc., Brown Act.
CHAIRMAN MELLO:
COUNCILMEMBER
interest

that

I mean, it was scary.

You're into seven minutes now.
SCHAEFER:

member

Oh, I'm sorry.

should

be

And we believed
Can you kind of sum up?

Anyway, I think

requested to

resign or

if there's a conflict of
not be

allowed to

serve.

(applause)
CHAIRMAN
is

MELLO:

Thank you.

going to make a brief statement,

him

a copy

tonight.

of

the tape
PANETTA:

and asked to be excused.
I

here,

beg forgiveness.

so he won't

I told him we're

miss a single

going to send

word that's uttered

here

So, Leon, I .••

CONGRESSMAN

After the last witness,

I feel like I should

raise my hand

(laughter)

apologize to Henry and the audience, but I have another event that also involves

Cinco de Mayo tonight.
I
will

Our Congressman has to depart to another event, so he

So I apologize, but I'd promised I would go to that event.

will obviously -- first of all, appreciate the
look forward to reading the record on this

Washington

views that I have heard and also

hearing.

Five hours between here and

gives me plenty of time to read things, and these are the kinds of things I

like to be able to study between here and Washington.
Let

me just say from a personal point of view, as all of you know, I'm a life long

resident of this area.

I've been through droughts before and remember in Carmel Valley
-39-
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when

we would

try

- ·- .

·---·----···----------. ~·

to irrigate our

because we were so low on water.
It's
the
and
of

·-·

·----·-~·-· ·~·-·

orchard and have

-----· ··-----·· ·-- · ---~

·---·

the sprinklers not

turn around

And somehow we survived.

important that we plan and it's important that we try to protect ourselves in

future from these kind of

operate

~ ·-·

as a family.

events.

But the only way

Like a family, it means

it's going to work is

if we

that everybody has to be treated alike,

everybody has to share in the responsibility that we have to try to meet this kind
I think we

cha~lenge.

can do it.

We've

done it before.

And

I think we can

go

beyond it and hopefully develop the kind of planning and resources that we need for the
future.

But

Congressman
I'm

it's

only going

to happen

as helpful as possible in working with the
CHAIRMAN MELLO:

as a

family.

So

as

CHAIRMAN

federal agencies to ensure that we try

Thank you very much for having me.

(applause)

Thank you.

Leon, (words spoken in Spanish).
appreciate

work together

in this area, you have my commitment to do everything I can to ensure that

to get this mission accomplished.

and

if we

MELLO:

Leon,

you being here.

thank

Take me along with you.
you

very

much

for

(laughter)

coming

tonight.

We

really

And like I said, we will send him a copy of the transcript

the tape to make sure he can hear those words that are going to be uttered without

him being here.
Our

next scheduled person, Susan Whitman.

Whitman,

a City Councilmember

of the city

Is she here?

of Pacific Grove,

Oh, here

she is.

to be followed

Susan
by Fred

Hollenbach, Carmel Valley Golf and Country Club Homeowners Association.
COUNCILMEMBER
having
at

Was

the person before

to miss most of the testimony, but I

the YWCA dinner.

speak before you.
the

SUSAN WHITMAN:

me short?

I

apologize for

did have a previous engagement downstairs

And now I feel guilty for having had a nice meal and appearing to

I don't have a prepared statement and I am not speaking on behalf of

city of Pacific Grove.

I am

here simply as a citizen and

a resident of Monterey

County.
I was spoiled in my childhood by growing up in the city of Oakland which is part of
the

East Bay Municipal Utility District, and my father worked for that district for 30

years, and so I became very familiar with water issues at a tender age.
the most wonderfully pure water in the state.
hope so.

We had some of

I don't know if that's still true, but I

And we had a protected supply.

When I first moved to this area and told my father about the water problems we were
suffering,

he couldn't

believe

how close

we

had gotten to

actually

having a new water resource, and told me

District

never got anywhere near

our allocations without

that the East Bay Municipal Utility

60 percent of the

allocation without seeking a

new

water source, and he considered that good management.
Obviously,

the problems are different in Monterey County,
-40-

but the point I want to

make this evening is that I think that water is a regional issue.

I moved to this area

when the water district was first formed, and anticipated a solution to the crisis that
we

are in right now.

small

pieces over the

countywide
I

It's unfortunate that Monterey
issue

of water when I

able to do

about

think the problem could

be solved on a

basis, working together and sharing the resources that are available to us,

think, is and should be our primary goal.

be

County has to be chopped up into

that

Whether

is the biggest question

its ability to accomplish the goal.

or not this district is going to

in my mind.

And

I have my reservations

I'm sure that Senator Mello did not have in

mind where we are today when he first authored the legislation that made this possible.
And

I'm sure -many

members of the

district and speakers

here tonight have

made that

point with you.
But
maybe

I still think it's
start

solutions
district

thinking

important for us to

about

expanding

on a regional basis.

the

look at the much

district

The water resources

bigger picture, and

or looking

are there.

at other

possible

Unfortunately, in the

boundaries we don't have the ability to collect and store that water.

That's

really our only problem.
Divided, we are failing on this issue.
this

We absolutely must unite in the solution to

problem and stop bickering over whether or not growth control should be done with

infrastructure.
I

think it's important for the people

who are in control of land

use to bite the

bullet and make those important decisions, and not look for excuses like water capacity
or sewer capacity or road capacity.

You don't have to automatically grant land use and

development

have

permits

automatically

because

you

a

full

reservoir.

You

grant development permits because you have road capacity.

have to grant development permits because you have sewer capacity.
population

do

and the demand

for those services,

you do legally

not

have

to

And you don't

But if you have the

have to provide

those

services.
So

we're kind of doing it backwards,

doing it forwards:

and I think we should turn

around and start

do careful land use planning; provide for the people that are here;

and for the people that we know are coming and are going to demand the services.
start working together on it instead of working separately.
CHAIRMAN -MELLO:

Let's

Thank you.

Thank you ..•

(Testimony lost - no overlap from Side B to Side BB)
MR.

FRED HOLLENBACH:

Peninsula's
need

... Carmel Valley area, the lack of progress on the Monterey

water supply project is also

of serious concern to our

association.

The

for an increased water supply project was recognized by you in 1977 when you ably

promot ed
situation

the

formation

of the

district.

With

the last

is near crisis, with water rationing in effect
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three years'

drought, the

and a future of no near-term

···----------~---·-----------·--·-------

·-------------------·-------------------...----...- ....,._. ______________ .. _______________________ ___
..,.
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relief but with major risk of worsening conditions.
The

constituents have mandated the need

project.

After

Monterey

11

years of

for added water storage and

major expenditures

Peninsula Vater Management District has recently

Clemente site in favor of the Los Padres site.
public's
and

of effort,

approved the

money and

studies, the

abandoned the preferred San

This decision was made, at least to the

knowledge, without major endeavors to question, object, or remedy roadblocks,

which sound common sense concludes a resultant

delay in the project, questionable

in its ultimate viability.
The history of this project and its accepted process to date makes one question our
great
The

democratic way of life.
district

schedules.

has

been

There is a definite

ineffective

in establishing

The involved agencies, by

resulting

in single purpose

need for increased water
project milestones

introducing new concerns and

added environmental studies,

supply.

and meeting

changed criteria,

have delayed the

progress.

Fishery and environmental concerns must be considered, but in proper perspective to the
critical

need of the water supply project

and the needs of the public.

acknowledged

by past history that endeavors to coordinate

local

and

level

to obtain

their commitments

by our

It should be

the various agencies at the

district has

failed and

that

direction from high level federal and state officials must be obtained.
Looking

at

the

current

overall

project

timetable,

the

construction period shows a two year time frame, 1994-1996.
this

time period

planning.
the
This

is realistically

attainable and

slated

design

and

From our judged experience

could be

improved by

appropriate

However, the critical period for this project is from today, May 5, through

obtainment of the 404

and water rights permits

and the public vote

of approval.

is the area that needs maximum attention and maximum efforts for accelerating the

schedule.

The old adage "time

is money" is even

more true in today's

world and for

this project.
Historic
to
m~ny

lack of progress and accomplishment on this project dictate that a change

the approach and
state

and

organization

federal

agencies

for the preparation, reviews,
and

the

public

is

required

supplemental and final Environmental Impact Reports and statements.
task, but a challenging, doable one.
1)
manager

bureaucratic

systems.

accountability
consultant

to

record of managing complex
Give

accomplish

that
the

for

the remaining

It is a formidable

Here are a few recommendations for consideration:

The district should hire an energetic,

who has a track

and approvals by the

person

the total

task.

An

experienced individual as project
projects and the know-how

of the

responsibility, resources,

alt·ernate

is

to

engage a

and

qualified

or engineer-contractor firm and assign them this total responsibility.

The

general manager of the water district, _Bruce Buel, cannot fill this demanding role with
his other responsibilities.
-42-
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2)

Assign an appropriate member of the water board to be a part time lobbyist

for

the project.

the

attention

It is apparent, especially at the federal level, that we need to get

and

assistance of

the top

level of

the participating

demonstrate that this project cannot be treated as "business as usual."
and

agencies, and
This attention

pressure by an effective lobbyist and the needed assistance of Congressman Panetta

to apply pressure at the right place and time is the only way this project has a chance
to even meet current schedules, let alone accelerate them.
Senator

Mello,

you

will

be

needed to

continue your

demonstrated interest

to

expedite the involved state agencies in timely action to obtain the water rights permit
and

to continue to push the legislation that could shorten the required time frame for

public vote.
The

people on this Peninsula recognizing the continued

Congressman

Panetta, to work

in concert and

need for you, Senator, and

provide leadership and

coordinating and

expediting this critical project.
In

conclusion,

continued

lack

even

of

though the

progress

in

district personnel

meeting milestones

are working

dictates prompt

diligently, the
changes to

the

existing approach and organization.
I
are

am sure that I can state for the majority of residents on this Peninsula that we
willing

to

provide public

building of a dam.
CHAIRMAN
Clemente
comment
It's

Thank you, Senator Mello.

MELLO:

Thank you

project, as

I

understanding

a

viable

--

and has

not been

on, on a dual track now, for both of these projects.
not

Yes, that is correct.

been abandoned.

possibility

As a matter of

accelerate the

point is that

Mr. Buel or

Clemente project is still

is the Los Padres has been added as

MR. LOMBARDO:

needed to

I think one

and I'll ask

still that the San
project,

and when

(applause)

very much, Fred.

understand it

-- I think it's

still

assistance where

abandoned at

the San

Mr. Lombardo to
being studied.

this point.

But my

a project and the studies are going
Is that correct?

Mr. Hollenbach, the San Clemente Dam site has

fact, it, along with the Los

Padres site and the

of the Canada Reservoir are the three viable alternatives that many on the

board think are going to be in the final analysis.
CHAIRMAN
Forest,

MELLO:

I'd like

to ask

the ranger

Dick Zechemeyer, if you would respond to --

bit

closer there.

of

a presidential

Ventana

And

from the

Los Padres

National

just move the microphone a little

One of the concerns about the Los Padres project is the requirement
waiver~

Wilderness area.

as planned, the
From

commonly

done that the President

inundate

a wilderness area?

inundation of the

your experience,
will come in and

has

this been done

issue a waiver and

Is that easily obtained or not?

maybe the Colonel would also want to comment on this.
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wilderness area in
before?

the
Is it

allow water to

It would seem to me that

But I'm directing that first

--- ·-·--·--·--- --------..----~---- .... --·-·-··- --···---- ......·----·--------------·

....

-----.---. ··- ----·---

-·----··---

question at the ranger.
MR.

DICK ZECHEMEYER:

Thank you, Senator..

that

the 1964 Wilderness Act does

when

it has been shown that by

for

the people.

define
that

are

authority to do that

through the planning process that that

actually

even needed.

involved

Wilderness will not be effected.
CHAIRMAN

indeed give the President the

need is needed

Essentially, we are working with Bruce and his staff now in trying to

whether this action is
we

I think the question on that one is, is

MELLO:

in the

And that

process.

requires a survey to

It

may well

be that

make sure
the Ventana

That's the icing on the cake.

Do you think there's the likelihood

that the President would, in

fact, sign a waiver allowing inundation of this wilderness area?
MR. ZECHEMEYER:

I think -- you know, I can't speak for the President or his staff,

but it probably is a reasonable expectation at this stage.
CHAIRMAN MELLO:

Has it been done before in other wilderness areas?

MR. ZECHEMEYER:

I don't know that answer.

CHAIRMAN MELLO:

Yeah.

barrier,

Well, the thing that's sort of -- it appears a real serious

and if we go down the road with all

the studies and find out that the waiver

is not forthcoming, you're just out a lot of time and money studying a project.
Mr.

And as

Buel pointed out, building the rim dam to keep the water outside of the wilderness

area

So that's something, I think, we

would not be feasible as well.

have to get an

early indication from before we extend too much time and money on that.
Colonel,

I know the Army

Corps is probably --

are you involved in

this decision

We are as far as .the 404 permitting.

That would be

also, or not?
COLONEL TIM COFFEY:
my
the

Yes, sir.

commander's decision on issuing the permit.

With the Los Padres National Forest or

Ventana Wilderness area, that would have to be

decision.

resolved before we could issue our

That's one of the constraints we must operate under, sir.

CHAIRMAN MELLO:

Yes.

Okay.

Well, thank you very much.

Mr. Buel, did you want to

comment further on that?
MR.

BUEL:

command
this

I'm sorry Leon left.

in the forest service

summer

President

to

get

an

can't issue the

Leon is holding meetings, going

and does intend to

early

reading.

order now.

Obviously, the

But

early as to whether, in fact, it is feasible.
CHAIRMAN

MELLO:

Okay.

Thank

you.

take this issue back

I think the

up the chain of
to Washington

federal government

community deserves a

or the
reading

And Leon is proceeding with that.

All right,

next we have

Dr. Joseph Nato,

a

resident of Carmel, to be followed by Don Riehl, a resident of Pacific Grove.
DR.

JOSEPH NOTO:

Senator Mello

and distinguished guests, you

have a copy of

my

full text, and I've really butchered this up to cut my five minutes.
My

name is Dr. Joseph Nota and I wish to
-44 .:.

thank you for the opportunity to present

my

views on this vital subject that

Peninsula.
have

is having such a disastrous effect

on the entire

You are my last hope that something can be done to resolve the problem.

lived on this Peninsula since 1952, and practiced dentistry until 1979.

10 years I have more or less been in oblivion.

I

The last

I'm here for five minutes of glory, and

I'm going to be going back probably to 10 more years of oblivion here.

(chuckles}

I am saddened by the divisiveness that prevails among our people, and the inability
of

our leaders to obtain an adequate water supply

preserve

our beautiful surroundings.

in order to maintain our health and

And I am concerned about the emotional health of

what our people are going through under these stresses.
Sad

to say, we have some 18 wells along the Carmel River bed and that is supplying

our current water needs.
more

As each well is drilled and pumped, the groundwater drops and

riparian vegetation along the river banks have died.

been allowed to proliferate.

These wells should not have

They should certainly not be our primary source of water.

From above the Carmel Valley village down to Del Mesa Carmel -- who are on sewers -- we
have

several thousand people living there who are on septic tanks and that effluent is

percolating into the aquifer that feeds these wells.

These wells are nothing more than

a glorified sprawling cesspool, and should not be considered our reserve storage water.
There are already areas where the nitrate concentration is high and is being monitored.
In

the

next

20

years,

exacerbate the problem.
have

some 1,700

more lots

wells.

developed that

will further

At what point will our County Director of Environmental Health

to step in and inform us that the

concentration

will be

as to call for stricter

These wells should be used

nitrates and/or other contaminants are of such
water treatment and possibly cease

for non-potable uses such as

using these

lawns, golf courses,

landscaping and associated agricultural uses.
It is time to cast aside our differences, both real and unreal, and move forward in
pursuit

of a

logical,
Forest

dam

watershed.

notions

separate

Clemente Dam site.

feasible, economical, and productive
as our

further

at the San

that

If we get

there are

site.

rain, we can

other alternatives

It

has been

verified as the

We have the
store water.
or that

areas and assure the public of safe drinking water.

only

Los Padres National
We

we can

must dispel any
store water

in

The Los Padres watershed

is our productive farm.
I
will

dream of a dam that will supply our present and future needs with a quality that
not be injurous to our health.

and return to the ocean.
riparian
store
that
flood

I dream of seeing the river flow and supply the water for the

vegetation which used to

water and control

flooding

are in the flood plain.
plain area?

I dream of steelhead navigating upstream to spawn

I dream

grow along the banks.

I dream of a

in exceptionally wet years

Why else would
of seeing

and protect these lands

the flood control department establish a

children exploring
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dam that will

the flowing

river and

be

-- -...

--------~-~---

fascinated
relieved

... - ....~-··---....-----~--- ··--·--~----- ·-·--... - ..

by the

______...

that inhabit the

I dream of fighting for

·---~--

...... --...

- .-....

-----~----·-··

stream bed.

I

------·.- ---- ----·------·-----

dream of people

being

the next generation, and by

example leave them a

that we thought about their welfare, and to wish them the joy of living here as

I have enjoyed.
Mr.
that

... ---- _,.

that the drought is over and that they have learned to conserve this precious

commodity.
legacy

creatures

_.._

Perhaps they will be grateful for our vision and foresight.

Chairman, when I think of

the millions of words that

have appeared in print,

not one additional water source has been made available, I must ask:

significance

of

words

without results?

Maybe, just

maybe, with

what is the

God's help

and a

like-minded citizenry, some good will come of this meeting.
In 1967, Senator Mello, I sensed the need of a dam.
deeded

the Schulte Road well site to

have water; we would have a dam.
The
used

Cal-Am believing that in 5 or

My

I

10 years we would

Twenty-two years . later, we do not.

water in these wells is not fit to be drunk.

for irrigating.

There was a water shortage.

sidewalks, my irrigation

I have a 90 foot well that I've
pipes, the trunks

of the apricot

trees all show rust.
Somewhere

along the

line,

we have to

think of this

control and give us the water that is needed.
spur

Cal-Am can

And I hope to God that this meeting will

these gentlemen to be aware of the public

Thank you.

one source that

welf~re

which is uppermost in my heart.

(applause)

CHAIRMAN

MELLO:

Thank you.

Don Riehl from the city of Pacific Grove; followed by

Jack Sassard from Carmel Valley.
MS. HUSTON:

Mr. Sassard had to leave.

CHAIRMAN MELLO:
MS. HUSTON:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN MELLO:
MR.

DON

resident

Oh, Jack had to leave?

RIEHL:

Okay.

James Rucker from Seaside will be next then.

Senator,

ladies

of Pacific Grove for some 11

Pacific Grove for 24 years.

and gentlemen.

I'm Don

Riehl.

years and a property owner on

I've

been a

the Peninsula in

There have been some .excellent comments here and I'm going

to try to do some fast editing not to duplicate maybe more than one or two of them.
I'm

no expert on governmental agencies.

"partnership".
awful

lot

of

Congressman Panetta earlier used the term

While I say my experience is not in the governmental side, I've had an
experience in

partnerships and

corporations and

some extraordinarily

complicated negotiations and projects.
If
had

we were holding a partnership meeting this evening as our annual meeting and we

spent 11 years

principle

objective in our

conclusions.
would

and some $7-8

million and had

partnership, I think

We would reach the conclusion

we would probably

dam which was

the

reach one of

two

that our objective was not

thank all of those that were involved for
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not produced a

possible.

We

their great effort and diligence.

We
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would take our losses and we would dissolve the partnership.
If

on

the

accomplished,

other
I think

hand
we

we

felt

the

would take

a

job

could be

accomplished and

good hard look

should be

at our organization

structure and we would do some reorganization and some restructuring.

and our

Now whether that

falls in the line of legislation, or as an earlier speaker suggested, appoint a person,
appoint

a man

that's

for

or

woman, whose sole

people

a lot

responsibility is to

smarter than

I am

to reach

produce the dam.

I think

those conclusions.

But it's

certainly an extraordinarily complicated task and I wouldn't suggest otherwise.
But as I look at it in a simple way, 10-11 years, $8-$9 million, we're now spending
money

at the rate

of

$1.8 million dollars a

year.

That's a lot

of money.

I think

folks expect some results for that.
Just
$50-$60
will

an aside, in the figures that

Bruce pointed out with respect to

the cost at

million, in 4-5 years that number will be $70-$80-$90 million, and in 10 years

be $100-$120 million.

And

then that really gets

to be serious numbers.

Those

folks that would like to delay this process should keep that in mind.
Two additional observations I want to underscore; both have been mentioned earlier.
But

recently the electorate

district

did

overwhelmingly support a dam.

And secondly, if the

and the board and its staff becomes the battleground for the growth/no-growth

issue, it will inevitably be paralyzed and will not produce the objective which was the
initial goal.
Let

And that sadly is a tactic that is appealing to a small minority.

me make one comment on the moratorium

issue.

Talking about moratorium in and

of itself will produce an ever increasing number of applications for connections.
is

something that you either have

have

the whole question

boards

of:

to put to rest or

do you start with

for two or three years; those

projects; old projects; everything.

you

simple say

will be no

lots of record that

that have been on the board

new

there

turn off tomorrow, and then

That
you

have been on the

for 20 or 30 years;

But it is something you either lay to rest or

moratorium.

But already

I think you

have seen in

anticipation of a possible moratorium an ever increasing tide of applications.
Senator,

I thank you very much

for your interest and involvement

Congressman, and I look forward to some positive results soon.
CHAIRMAN

MELLO:

Thank you very much for your suggestions.

and that of the

Thank you.

(applause)

Next we have Mr. James

Rucker from Seaside, to be followed by Ed Lee from Carmel.
MR. JAMES RUCKER:
I'm

I'm Jim Rucker from Seaside and I represent me, only.

concerned about water because I know that on

it says something about apartments.
and
know

this little program that you had

One resident will get 68 gallons of water per day;

if there are two residents of the apartment, they get 48 gallons per day.
the statistics or the

individual

rational for this.

The

in a home will use 122 gallons per day.
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same thing applies to

I don't

homes.

An

If there are two or more people in

·---- ·--~-----------·-- -- ---~- ---------- ----- . ----· ------------ -·- --
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that home, each person is allotted 82 gallons per person per day.
CHAIRMAN MELLO:
MR. RUCKER:

Mr. Rucker, would you like

Not right" now.

Mr~

Buel to respond to that to ...

If you may do that, I'd like to know the statistics or

the

formula for these particular things.

use

for businesses such as churches, restaurants, schools and school districts, and so

on,

because I don't think I'm the only person

types
sit

of things.

I'd like

drawn

also know what formulas did they

who is concerned about these particular

I know that one thing is always is •stand

down," and I'm going to make this as short

long,

t~

out

affairs.

If

you can

~p.

speak up, shut up, and

as I possibly can.

explain these

things to

I don't believe in
me, I'd

be really

appreciative of it.
MR. BUEL:

Senator Mello, the speaker has asked for an explanation of the formulas.

CHAIRMAN MELLO:
MR. BUEL:
capita

Yes, please.

All right.

blocks.

On page 8 of the program is a chart that illustrates the per

What I want to do is just go

rations were calculated.

back and explain to the audience how the

We took the total water delivered to single family residences

and we divided it by the total number. of individuals living in single family residences
to

get the average consumption

that

by .8 to get the

board

per resident in a

value, and that's the 82

single family home.

We

multiplied

gallons per person per day.

Now the

wanted to afford a little extra water for people living in a house by themselves

to

give some equity for people that couldn't share the watering for the yard and such.

So

the board provided an increment of water for

people living by themselves above the

82 gallons per person per day.
In

terms of apartments,

amount
total

the same procedure

of water delivered to all apartments
number of people

gallons

living

80 percent of the average,

The

board took the

total

the Monterey Peninsula, divided by the

in those apartments, and

per person per day, which is the

That's

o~

was used.

came out with a

value of 46

average consumption by _ an apartment dweller.

and I meant to say

that.

So those two values

are

simply an arithmatic calculation of 80 percent of the communitywide average.
Now

as it applies to businesses, it applies to churches, retail shops, offices, we

took a large sample of particular offices.
let's

say, churches -- we took a

churches
The
divided
office.

sample of the water used in

and divided by the number of

per church seat.

We went community by community.

We took

a large number, say, 20

seats in the total 20 sample

and we got a used

That's how we calculated that.

square footage in

an office, we

by the total

in the office to

So the whole

use
--

took a sample

of some 20

get a consumption per

the procedure is using

office buildings,
square foot in the

historic data to find

out what the

average is, and taking 80 percent of that average to establish what we feel is the most
equitable

standard for both the

per capita on the
-48-

residential site and the

optional

baseline on the commercial site.
CHAIRMAN MELLO:
MR.

BUEL:

commercial,
primary

Bruce, did you respond to the church?

Yes, sir, I did.

What

the primary rule is

rule.

historically

we did for churches -- well,

80 percent of last

If a church or any other business

year's historic use.

That's

the

can't meet that, if they were frugal

and they have no room to cut, if they've retrofitted and everything, then

they can apply for this optional baseline.
the

first of all, for

regional average.

It's

And that optional baseline is calculated on

80 percent of

the regional average

consumption for all

churches in the community.
CHAIRMAN
residential

MELLO:

Do you have

a -- this printout

here that you have

use, the commercial just says that 20 percent reduction.

enclosed for

You don't have a

table set forth that I think is more ...
MR. BUEL:

Senator Mello, I can provide that to anybody in the audience who wants a

table of values for commercial uses.
CHAIRMAN MELLO:
MR. BUEL:

Okay, or they can call your office and you can mail it to them.

Well, certainly.

CHAIRMAN

MELLO:

Okay,

It's 649-4866.

thank you.

person, Mr. Ed Lee from

scheduled

All right,

Carmel.

next we'll

move on

He'll be followed by

to the

next

Jack Lynch also from

Carmel.
MR.

EDWIN B. LEE:

Senator Mello, I

too would like to thank you

for providing us

with this opportunity to say some things that are on our mind.
I'm

the

one

environmental
development

who

nearly

groups, the

the river bank

habitat

and damage

protests
Zone

Department

of wells in Carmel

destroy

a quarter

century ago

of Fish and

Because

public that further
would

flood flows, destroy wildlife

of my early

interest, education and

about what was happening, I was appointed as a charter member of the county's

11 Water

Advisory

Committee, the Carmel

River Conservation Committee,

Water

Subcommittee of the Lower Valley Advisory Committee.

board

of the

expert

county, local

local municipal water needs

to cause erosion in

steelhead run.

warned the

Game, and the

Valley to meet the

vegetation

the

of a

Water

district as Chairman

and the

I have also served on the

of the Augmentation

Committee, and was

an

witness, the first witness, in the five year hearings by the PUC, Case 9530, on

the adequacy of the Monterey Peninsula water supply.
Younger
environmental

and more naive then, it was a surprise and
groups

and

the

Department

of

Fish

a shock to me to find that the
and Game

reacted with

complete

indifference to the potential destruction of the river and its fish and other wildlife.
Older
Club

and somewhat wiser now, I am not surprised, but still irritated, that the Sierra
has formally protested the one practical means to

thriving steelhead run.

restore the river and the once

Nor am I surprised that the State Department of Fish and Game,
-49-

in

apparent collaboration with federal agencies, allegedly created to protect fish and

wildlife

-- the EPA. Department of Fish and Wildlife, etc. -- are now apparently doing

everything
human

they can to delay

drought situation

destruction
Game's
the

of the

or prevent the only

and

needs to restore

once thriving

solution that can both

a once verdant

steelhead run.·

satisfy the

river and prevent

Meanwhile, according

the

to Fish

and

Mr. Snider, over 100,000 young steelhead are killed every summer as wells drain

water from the

first

That is

riverbed.

became apparent.

over 2,000,000 fish

No wonder the number of

killed since the

problem

adult steelhead is declining and will

continue to decline unless a dam is built.
Only

recently

solution

of

continuing
and

have

the government
-

the

drought and

bureaucracies become

the major obstacles to
.
Local politics has caused a

environmental problems.

delay and frustration of the expressed will of

solve the drought and

recently,

a vocal, very

maintained

control

of

river problems.

From the

effective, and generally
the

water

board.

In

the majority to build a dam

inception of the district

until

unscrupulous anti-dam minority
the beginning,

an inexperienced

has
and

technically unskilled district staff persuaded the board to follow up every red herring
or

dead end suggested by the anti-dam directors at great expense and with great delays

in

time.

Only in the last two years has there

to voice public support for a dam.

been a majority of the board unashamed

The present outcry of criticism against the present

board is mainly a political attempt to unseat that majority in the elections this fall.
If

the tactics of clever lies that

six years ago swept a "water

hyacinth" board into

office is again successful, we can expect more local political delays.

Only the voting

public can solve that problem, if it so chooses.
In

my mind, the most threatening

drought

problem is

manpower

and

the

financing

current development with respect to

recent successful
to operate

the river

operations paid for by local taxpayers.
expect
any

the local anti-dam group and

dam at all.

agencies
that

dissolve

semi-natural fish

who would increase the dam

will not survive
rather than

hatchery with

If it works, we can
Game to openly oppose

Department of Fish and Game and any federal
to finance and

solve the

costs beyond reason

operate such a

inquiry from responsible citizens indicates that

the district

district to contribute

the Department of Fish and

who support this solution or

exploratory

as a

to get the

The experiment has begun.

I would like to warn the

the water district

effort

solving the

scheme.

My

the local taxpayers will

steelhead problem

without solving

the

water/drought problem as well.
I

would like to close my remarks with a

facts.
chairman
assured

Relative to a proposed new
of the Department

of

me that young steelhead

question prefaced with what I believe are

San Clemente Dam, I was

Inland Fisheries at the
can and do survive
-50-

in communication with the

University of Washington.

passage over a properly

He

designed

spillway.
flying
dam

He cited the fact that fish are

at altitudes of a few hundred

dropped into mountain lakes from airplanes

feet.

Steelhead can surmount a 200

or 300 foot

either by a properly designed fish ladder or by a trap and truck method.

Game

Fish and

has for a number of years trapped steelhead from the Carmel River and transported

them to a hatchery north of Santa Cruz to spawn, and then transported the young back to
Carmel

to be put either in

miles
be

the river or in the

ocean.

of spawning and nursery habitat, which would be

more than mitigated

river

by

down

the

proposed

relatively

dried each summer.
short

reservoir

is

about 2

the new San Clemente Dam, would

providing summer flows in

which is now drained and

Thirdly, the loss of
the 9 or 10

miles of the lower

That steelhead

can migrate up and

substantiated by

the fact

that

steelhead have migrated through Lake Washington and Lake Union to and from the Duwamish
River for years and continue to do so.
My

question is this:

government

What are

the specific reasons the EPA

bureaucracies have for vetoing the new San Clemente

or the fish-oriented
Dam in favor of a site

which can control only about 60 percent of the water due to the much smaller watershed?
And

that's the question I would like to have here

answered.

I also had, on the basis

of the previous discussion, had the question .•.
CHAIRMAN

MELLO:

All right.

Maybe

Brian Hunter from the

Department of Fish and

Game, who is here with some of his
MS. HUSTON:

He stepped out for a minute.

CHAIRMAN MELLO:
MS. HUSTON:
CHAIRMAN

No, he's right there.

Okay, good.

MELLO:

Brian, I'm sure you heard the

question.

I would just say, while

he's coming up, I sat through four meetings with Fish and Game and believe me, when you
see

the EIR and the protection that Fish and Game

project,
Fish

but they're just carrying out state law,

and Wildlife, I think you'd be impressed to

fishery resources there.
on

that.

is trying to apply not only on this
coupled with the Federal Department
see how they're there to protect the

As far as the hatchery is concerned, I hope Mr. Hunter speaks

That's really the lowest alternative that

they are recommending.

There are

other measures that are far more preferable.
Brian, did you hear the question adequately?
MR. BRIAN HUNTER:
CHAIRMAN MELLO:
MR.

LEE:

I'm not -- well, I think so.
All right.

Why don't you re-ask the question?

My question is this:

What are the specific reasons the EPA or the other

fish-oriented government bureaucracies, which would include yours, have for vetoing the
new San Clemente Dam in favor of a site which can control only about 60 percent as much
water due to its smaller watershed?
MR.

HUNTER:

First of all,

the Department of Fish
-51-

and Game has no

discretionary

-----·~-·----·---~-~~-··-------·

authority
or

in the location of the dam.

the fish and

wildlife

·-··---·-. ----·-·----·-·------.-·---·--··--------·--------·----- ··-- ._..___

We are only here to analyze the fishery impacts

impacts of the dam

proposals.

Absolutely, our information

goes to the lead agencies which would be the water district and the Corps of Engineers.
It is their job to take our comments and incorporate it in the final decision.
not
I

expressed any opposition to a dam.
agree with some of your comments

the

fishery.

Which dam?

Ve have

We are only concerned for the fishery habitat.

that building a dam could provide

We're not sure

at this time.

some benefit to

It's possible that

the Los

Padres Dam would provide more fishery benefits than the San Clemente Dam.
MR. LEE:

Thank you.

Do you want to comment about the hatchery proposal that ·he was

CHAIRMAN MELLO:
talking

about.

suggested
river

Well, this is the new proposal and

LEE:

MR.

If I might just ••.

know

I

that

Fish and

that they build a real

...

it's not the hatchery I think you're

Game has

fish hatchery.

as a

lowest priority

What I'm talking

alternat.ive

about is using the

itself as a hatchery and trucking fish from one place to another and moving them

around

to spawn, which the district has recently agreed to do.

Do you want to comment

on that?
MR. HUNTER:
MR. LEE:
told

Okay.

about

government

I don't-- I don't know .••

a

If you don't -- even if you don't know about it, let me -- we were

month

agencies.

who they are.

ago

that the

San Clemente

Dam site

had been

vetoed by

some

I wasn't at the meeting when this veto occurred, so I don't know

If it isn't Fish and Game, then it must be some of the federal agencies.

Is there a federal response to that?
It's definitely not us.
·MR.

BUEL:

Senator Mello, if I might.

I believe

Ed Lee is referring to a meeting

that was conducted by Congressman Panetta on February 15.
Fish
to

and Wildlife
San

Clemente

~ervice,

At that time, EPA and the US

National Marine Fishery Service all stated their opposition

in relative

terms.

What

they stated

was their

interpretation of

federal law that the district must pick the least environmentally damaging alternative;
and
that

that clearly, Los Padres vas less environmentally

if the district attempted to secure a 404 permit at San Clemente, that they would

elevate

an attempt

February

to

block the issuance

15 is that the agencies

vigorously

oppose

pursuing.

It is still a

felt

damaging than San Clemente; and

San

of that permit.

would in some manner support

Clemente.

It's

not

feasible alternative.

that it should seriously

So what we

to

say that
But the

investigate Los Padres in

were told on

Los Padres; they would

San Clemente

board did react.

isn't worth
The

light of the federal

board
agency

statements made at that meeting.
MR. LEE:

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN MELLO:

All right.

Colonel Coffey for a response, and then we're going to
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have to move on, Ed, because you got almost 20 minutes on your time here.
COLONEL COFFEY:

Very quickly, sir, I'd like to explain the term "elevation".

CHAIRMAN MELLO:

All right.

COLONEL
site,

COFFEY:

If

the

district engineer issues

the permit in

favor of either

there are two other federal agencies, EPA, US and Fish and Wildlife, that can in

effect,

disagree with that decision to issue the permit.

elevate

the

decision

up

for

through

a final

what we

call the

determination.

I

They then through procedures

chain of

Washington

level

identified

a span of time that that permit decision would take.

command, back

think Brian,

in his

to the

presentation,

And that span of time

is a function of the elevation.
CHAIRMAN MELLO:

Thank you, Colonel, for that.

MR. LEE:

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN

MELLO:

And thank you very much, Senator Mello.

Okay, thank you very much, Ed.

Next

we have Mr. Jack Lynch from

Carmel to be followed by Jack Schaefer from Pacific Grove.
MR.

JACK LYNCH:

Can everybody hear

me?

concerned

private citizen of Carmel Valley.

expressed

those

concerns

with

them

My name is Jack

Lynch.

I am here as

My concerns are with the

previously, and

I'm also

board.

a

I have

concerned about

the

schedule for obtaining our dam.
Senator,

today is Cinco de

Mayo, Freedom Day, the

5th of May.

In

that spirit I

applaud your willingness to sponsor this public hearing on a most important subject.
My

presentation is -- or my feelings

worked

hard to improve our water resources.

Perhaps
to

are that the water board and

but little progress has been made.

this is because during their time they have repeatedly demonstrated an ability

improperly present

record

Some,

its staff have

a

sound position on

speaks for itself.

You've heard

major points of

the water issue.

it numerous times tonight, so

Their

I'll save some

time for everyone.
My

position is, we need a water district, and I thank you for the one we have.

need a board.
The
stated
the

We need a strong board to direct its dedicated staff.

board we have has

not performed, and as

in the public meeting, nor

board that we have, have

the current chairman has

has any previous one performed .

really accepted the will of

previously

I'm not sure that

the people who voted for

a

And that gives me grave concern.

dam.
My

program, sir,

business,

a

friend

circumstances
Bob,

We

okay.

problem.
certainly,

is quite
would

say

simple.
to me,

such as we face today.
But where

are we going

Forget
Jack, we

about the
are where

I'll repeat, we
and how are

So I don't suggest

we are,

we going to

I was

in

under difficult

get there?

And I'd say,
That's

the

Well, we are where we are,

wasting any time or any
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Vhen

are where we are.

That's what we have to demonstrate to ourselves.
Senator.

rhetoric.

more money, pointing

-·---- ----·-- ···-fingers,

--·-----~---··-·-··

...

-

-~·

having a witch hunt, having some auditors come in and make sure all the money

was properly spent.
What
founded

I suggest
to do.

the plan.

is

a dynamic plan

of getting on· with the job

this district was

Now before I get into my simple plan, let me get you to the genesis of

When a part of our nation is subject to an act of God, when the lives of its

people are imperiled by that act such as a flood, a fire, a drought, or the like, state
and

federal agencies have mechanisms that allow them

provide

relief.

imperiled.
three

Today

on

the

Monterey

to act decisively and quickly to

Peninsula

our

lives

and our

values are

We are living through an act of God, through three years of an act of God,

years of

drought.

And little

has

been done to

help us.

The

San Francisco

Chronicle survey shows us as the second most critical water resource area in the state,
Mendocino County being first.
Senator Mello, the Peninsula, according to what Bruce has told me, has no alternate
water source and they have no plans to get one.
of the Carmel River.
How
And

We have no backup.

We have a

si~gle

source, the watershed

We are imperiled.

do we get our dam earlier than the 7 to 10 years that are currently projected?

I might even add, how

stuff?

Well,

my

will we even get one,

proposal

is

simple, a

if ever, if I listen

two-prong approach.

to all of this

The first,

pursuing the necessary permits via the standard administrative progress.

Work upwards!

The

second, secure senior state and federal agency sponsorship for our dam.

set

priorities

full-blown
Let's

and

adopt

disaster existed.

do them

now.

concurrently.

people.

not wait

for

Let's get them

started.

And these

Work

down!

the disaster and

Have them

Just

as if

a

then do things.

two efforts should

be done

Congressman Panetta said this evening that we have to work as a family.

closing,

exhibited

for their

Let's

I'm looking for a father.
In

schedules

continue

sir,

We'll just waste away.

thank

you

by having this meeting.

for coming.

We need

In closing, I want

the kind

of leadership

you

to leave this thought with you,

that many of us and m~ny of the people that I visit with have little faith in our board
providing us the capability to help us.
CHAIRMAN
something
sit

MELLO:

much.

and

Thank you.

Just reminds me,

I say to groups and that is government

on the sideline

spoke

Thank you very

Will you help us?

watch it all happen.

(applause)

as he was talking

is not a spectator sport.
And I · think, you

tonight can articulate their positions, and the

about

You don't

know, many here . who

board meets when?

Is it Monday

nights, every
MR. BUEL:
CHAIRMAN

Second Monday of every month, coming up May
MELLO:

Second Monday of every

football on sometimes, but it's not on now.
MR. BUEL:

But we're there.
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month.

a.

I know it's tough.

There ' s good

CHAIRMAN

MELLO:

But get out there.

You must have oral communications or a way to

listen to the people, and that's the way -- when people don't go out and complain, then
that's

what happens to government.

And I would just, on behalf of the board, take the

liberty of inviting you to come out there.

I know the chairman would recognize you and

just speak your will.
MR.

LOMBARDO:

tonight,

Senator, I assure you that I don't believe there has been a speaker

maybe one or two, that we haven't heard.

welcome that.

They have taken the liberty and we

We've seen them all and some of their positions at least, oh, I'd say, 8

to 15 times in the last two years.
CHAIRMAN MELLO:
MR. LOMBARDO:

Okay.

Well, that's

They are participating truly in a democratic fashion.

CHAIRMAN MELLO:

Well, are you listening though? That's ...

(Testimony lost - no overlap from Side BB to Side C)
it was loaded, but I think
that

-- well, one of

part of the -- you know,

the speakers brought up

communication which is very

And I think we are all elected to listen to the people.
won't

be around very

you're

often.

a good listener.

try to comment they feel

I'm not saying that

important.

And the time that we don't, we

you don't listen to

But what I'm worried about when

them.

I know

we saw a whole chart full of

all these permits we have to get, and the people here are responsible for administeri~g
all those permits from the federal and state and local level.
the
We

vote of the people, which it has to, to approve this endeavor and this bond issue.
can't afford to

people

have

enemies out there shooting

in support of what we're trying to do.

community
the

Then it's going to go to

to rally behind the district

Congressman pointed out,

down the plan.

That's

have to have

what I hope that we can get the

and get all the agencies

so when this

We

issue does come

working together, as

up, we need

supplemental

water.
I've
in

been saying for years -- that's why I carried the bill -- in 1977, it carried

1978, the same time that people voted in
of the vote

saying,

and it's still true today, we do not have enough water here for the population

is here.

people

It's

not

who are here.

Management

they have a

This measure got over 60

percent
that

because they realized

Proposition 13.

a growth issue; it's

I agree with

normal,
haunting

Now what

really one of providing

Mr. Haber and

others, it's not

I've been

water for the

up to the

Water

District to do planning and zoning, it's up to the cities and the county to

determine land use and do the planning and zoning.
additional

problem.

water

supplies,

we're going
us for an

to

every year

be rationing.

awful long time

when we
I

But unless we have enough water, or
just have

normal rainfall

mean, these numbers

unless we can

are going to

get some supplemental

or below
be here

water here.

When comments are made by the last speaker and others, you know, somehow we have to get
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people

·-

and bring peopla together and

get the confidence of the

district and have the

district gain the confidence of the community and go on together.
Next,

we have Pat Bernardi from Carmel, representing Carmel Valley Property Owners

Association.

Did she leave?

MS. HUSTON:
CHAIRMAN

She did.

MELLO:

Monterey,

formerly

Hughett.

Did

McClintock.

Okay,
from

Rich

Russ

the

Hansen.

Buildings

Hughett leave?

I know

he's here,

Trade Council.

Okay, let

me see

representing--

He'll be
who's a

followed by

backup then.

he's
Rich
Nancy

Is Nancy here?

CHAIRMAN

MELLO:

All right.

Tell

her she's next after

Mr. Hansen.

Okay, Russ.

Thanks for being patient and waiting.
MR.
I'm

RUSSEL HANSEN:

Senator Mello and staff members.

probably guilty of some of

people

throughout this county because we

management
act,

this mess that you have

on this Peninsula.

the chairman of

other

here.

I and about six

started the program of initiating

other

the water

And I don't see very many other people that were in the

your board and

guests who are here,

I'm Russ Hansen and I think

two or three

were the

fi~st

people

other board members,
who started to put

and probably

this management

together burning an awful lot of midnight oil.
And
bit

yes, you are right, I spent 100 years

in the building business.

I'm a little

disturbed when the first thing everybody said was let's have a moratorium because,

unfortunately, if we had the moratorium the times when you came here you'd be living in
a

tent .

that

They forget who built the

many of them are running.

roofs that they're

~n,

and who

That is the building business

built the business

who did it, and I'm

a

little bit disturbed when that's the first shots they take is at the building business,
and at the moratorium so no more building.
The

city of Monterey, not too many years ago, was warned by Cal-Am they were going

to ration the water meters.

Any building party who didn't have a building permit could

not

Well, the records will

be allocated a meter.

sure,
were

show in the city

of Monterey, I'm

that they hired a couple of extra staff persons who issued permits, permits that
drawn on legal size paper, backs of any clear

paper, taken to the city hall, and

those permits were issued for houses, for small businesses such as that.
Now
that

day .

answer

Now it's a

to it.

avenues
I

I hear the same

people _say don't issue

different kind of a · story.

I think the determination that a dam

Now, that was

I don't . think

all right in

moratoriums are the

will be built and not looking for

or other things, little problems that come along the way can be taken care of.

have built buildings that cost

cost

permits.

$7000 or $8000.

millions of dollars and I

We started the building with

to find out why we shouldn't build it.
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have built buildings that

the determination to build it, not

And

I think going together, hand in hand, we can

problems

behind us.

Once you

get them up on

build that dam and get all these

the table, the problem

isn't nearly as

monumental as it is when you're talking.
I
had

hear too many people criticizing the

board.

my day on the board as well, and I know

Fortunately or unfortunately, I've

it's -- not on the water board, thank God

-- but boards where people took a shot at you, verbal I'm happy to say and I think that
goes

along with the running for a

board.

you

shouldn't run for the board because

any

other place.

That's what a

You know that.

If you

don't know it, then

you're free game when you sit

lot of people enjoy doing.

at a podium or

They wouldn't themselves

run for boards, and I think they're wise in not doing so.
But
get

I only plead with you to

a job done.

free

put your heads together, put your

I don't like -- in 1977, we were, by the grace of God, given a lot of

radio time by a very good friend of ours, and we had debates on the air of why we

should have water management and it went through.
We

act together, and

You have a lot of friends out there.

know people here who are saying they won't vote for the dam.

with

that.

say

There's a lot of people

I can agree with them.

think
I'm

Excuse me, I disagree

that don't come to these meetings.

And again, I

I don't watch television much, but I do like to read and I

I enjoy that more than

listening to this.

willing to work for a dam.

But I'm

willing to vote for a

dam.

I have hundreds of friends who will work for that same

dam.
I only say you've had frustrations.
frustrated.
dust

People have gotten up here and said people are

Well, let me tell you something.

When mothers with small children have to

their children off instead of giving them a

real frustrations.

bath, then you're going to find some

And you're not going to be able to sit up there because any time --

and I have to give you just a little bit of my background.
I'll

tell you one thing, the people who settled

has

been the men.

It's been the

I was a labor organizer and

labor strikes were not the men, never

women because when that man didn't

home for four or five weeks, his wife said get the damn thing settled.
let

me tell you, it

Workers
not

And

not -- and you, Henry,

(laughter)

I've gone through the
But

And

United Auto

I think it's up to all of you,

you've got your feet in

the middle,

and you have to stay in there, as so does our Congressman because sometimes these

gentlemen
us, too .
I

sitting along here have to be reminded who they work for.
(applause)

with, and

get

us a

I could give you

gone past that.

And they work for

And I just want you to remember that.

have no shots at the

percent.
I've

(laughter)

labor strikes, and a lot of other things.

just one of you, and

too,

done

was settled.

bring a paycheck

job you're doing.
dam

going.

And I

a lot of nasty

I just think

I'm just

saying that do it and

think we're going

things, that's what labor

that -- I don't play any
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to get more

get it
than 66

people do.

But

golf anymore, so I don't

-------enter
too

·--·- ·-·-··

----------- ·- ·--

this field that people have taken shots at the people who own golf courses.
old to play golf and

what
It

··----- ·---·---··-·-··--. --·---- --·- ··-·--··---

it takes.
can be

But I am a builder

All

it takes

builders, just put your
CHAIRMAN MELLO:
MS. HUSTON:

~eads

is a

good builder.

together.

If all

of you

Thank you _v ery much, Henry.

Thank you very much, Russ.

want to
(applause)

Was Nancy McClintock •.. ?

MELLO•

Okay, please tell her we called her.

Sorry that we took so long

Robert Ouye, Pebble Beach resident, former mayor of Marina.

MR. ROBERT OUYE:

I was falling asleep until Mrs. Schaefer woke me up.

CHAIRMAN · MELLO:

Let me announce, the

here?

become

She left.

to get to her.

and a member

residen~

and I know

So I would urge you to keep these meetings going and get the job done.

done.

CHAIRMAN

I don't even build anymore.

I'm

of

next person will be Dick

the Monterey Peninsula Water

Heuer, the Carmel

Management District.

Is Dick

Yes.

Okay, Bob.
MR. OUYE:

Senator Mello and panel members.

former ·mayor of Marina, and I'm
I'm

I'm a resident of PebQle Beach.

also a charter councilmember for

also a resident of the Peninsula since 1964,

that

I'm a

the city of Marina.

almost 25 years, over 25 years.

I qualified myself, I'm saying this because I

Now

heard out there before the meeting

one

mayor saying, well, there's some people coming up

and

they're going to be criticizing.

here that's only got two months

Well, I've been here quite a while, so I think I

have the right to be here.
My

last water bill showed that I used 9 units

units

of water.

considering

good

I

feel that

health

residents

and welfare.

of water compared to last year's 30

should be top

Congressman Panetta's

conserving, and commercial must show the same concern.
must

work together to solve

existence,
other

this problem.

In the

water rationing is its present solution.

politicians to go

prioritr on the

around the states

water needs

point about

residents

You, on the stage, politicians,

11 years the district
And

has been in

to get help from Panetta and

and federal regulatory

agencies to get

a

water permit, a dam permit.
I

don't have a solution.

some water.
CHAIRMAN
former

And I don't know what to say.

That's all I have to say.
MELLO:

Thank you, Bob.

All I'm saying is, get us

Thank you.
All

right, Dick Heuer, member of

the board and

president of the Monterey Peninsula Water Management District Board.

After him

will be William Woodworth, Woodie Woodworth, from Pacific Grove.
MR.

DICK HEUER:

My name is Dick

Heuer.

I'm an elected member of

the board, but

I'm speaking obviously as an individual, not on behalf of the board or the district.
As
district

a member of

the board, I

share the general

has spent a great deal of time and a
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concern, the perception

that our

great deal of money trying to develop a

new

water supply.

great

But we have rather little to show

frustration to me, as I'm sure it has to

for it.

That's been a source of

other board members, and to the public

at large.
I

have a couple of questions about this for

Consultant
in
very
I

to the Senate committee dealing with water

that for a long time.

perspective

Steve Macola.

I

resources, and one who has been

think you're in a unique position

on how long these

Steve is the Principal

projects take and how

to give us a statewide

much they cost.

valuable because we lack that sort of perspective.

I

think that's

I remember two years ago when

was the chair of the board and Nick was the vice chair, we came up to talk with you.

The

reason for that was because you had told Senator Mello that it was going to be the

year

2000 before we

go~

water from

a new dam down here.

Henry

quite properly got on

our

case about that; and we had some correspondence with you that we couldn't resolve.

So

we came up to tell you all the good things that we were doing and why we thought at

that time we'd be having water by about 1993.
of

patted us on the heads

You, in your sort of special style, sort

like naive children in from

the provinces and told us

facts

of life, which were basically that, no way, it just doesn't happen that way.

tried

to explain that we were

concerned
We'd
and

board; that we were

really trying to follow

were on track.

And you said again, it just

and an environmental

this process and do

it right.

doesn't work that way.

Based on your

perspective, it takes much longer and no matter how good the situation might

now, there are

going

to be all sorts

of unforeseen problems that

delay this thing until about the year 2000.
you

We

had extensive discussions with Fish and Game; we thought we had it all worked out

statewide
look

in a very environmental community

the

are going to

We came away sort of unhappy, fearing that

might be right, and not wanting to believe it.

Like all good children, we have to

learn through personal experience, not from our elders.
I'd be interested in your current appraisal of whether what we're experiencing here
in

terms

of

throughout
What

delays

the state?

is your current

estimate?

and
Or

costs

of

studies is

is there something

appraisal?

Are you

Or is it sooner or later?

again typical

of what

unique about our

still sticking with

particular situation?
sort of the

as
But

year 2000

We've heard from Bruce Buel a 1995-96 date.

Bruce, correct me if I'm wrong, I don't think that's a prediction.
scenario.

is happening

But

That is a best case

If everything goes smoothly, if there are no problems, if everything is done

fast as it can possibly be done, then we could possibly have water by 1995 or 1996.
nothing has gone smoothly yet.

We've never met

one of these time lines yet.

And

there's no particular reason to expect that we will in the future.
And
we

that is a particularly critical point because it ' s

a question of how long are

going to have to get along until a new water supply comes online?

about the year 2000, that's 11 years.
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If we're talking

·-----+-----···---.----- --

CHAIRMAN MELLO:
down

here, he

sitting

was

·~·------

Well, let's try to get Mr. Macola.
going to have

a busy evening

here for three hours and 27

minutes.

But thank you, Dick, for asking

free.

------ ---------------------· .

·--~---

. . ----- --

--~----

-· ·-· ·-------·-

I told him, when I invited him

answering questions, and

I thought he was going

him a tough question.

he's been

to go home scot

I'm sure

he can answer

your question.
Mr. Macola.
MR.

MACOLA:

Thank you, Senator Mello.

Just for background, for the

want

to thank you all for the opportunity to come here and help you.

ago,

Senator Mello

audience, I

About four years

me down to help him

on a comparable problem and the timing

of San Clemente Dam came into the conversation.

I gave him my professional opinion and

I

got a very, very

left

in~ited

interesting letter from the

a little bit to be desired.

follow

So we had

their activities closely.

district telling me that

a dialogue.

my judgment

I promised them that I would

They asked to meet with me in my office and we had a

nice discussion.
Let

me make an analogy.

policy

committee, the Senate

many environmental friends.

The

people I work for are

Committee on Agriculture
Ve are pro-dam development.

to

the needs of building conservation facilities for all

an

analogy and then

this

answer

state we would like

construction
chairman,
take

last

The

contacted me and they

to build

Auburn.

and Water Resources.

San

areas of

Auburn Dam.

Francisco

state.

t~e

with the

Ex~miner,

To make

another large dam in

Senator Mello

asked for my professional

I said 20

We have

We are very, very sympathetic

his questions specifically, there's

to build known as

Tuesday.

conservative, pro-development

supported its
blessing of

opinion how long it

years without litigation,

twice that amount

my

would
with

litigation.
This gentleman over here, I don't remember your name, he's got his hands like this,
with

the beard, right there.

audience

I enjbyed your testimony

because if everybody in

this

wanted a dam, everybody, if there were five percent opposition out there that

knew law, they could tie you up in court for 20 years on the basis of the Environmental
Impact

Statements.

You just have

to understand this.

It's

hard to build on

stream

facilities.
I
sites,
whether

also would suggest that in any meetings where
those people

at

those meetings

they're good or bad

are

anybody has problems with the dam

not high enough

or speak for their

organizationally to say

respective agencies.

So I

would not

shift a dam site based on .one meeting.
You have to sit down and pick your dam site, realizing the key to this is not going
to

be the meetings.

state

It's going to

be the terms and conditions imposed

regulatory agency, the State Water Resources Control
your facility, you may not end

on you by the

Board.

And if you want to

up with what you want when

you're at the end.
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So you better pick the site, work with the interest groups.

At the federal level, it's

going to be the Corps of Engineers with their 404 permit.
But

if I were building this

dam, I would have to

go through the process.

But

I

would pick the site.
To

answer your question, five

stands;

so, now I'm going

litigation.
do

to have to change

it to 2004 without

15 years still

litigation.

the preliminary work, and everything

And if you don't know what

have for a yield, and

you

15 years, and the

Without

If you shift dam sites, you have to start from scratch because you have to

all the geological work, all

proceed.

years ago I said

you have for a water right,

you won't know that until

else before you

you don't know what

you get terms and conditions

on

your permit.
So

with all

due

respect to everybody,

my professional opinion

stands, 15 years

minimum; 30 to 40 years with litigation.
CHAIRMAN MELLO:
MR. HEUER:
CHAIRMAN

Thank you, Steve.

Do I have another couple minutes?
MELLO:

Well, yes,

because he and

I were taking

part of your

time, so

we'll give you another minute or two.
MR.
You

HEUER:

know, it's been said

land

use decisions.

decisions.
of

Because that raises

previously, that the water

That is

the inte·rim.

board should not be

However, it is the responsibility of the

responsibility of

supply.

what we do in

involved in

And that is certainly true, it should not be involved in land use

the available water supply.

the

the question then of

the

That's very important, so

water board to

a constraint

water board to define the limits

that the

I want to repeat it.

define the limits
land use

It~

of the available

agencies have

to operate

water
within.

That's what determines how much development can occur.
The

present allocation that's been in existence for

according

to the EIR that we have recently

allocation,

prior

additional

single

to

construction

family

of

8 years, the 20,000 acrefeet,

received, would permit within the existing

the dam:

homes; approximately

the building
2,500 mulitple

of approximately

500

family residents;

in

commercial and industrial development that would provide approximately 4,200 more jobs,
and
in

about 900 hotel rooms.
rationing.

water

from

significant
get

the

We are
new

Now, does it make sense to permit that when we are already

almost certainly going
dam.

The

environmental damage.

a notice from our bank that

writing
should

checks?

existing

to have rationing

level of

I liken it

demand is

again before we
already causing

to the situation of, you

our account is overdrawn, what do

Or do we keep on writing checks?

be subject to that same sort of discipline.

very

know, when we

we do?

Do we stop

I think we, as a government agency,
We have to stop writing the checks

of giving out paper water, and then rationing real water.
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get

Thank you.

(applause)

--,---~--··-------···--···-----·------·-·---------·

CHAIRMAN
former

MELLO:

Thank

you

---··------·--- ·--·-·-·--------· ---·-.--·-·--· ·----·--·. ------

very much.

Next

we have William

"Woody" Woodworth,

member of the board and a Pacific Grove resident, to be followed by Bruce Pusch

from Carmel.
MR.

WILLIAM WOODWORTH:

saying

Thank

that I was the five

constant
files

watchdog of the

on what's

county.

going

I'm much

you,

Senator Mello.

I'd like

of the original members of
organization

on this

ever since.

organization,

concerned about

to start tonight by

the water district, and I'm

I keep

very detailed records and

the sewer agencies

water and

how it

a

relates to

and throughout the
water, sewage,

and

drainage.
As

far as the picture I see

give

it more than a D on

Many

times I've heard what

much

concerned with

rather

what's been accomplished.
they're supposed to be

that.

But I'm more

than just some cosmetics

district

on this organization, if I was

a teacher, I wouldn't

I've heard that
doing.

I would say

concerned about having

and some Band-aids replies

to provide services, and that's what they're

hype many times.
that I'm very

some real solutions

of failures of the

water

for, to provide services, water

services.
I'd
about

like to just say a few
the

and

You've

many

missed

services

of the past 10 years.

accomplishme~ts

merry-go-round

things on your format that you

chasing

rainbows .

opportunities

to

within this operating area.

have been done and didn't get done.
for this drought of 10 years ago.
As
the
doing

that for?

all

I

have

I can name a

little to

show for

this effort.

water, sewage,

and drainage

whole slew of things

that should

This is the second drought in 12 years.
call myself a drought expert.
system.

going to have another

emphasis has been placed on the
to the Carmel
or

this is a very sad case of a

I see little excuse to have been so badly prepared

my own water catching

Well, we're

funds is devoted

have so

provide adequate

you know, I hang up a shingle now, I

last drought.

much

Ve

I think

set up, Senator Mello,

And you say,

drought.

percent

of the people

85 percent of the

River.

And yet, that's where all the money's gone

what are you

Well, we got

single water .project, a dam.
River watershed and

I forecast

And

one.

95 percent of

fisheries, and yet

people live on this
and the effort.

Too

about 90

side of that Carmel
Too much has been

on the single dam.
I'd like to point out, I'd like to correct a couple of errors made tonight.
on
read

the thing that the last election called for,
what the

feasibility

vote

said.

of the dam.

The vote

that we approved the dam.

says we approved

The big difference on

to go ahead

year or so, the feasibility doesn't seem to be there.

dam.

And this is very -- you should be very clear about that.
as far as the

oh, the other thing that
-62-

You didn't

and determine the

that, and already you've mentioned the

last

Now

One is

But you didn't approve the

bothers me -- on some

things that

only a dam is going to solve the solution.

There is nothing in (AB) 1329, the original

thing, that mentions a dam at all in that regulation.
But
of

it does call very succinctly, it calls

for a management, an integrated management

the water functions within the area including

are

spelled out very precisely.

And I wish people would read it.

storm water and sewage water.

You don't even get aD on that one.

These

You haven't even

measured.
You talk about the Carmel -- Pebble Beach over here.
it

should have been in about five years ago.

it.

I

Under the reclamation system,

was on that committee trying to prove

But one thing after another, you forget about

it.

Anyway, don't take credit for

what you're doing in Pebble Beach at this point.
On

reclamation and

these.

I notice those

charts up there,

reclamation

in 1986, it took you
is number 17 out of

four years and you were

plan.

the lead agency to do

19 items under water conservation.

what you've been doing with,

in the last several years,

Reclamation, under your own plans, calls for

that water conservation

-- it's under conservation.

do you get it all mixed up?

why

nothing gets done because you aren't even following your own plans.

follow
This
nobody

ridiculous, absolutely

follows it up.

offices around here.
And

some copies in

the plan

any of the

but
major

is the government

running water and

I don't think the government

sewer

can do this

And you can fiddle around for another 10 years and still not get

see

into us, and

any of the

problem operate those systems.
many,

you had

I would hate to see the water board or the sewer board handling the PG&E, or

hate to

private

can't even find

my primary problem

gasoline that comes

would

wouldn't have had this problem today.

ridiculous, because

(I'm fast arriving at closure.)

anything.

If you had to

And that's a fault of management in the operation.

And I watch it.

the

In fact, I

this is where

agencies.

Now,

This bothers the heck out of me because -- and that's

that plan that you developed in 1986, we
rationing is

it,

And yet, I can't

how

job.

they separate

And yet the publication that you put out for the Montery County plan for water

conservation
find

conservation,

sector.

on

All

that is private

government agencies that

enterprise.

I've seen working

I

the water

I think it's time we fully considered to go back to the

And that's why I

many meetings

the food.

am very much concerned of

water and sewer

boards and different

what I see, and I

go to

councils, and this

is

what's happening.
I've
sum

up.

water.
water
in

got some other ones, I'll give you a copy of
I

really

think that our

Ve still talk

the -- but I would like to just

objections are many

about rationing of

potable water.

and sewer water so they can be reclaimed.

potable water that Cal-Am can deliver.

times to rationing
Vhy

a potable

don't we ration

storm

That's about four times what you get

You don't talk about that.

But you go to a

sewer meeting and they're rationing sewers, and so forth, but there's no cohesion as to
-63-
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the

.

water in the sewer.

Now, come on.

water management going to do?

This is

...,.._

--------·

·~---·--·---------

__ .. __

what I call -- what is the integrated

That was your function and you're not getting it done.

I'd like to just conclude that the third year drought water rationing fiasco should
shock

our

populace

organization

involved

major

changes

1989 is the

in

our

integrated water

best time to actually start

management

the process of

So I have two points:

Restructuring the water and sewer agencies in

to do a complete job,

political.

the area in the watersheds

with minimum political interference.

And

I mean that

I want to see the political process, the political politicians stay out of

the water business.
2)
water

some

and procedures.

either of these.
1)

into

They mess it up every time.

Privatize the water and

services under a utility

the sewer agencies, .combined

commission within the county

to furnish complete

or under the state

PUC.

That's where the public can control it.
But

by

nothing's

golly, · if

we

go the

going to happen.

way we're

So I say, I think

going, though,

another 20

years, then ·

it's important that the continuation of

the water board, as constituted, will be-a major mistake, to continue to do what you're
doing
we

with the present situation.

And I stood up for the water board a long time, and

had a very narrow victory, when Proposition _13 came

and

it wouldn't take them

this

point.

boards,

And

very much to swing

not only

that, but

in, I think it was 55 percent,

that operation.

several other

have said they're sorry we got this thing

members of

But I'm

very sorry at

the board,

previous

started, because it is not working.

However, I do think we should find a better management method to supply water, not just
to provide a dam.
CHAIRMA~

Thank you.

MELLO:

Thank you.

(applause)
Next we have Bruce Pusch from Carmel, and next will to

Noel Mapstead from Carmel.
MR.
small

BRUCE PUSCH:
issue.

Senator Mello and members of the

We've been talking macro, I guess.

panel, I'm going to focus on a

I'm

going to be micro, I'm going to

focus on the small, relatively small specific thing that I think the water board or the
management of the district could do that could have a major impact perhaps.
First of all, with all the different time frames we've been given, I'm not sure how
long

this is going to take.

meetings
but

But I've been led to

that a lot of this time, whether it's 15

believe in this meeting and

years or 3 years or whatever it is,

a large portion of this time is apparently going

approval

from various agencies, and bouncing back

other

to be used by trying to gain the

and forth between various agencies.

The problem is a matter of somehow expediting that.
Another
here
arrive

problem is maybe a matter of communication,

that there's a problem up there and not waiting
or a

package

to arrive or

maybe six months for a letter to

something like that.
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getting the word back somehow
Now maybe I'm

wrong, but I

believe that that's a major

pa~t

of the problem.

So it's a matter of expediting things and a matter of communication.
I

believe

both the present water management board and staff have worked
'
on this problem. Like Fred Hollenbach and several of the others before him

diligently
said,

that

I believe

important

thing

agencies
going

what's

needed--

or

that's

needed is

some way

in less than

to take.

the

one of the

12 years or 2

It sounds as

things that's needed

to speed

our paper

work through

years or whatever we're

if it's going to through

at least, an
these

talking about it's

some of these places three

or

four different times and take a lot of time each time.
I

now work for a government agency, and I've worked for other government agencies,

and

I've owned my own businesses, and I've

all

my life, so I know a lot about offices and how to move paper work and what gets it

moved.
in

worked in various offices for corporations

I know that although every office will claim, and maybe even the people who are

charge of their office think

that the paper work that

comes in there goes in

the

order

in which it is received, like in a bakery or something, that in actual fact that

paper

is handled and applications or whatever are handled on the basis of the pressure

received.

If something comes in later, but there's more pressure behind it or a reason

that it looks more important, they'll move on it first.
So I think that we, the citizens here, and the water district need a person who can
act as an interface with these agencies who have some of the skills of an ombudsman, an
expediter,
some

a negotiator, a lobbyist

places a long time

carry

to hand carry--

trying to hand carry

obviously, he's going to

it -- but to

this paper work through the agencies and add

at least attempt to

be in
hand

helpful -- at least, helpful to us

pressure that will help move some of this paper work along.

Now, letters and phone

calls or even occasional visits, having somebody go up there every month or two or call
them,

I don't think that's going to do it.

articulate
if

It's got to be an intelligent, aggressive,

person ideally with some background in government or water management;, and

he doesn't have it going in, he'll

soon gain it.

But he's got to

be on the scene

where the hangups are so he can help move that paper work through.
Now the water board should hire such a person, and I'm not talking about me because
I'm

not qualified.

would

But

there are plenty

be an expediter who

single

most important issue

of people who

would follow through on
that's facing the

are qualified.

the paper work on

water board at

This

person

whatever is the

that moment.

I

think

these things are generally-- or at least there's one more important place at any point
in time.
Now
hand
it

if this action is in Sacramento or Washington or wherever, the expediter would

carry this.
to some fellow

You wouldn't mail it, and you
to carry it

there for this
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wouldn't express mail it.
fellow.

He'd carry

You'd give

it to the

agency

------·-·- .• -·-- ---··· ------ ·--- ------·· -·--

·---- -----

involved.
it's

The first thing he'd do is try to obtain an estimate on the spot of the time

going to be required to process it.

months

If the estimated period seems long, like six

or a year or whatever, he would ask why it will take so long, what is it that's

involved

in taking so long to do

this.

And when told the reason

that it's a lack of

or there's a fish study in

here that we don't

help,

or we don't have enough funding,

like;

whatever, whatever the answer is, at least he'll know what they're saying is the

problem, and what they're saying is going to take so · long, and that will help us try to
somehow

overcome it or correct it.

there's

some way to get a temporary funding that

to

help process this paper work

could

help.

communicate
be.

Maybe, say, if they don't have enough funds; maybe
could be allocated, give them enough

and move faster; maybe the

He's going to be there

anyway.

back and let the water board

expediter himself somehow

But of course, he would

also enlist and

know what the problems were or

were said to

So we could be working at this end to help the problem be resolved.
If

necessary, members of the

problems
"First

community could get involved.

If we knew what

the

were going in or sooner than we seem to know under the present circumstances.

of all, of course you'd

have to investigate that these

and that the reason given is really the problem.

were the real problems,

If it is, you could try and solve it.

But if it's not the real problem, you'd have to try and find out what it is.

But you'd

have a man on the spot talking to people trying to find out what is.
And
to

when we did find out what seems to be

improve it.

end

a meeting.

months or years before.

district
to

Not waiting until it -- to me it's amazing that this fish thing should

up when it did, in

that

to stay

process.

two years.
that

the problem, we could be working to try

wit~

You know, it

This man

seems like somebody

would make it clear that he's

or as near as possible to

~he

~ust

have

known

expected by the

paper work for as long as it takes

If it's a year or two years or something, that's where he lives for those
He will also tell them that he's instructed to help their agency in any way

he can until the paper work is completed, and then he's going to hand carry it on

to wherever the next place is.

He'll ask for space to wait in their office unless they

can give him some work to do, which he'd probably prefer to do.
I

know this sounds ridiculous,

where

we

something
or

now, I

think, because

to happen, I guess.

outer office and

first
work

are

they
when

now we're

If he's not allowed

won't give him a

few days at least he would
he'd be there,

but it's got to

just sitting

down here

th~s

than

waiting for

to stand there in the inner office

desk he could stand

be highly yisible to the people.

they went to lunch

could continue for days or weeks.

be something closer to

he'd be there.

And

outside, and for the
When they came to
obviously, if this

Every time you saw somebody that was involved, you'd

ask

them what's the progress; is there anything I

and

help you; can anyone in the community do anything to help expedite it?
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can do; we're standing ready to try
Of course,

if

he sees that his constant

tactics

or confer

with his

presence is becoming counterproductive, he'd
superiors, much

as what

any effect

modify his

lobbyist.

But

the

lobbyist -- I don't believe the lobbyist, the lobby congress, or any other place sit in
their offices waiting to hear about something happening.
Anyway,
that

he wants to help in any

would help accomplish this.

through

this whole

way he can.

He would use

Of course, through

rigamarole,

They're there digging around.

especially if it

any creative technique

experience and study, as he went

takes 15 years,

this man would

be

expert by the time he got to the last agency and would be able to really help them, and
of course help us get it through.
in

Monterey, and

a

He'd make daily telephone reports to the water board

professionally prepared, effectively

written and illustrated

or

chartered synopsis of these progress
CHAIRMAN

MELLO:

I was just

going to tell --

the gentleman had a

little over 10

minutes, and what we're
MR. WOODWORTH:

Is that right?

I'm sorry.

CHAIRMAN MELL01

I don't want to cut anybody off here, but I just •••

MR.

Okay.

WOODWORTH1

I can close by just saying that I think you understand what

I mean, and I'll send a copy of my remarks to Mr. Buel and then I'll call him a week or
so

later to find out whether or not any of this has any merit in their eyes, and if it

does,

I think we would

that this 15 years

or two years or

shortened by putting the right man in the right place.
CHAIRMAN MELLO:

All right, thank you.

whatever it is, could

be

Thank you.

I just want to say we've been here now just

about four hours, and I was going to -- I went over and asked some of the panel if they
were driving back.
hours.

I would say, they've given us four

Anybody on the panel that wants to leave, you certainly have my permission to.

Those
hope

Lewis, are you going back home?

who want to stick it out, I figure we have eight more persons signed up here.
we can get

down

to briefer statements.

Karen,

does anybody have to

1

go to the

restroom?
MR.

LOMBARDO:

have left.

Some people

Maybe we would see a show of hands.

CHAIRMAN
Hayler,

Senator, would you determine whether they're all here.

MELLO:

What I want to do -- Noel Mapstead didn't respond.

Louise Hayler -- while

she's coming up, let

Monterey

Peninsula Water Management

Hughes.

They are now serving on

Board who are

And then Mrs.

me introduce two members
here, Mr. Paul

the board and I want

of the

Davis and Mr.

to thank them for being

Jim
here.

And who's the other?
MS. HUSTON:
CHAIRMAN

Billy DeBerry.

MELLO:

much for coming.
MS. HUSTON:

Oh, Billy DeBerry.

Billy,

where are you?

Okay, thank

We have - one, two, three, four, five members here, right?
We have six.

Morrie Fisher was here, too.
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you very

CHAIRMAN

MELLO:

Well, we could almost take

That's right, Morrie Fisher.

a vote

here tonight.
Okay,
Are

Mrs. Hayler from Pacific Grove.

they here?

Now, next will be Linda and Peggy Williams.

All right, come on down, you're going to be next.

you along right now, and hope not to cut you off.

We're going to rush

But we want to see if we can wide up

in the next 15 minutes or so.
MRS.

LOUISE

HAYLER:

I

am

just an

ordinary citizen,

the kind

that wants

to

participate in government, but finds it very difficult when meetings are called, and we
have

to wait for four hours before we can have

our input.

It doesn't seem to me that

this encourages citizens to do anything except say, you know, I'll read it in the paper
tomorrow,

the point I wanted was made at 12:30 the

next morning.

This is not the way

to get active citizens over the long run.
CHAIRMAN

MELLO:

Let me apologize to you, first, for

long, but there's no other way.
and

having to have you wait that

If you have 35 speakers, somebody is going to be first

somebody is going to be last, and I guess the last 10 are going to be unhappy, and

the first 10 will probably leave before the others get to speak.
MRS. HAYLER:

If you keep it to five minutes and you really mean it, people have to

stop.
CHAIRMAN MELLO:
MRS. HAYLER:

Yes, I've tried

Well, if you'd had me up there, they'd been stopped.

CHAIRMAN MELLO:

Anybody want to take over as time keeper?

(laughter)

(chuckles)

All right, go ahead, we haven't ..•
MRS. HAYLER:

Okay.

I have a few points.

One is that there's obviously not enough

water to do everything that everybody wants.
a

fair handling of·the water problem.

interest

And the

stopping
We

But they

within the district board that

problem.

apparent

And the residents would be satisfied with
do suspect that there's a conflict of

points to a

relations between land

possib~e

unequal

use and water

water allotment

needs will require

the expanding of new water hookups spurred

on by a possible moratorium talk.

need to halt the future expansion in addition to

setting up some kind of a trigger

mechanism
delivery
relief

to slow the high
that cannot be

water usage requests.

ignored, but must

There

be worked into

of present citizens and to enable us to save

is a natural limit

of water

your plans, and

soon, for

this area as a legacy for another

generation that would be a good legacy.
And I wanted to make a statement about the losses in shrubbery and trees around the
average

citizen's

economically
amount
somebody

as grass

is not the
is

home

going

during
and

same.
to lose

periods

of

drought

decorative plants

in

The proportion is hard
a lot

ignores the
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are

just

as

hurtful

larger estates, even
on everyone.
fact that

And just

everyone of

to them

if the dollar
to say that
us is

losing

something

and it hurts us just as much to see a treasured plant go as it hurts someone

else.
I'm still mad about the process, but I stuck it out tonight.

I'm not sure how many

more years I can do this because when you get past 75, it gets harder to be alert after
10:00.

(applause)

CHAIRMAN

MELLO:

I think you're doing

have Linda and Peggy Williams.
MS.

LINDA

WILLIAMS:

all right.

Thank you.

All

right, next we

Who is going first?

Hi.

I'm

Linda,

and

I just

wanted to

say there

is an

alternative to building the dam at this particular time and that is that you can save a
tremendous

amount of rainfall that

successfully,
on

we saved 5000 gallons of water in a

a drip system to irrigate our

amount

lands on the roof
garden.

of people's houses.

pool,

a Doughboy

We

pool.

If everybody could do this,

did so

Ve use that

save a certain

of rainwater, they could certainly ease the pain of the drought, and they could

probably save the rationing altogether.
CHAIRMAN MELLO:

Have you met Mr. Woody Woodworth yet?

MS. L. WILLIAMS:

Oh, yes.

He's wonderful.

He's terrific.

He's been doing it for

10 years, successfully.
CHAIRMAN

MELLO:

He

took

me

over one

day and

showed me

his cistern

and his

arrangement of catching the rainwater, and he pumps it through his toilet and his other
gardens.
MS. L. WILLIAMS:
CHAIRMAN MELLO:
MS.

Yes, it works, it works.
Yes, it works.

L. WILLIAMS:

rainwater.

All I

can say

is please

educate the

people on

how to

save

In the meantime-- because it's going to be at least 10 years before a dam

is built, and in the meantime they've got to save even more than 20 percent.
CHAIRMAN
well.

MELLO:

I don't

electric
people

Vel!, they do it in Europe.

know,

I think we're

everything automatic and they
who try to conserve like that.

Some European countries do it quite

sort of spoiled.
use a lot of

We have electric
water.

I mean, I

dishwasher,
commend those

And Woody's been a real leader in doing that in

his home.
Okay, you are Peggy.
MS. PEGGY WILLIAMS:
CHAIRMAN MELLO:
MS.
was

P. WILLIAMS:

Yes, I'm Peggy Williams.

Peggy Williams.
And I've been born and raised here.

a builder, he's retired.

And I'm a gardner

But my father is a builder,

by trade, so I'm

very interested in

having water available to continue my employment.
I

have eight suggestions of ways to save water or to make the drought a little bit

more bearable.
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Number

one, give tax rebates

last

drought.

- ~-·

-

~-------·-

-------on rainwater saving systems.

This was done in

the

PG&E and the telephone company . give discounts or rebates for low income

people.
Also

to give

a

resource list

of

pumps, irrigation pipes and tanks.
a

large quantity of irrigation

make

it more feasible.

It

costs and availability

for rainwater systems:

Also to provide storage space for irrigation to buy

pipes and reduce the

would cost at least

price to consumers.

$1000 to set this · up.

This

would

If you buy

a

pool, it's $500.
Make

cistern installations a requirement on ·all new homes.

If the builders are so

eager to work, make them dig a bigger hole and put in a cistern ·and save the rainwater.
It's available.

People do it in many countries . . It works.

Prohibit new pools and spas.
.building of homes.

This is something we can live without.
Make

rain catchments in

areas

of most rainfall, as in Big _Sur, Pacific Grove and Monterey.

Rain catchment and

tanks

should be - required on

this

That's already been discussed tonight.

Restrict new

all sh?pping Genters, hospitals

water for landscape irrigation and

toilets.

information; he's been doing a lot of work.
Provide
this

big.

using

when they water.

A lot of

he has

Right now they're bulky, they're

hose; they see how

many gallons they're

plants are killed by over watering.

People do that

This is something that the water management board

provide instead of just little dams in the toilets and other little gadgets that

are helpful, yes.
that

use

It's time to pay attention to that man.

put them on their

more when there's water restriction.
could

Woody Woodworth knows this;

water meters which are hand-held things.
But people can

and schools; and to

But if people are more aware, then you get better results.

people spend to save water is incredible.

for one pound.
What

The cost

A little package of polymer costs $20

People spend that for their gardens.

is the

wate~

company doing to replace this?

If soil polymers could be bought

at a reduced cost, this would help.
Also to give more financial incentives to save water.
a water miser award?

What do you get when you get

You get a little plaque to stick on the wall.

Why don't you give

some money that helps people that don't have a lot of money?
And that's it.
CHAIRMAN

MELLO:

Thank you.

(applause)

Thank you very

much.

All right, next

then after him is Rachel Berman here from Monterey.

Not here.

over here.

Keno.

MR.
the

All right, you're next, Peter, after

KONO:

Senator, gentlemen.

I think

M~.

we have Mr. Keno.

Okay,

Pete Thomas, I see Pete

we're all here to urge

the visitors here

plight we're in as far as our situation goes, as far as the water goes.

It's been

a little discouraging to hear that we may take 20 more years to get a dam here.
Really,

what the water situation here is, we've
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got two small reservoirs.

What's

--·-··--

another

·-------------~-

reservoir?

We

... -·---·-·-·... -··-·-----··-·- ·-

have

two

building.

Actually, if we get into that scenario, we're
work;

we're going

economic disaster here.
I

think

building.
in

there

to

should be

a real

out of business,

wouldn't

We're calling

see a lot

be

facilities.

able

happy medium

the help of Nick

We had

do
a

going to have a lot of young
going to see

between some

that.

donated his

tournament

some

and the friends that I have

Lombardo, the Hyatt, we

is cut down

Nick

Boy Scout

rationing and

were able to

machine for the Natividad Hospital.

or our business

to

really have

for a no-growth, stop

of foreclosures; we're

For instance, because ·of the profession I'm in

over $90,000 for the mammogram

were

water situation

To visitors, the hotels and they're going to suffer.

the building industry, and

raise

builder here.

This

our community.

out of

a

now.

fragmented
people

I'm

in place

Now, if we

by 30 percent

or 50 percent,

we

golf course,

Hyatt donated

the

recently.

The golf

course was donated

again.
(Testimony lost - no overlap from Side C to Side CC)
on business to come and help in these charitable organizations.
So,

there's a lot of talk tonight

about a moratorium.

I think there

should be a

happy medium between some growth and no-growth.
CHAIRMAN
Then

MELLO:

Thank you.

All

right, next will be

Peter Thomas from Seaside.

we have Edward Weiner, President of the Monterey Peninsula Taxpayers Association,

and

then Bob Zampatti.

Is he still here?

Okay, you

wanted -- Mr. Roy Thomas was not

here.
Okay, Peter.
MR.
you

PETER THOMAS:

Senator, members of the panel.

It's a privilege, Senator, that

chair this because it was my privilege, ladies and gentlemen, to be the escort for

Senator

Mello when we voted him -- as members

Senator

of the Year.

of the California Senior Legislature as

And I applaud you for having this.

Ten years ago, Senator, when

you had that particular all day seminar about the unscrupulous insurance rackateers.
applaud

you for that.

And I'm

playing hard ball tonight because

I

I'm still a charter

member of the National Association of Sport Officials as an umpire in hard ball.
I

applaud the fact that so many senior citizens

very

chagrined that

Relations

see no one

of water for this

one of the

Human

of the Saintless Infantry regiment.

And the Seaside aquifer is

beautiful Peninsula.

here two weeks after Pearl Harbor, out of the

member

City Council; no

Advisory Committee; or the Planning Committee.

of the primary sources

came

of my Seaside

And I am

Committee, that I have been the past president of; nobody from the Community

Development
one

I

attended this, Senator.

And gentlemen,

I

hospital, to this lovely area as a

I'm a native St. Louis, a doubting Thomas,

a show me Missourian.
Now,

Mr. Macola, in '43,

I escorted President Roosevelt
-11-

in security when he

was

-- -----···-··- ···-·

·---·----···--····

coming

across this country.

50,000

planes, everybody said he was out

We
a

built 150,000 planes.

various

Now when

degrees of

--- ···-·--·-·····--·--

When we, seniors, now, realize that he said we will build
of his gourde.

What did we

do, Mr. Macola?

Now, as a former Russian liaison officer, there's a quote by

famous English professor, "there are

ignorance.•

··--·-~--·--

you

no experts in Russia, only

delete on Russia,

ignorance."

There's

you have, "there

a famous

various degrees of

are no experts,

other quote,

Juvenal, the

only
famous

satirist, that "the people demanded two things, bread and circuses."
Gentlemen, it's time for bread and leadership.
government

said, I accuse, I

councilman

George Austin, and I, 10 years

And as Zolo, in accusing the French

also still accuse the
~go

cause.

Woody, Mel Verco,

were into this, in one

former

ear and out the

other.

I cannot condone the fact that we have spent all of this money in this 10 year

period.

It is fiscal insanity.

Furthermore,
expression

there's another famous quote.

that when

trouble.

the

people have

up to the

And it is getting to the point of levee

amphibious

engineer special grade that

I ' m aD-Day veteran of both
the

it

Levee en masse, gentlemen, is a French
snoot then there's

of masse.

general -- adjutant general of the

Colonel

Italy, Normandy,
Kathay, who became

Army took us through and we

Normandy;

and then a colonel took us to Okinawa,

engineers

are capable

of ' miracles,

As a member of the first

went through Africa, Sicily,

D-Day, Normandy and Okinawa.

and it

were survivors of

became the general.

behooves you,

going to be

sir, in

I know that the
your capacity

to

perform a miracle.
Tom May, former councilman of Seaside, gave you a letter, right?

Let me quote some

extract portions of that:
"The

original Peninsula water agency was voted out

·Its water plannirtg was miserable.

after it failed to measure up.

It's successor has made the very same mistakes."

"We seldom see an expert on water who sits as an elected official for a local water
agency.

For lack of backgrounds on

water, the elected officials tend

to bog down on

parochial issues affecting their constituencies."
"Meanwhile,
make

the

we lapse into

biggest

part-time

people

commentary.

"In

mistake
unable
short,

bureaucratic control of

of
to

all-devote

they

have

joining the
the

time

not

the

to

water ~

The elected

bureaucracy •... They
catch

knowledge

up."
to

And

officials
are typical

that's the

properly

oversee

sad
the

bureaucracy."
"The

key, of course,

is knowing the

quality of the

individuals who are

the top

bureaucrats in a particular water agency."
"The

hidden power of

information

water

bureaucrats is awesome.

on the lifeblood of our communities

of life and so forth."
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They

control and manage the

as regards economics, growth, quality

"In

a sense

the best

water experts

sometimes emerge

from the

public."

And

I

applaud Woody for all of his tenacity and his perseverance.
Five minutes.
MR. THOMAS:

Five, okay.

CHAIRMAN MELLO:
MR.

THOMAS:

truth

Lastly

Ve found a new time keeper.

Thank

you.

Five minutes.

and the truth shall make you free.

(laughter)

Gentlemen,

the Bible says,

seek ye the

You have a mandate and you have a challenge.

And, Henry, go get them because I'm with you.
CHAIRMAN
right,

MELLO:

next

we

Association.
MR.

Thank

have Mr.

you.

I'd hate to

Ed Weiner,

have him against

President of

me.

the Monterey

(laughter)

All

Peninsula Taxpayers

And Bob Zampatti, if you can come on up and

ED WEINER:

Gentlemen, I've been a president

of the Monterey Peninsula for 40

years.
CHAIRMAN MELLO:
MR.

WEINER:

towards
to

condition

had

the feeling the

supply.

of

insanity, I

of drought, we know

particularly

went

last 10 or

And just

over -- and

about in the State

15 years that

we were moving

to figure out how close we've been
also how bad

the drought is,

of California is the

this

condition not

pertinent to our area -- I went over and studied the Salinas Valley water

Now, here's what I found out.

water supply,
and

I've

a state of insanity around here.

this state

very,

We have a new time keeper over there, so you can ..•

The Salinas Valley is in the state of depressed

between 20 and 25 percent.

very concerned with.

So there is a drought situation that they're

Now, what I also found out that if the present bureaucracy

the present agencies and all the legislation that required them to do what they're

doing today was in existence back in the 1950s and the 1960s, we would not have the San
Antonio

Dam; we would not have the San Louie Dam; and we would not have the Nacimiento

Dam today.
So
like

Now, Mr. Macola hit the nail on the head.

what we're saying here is -- now can you imagine what Salinas Valley would look
today if this

restraints.

bureaucracy

was set up in

the 1950s with all

I'm not blaming any of you gentlemen.

of the legislative

You run the legislation restraints

on a lot of things that you do, and you have certain responsibilities in your agencies.
So

the fact that anything's going to be done from

your agencies is a bunch of baloney

because you're under certain restraints that meet certain conditions that your agencies
require to meet.
Now
should

the only thing, the reason I came tonight,
be here.

The only one is

I don't think any of you gentlemen

Mr . Macola who explained it in

simple language what

you have to go through to get a dam and get a resource for the Monterey Peninsula.
my

father 40 years ago

we're

- 45 years ago,

going to need a resource for

said that the Monterey

Peninsula is growing;

our water supply; we're going to
-73-

Now

have dam backups

-----·-· ---- ----·---- ·--~·------- ----·..·----------------·-·---·--· ··---·-· --·------- --------··-····---for our water supply.

Don't stop growth by any damn method you want to install to stop

growth.
Now we have a situation here of conflicting goals of the electorate.
the

problems on the

mainly

current Monterey Peninsula.

to find out is what happens, these

testimony)

What happens

problem?

Who moves in and is going

Peninsula?

when

I was given

they throw up

supply.

Now I've been

service

their hands and

answers, and one

district has the responsibility

say we can't

solve this

water supply for the

was the Monterey

to move in and

given several items

to the Peninsula.

tonight

They're not going to solve the

to solve the problem of the

a couple of

that I came

... (background talking--impossible to hear

... impossible task, no question about it.

problem.

Control

But the thing

That's one of

County Flood

do something about the

that they could

do to meet

water

water supply

But I don't want to go into that detail because I only have

a few minutes.
What

I'm asking

Munterey

you,

Senator Mello, is

Peninsula Vater District

Cal-Am

company yesterday and

people

this morning turned on

meetings
it's

in the event

say shut off

-- now if

the mains of

their faucets and there

damn chamber filled to the brim.
problem around here.

there an agency

that can supercede

you would have

called the

the Monterey Peninsula,
was no water, you'd

See, people aren't interested.

the
and

have this

They think there's no

That's why there's only a few dedicated people that come to these

and know there's a problem and know

not going to be solved.

we're facing this terrible condition and

So each individual here

is going to use his own private

resource to try to solve his own situation.
So

I just wanted to find out from you, Senator Mello, what agency -- when Monterey

Peninsula Vater District says we can't do a damn thing, we're stymied, who moves in and
takes over and solves our water problems?
CHAIRMAN
But

here's the

question.
get

MELLO:

Well, they

thing, let

haven't raised their

me just

say this

Some people have discussed and

at this

white flag yet
point because

sought legal advise on how

rid of the Monterey Peninsula Vater Management

District.

or surrendered.
you raised

the

to dissolve and

Quite frankly, I talked

to Mr. Tom Whelan, who is here tonight, the legislative counsel, and he informed me, it
can

be dissolved just like it was created.

the

vote of the people voted it

Ve, the Legislature, created the district;

in; we could pass a bill

to dissolve it.

The second

way we could go to LAFCO, the Local Agency Formation Commission, and you can go through
the
way.

dissolution procedure.

That's

more complicated, but

But that would not solve our problem.

that could be

handled that

You know, you can -- if the people want to

vote out the district they can do it, but you're back to square one.
Now to answer

yo~r

question, yes, the Monterey County Board of Supervisors, they do

have a countywide water conservation flood control district that did build -- a zone of
-74-
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districts did build a San Antonio and

Nacimiento.

--·-

And as the gentleman pointed

out,

it reminded me of Friant Dam that was built up above Fresno, you know, without an

EIR;

and that dam wiped out 95

the

San Joaquin River.

'40s , and '50s.
The
earlier
build

And so that

water

could

district here

-- and I don't know
a dam.

the spawning grounds on

is what's happened since those days

of the '30s,

We're looking at the impact the dams have on streams.

other thing, you

of a

zone

percent of the salmon run and

go into another complicated

arrangement.

that

but Cal-Am who

could undertake this,

if they're still here or

But they are private enterprise.

There is a
was here

not -- they could undertake

to

And when a private enterprise builds a

dam, they pay income tax on the profits, they pay property taxes on the property.
Nothing
me

can compete, in my opinion, as well as the Water Management District.

say, when this district was formed, and Mr.

Whelan and John Moger and Steve Macola

helped me immensely in getting the proper language.
here

that was carried back in 1977.

since
are

then using the language that's
under

district

the

has its own set

groundwater;
resources;
managed
I'm

statewide water

it can

There's been

of laws for itself,

generate

about six or seven districts formed

that encompasses
and it has the

electricity; it can

it can levy standby charges;

water resources in this area.

And here's a copy of the Act right

contained here because a lot

district law

Let

all districts.

This

flexibility of managing

build a dam;

and it can do multiple
It's one of the most

of water districts

it can manage

water

functions to bail the

admired documents -- and

not saying this because I carried the bill -- the credit is due to those who wrote

the language.

But many other districts in the state copy the language in this Act here

to form their own district because it's very workable.
What
report,
here.
do

is needed here

and they've been working

on it, as you

saw the progress

and I think they're committed now to moving with the projects that they listed
And ultimately, the people are going to be the boss as to what project -- if we

build a project

hearing
Every

tonight, I

-- is going
think,

to take a

vote of the

is very important,

people.

And that's

very interesting in

why this

order to see

person on this side of the table here -- I really appreciate everyone coming and

staying
that

--

so long; I'm sorry that

we have here today.

But

more questions were not directed
everyone from the gentleman from

at the great talent
the Los Padres Forest

inundation, the Army Corps of Engineers plays a great important role for the 404 permit
and

the Environmental Protection Agency; and Mr. Beck

and

all the other

still
here

entities,

Fish and Game, Mr.

with the Water Resources Board;

Brian (Hunter) --there

he is, he's

here, he told me he was leaving -- he has six of his staff people that came down
today.

And I was there at the meeting myself and this is about the third meeting

I've attended about the complexities of meeting the requirements of the law, both state
and

federal as far as protecting the fishery in a
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stream of this type.

As he pointed
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out, he does not say where to build a dam, but once they select the site, then it's his
job

to look at the fishery impact and issue

their report and the mitigation measures.

It's very time consuming.
I

just hope that we can speed up the process.

will

shorten some of

final permits.
Sir,
you.

the

The bill

process, but it still

I have in Sacramento

th~t

has to go through

and get all these

I just hope that we can move on it as quickly as possible.

let me interrupt you now.

You're not next, but I

will be happy to call

on

I don't have your name on the list.
MS. HUSTON:
CHAIRMAN

Tom May.

MELLO:

just have a seat.
MR. TOM MAY:

Oh, Tom May.

Well, you're up there, why don't you go ahead.

What
only

That's okay, you're

Thank you, Senator.

very worthwhile.

Do you want to yield to him, Bob?

Bob is fine, if he wants to speak now.

you, and you did not respond.
MAY:

Tom, we called you earlier, but if you would

I did call Bob Zampatti.

CHAIRMAN MELLO:
MR.

Okay.

he~e

Tom May.

I called

now.

Thanks for holding this meeting.

I think it's been

Excuse me while I adjust the microphone.

I've heard tonight is a lot of people doing a lot of talk, and in my judgment

a few of them

getting

w~re

close to the question which is

to get a solution.

I

think in the next meeting, if you ever hold one, would be well advised to just go right
in t o

the hearing from the public

with their six or eight people.
What
water

we have is

board.

and let the water district

have their three minutes

Then we can speed things up.

when we have

oral communications, the

public speaks before

the

In my judgment we've gotten a lot of blank stares and a lot of talk in a

sense that's seedy in the weeds because they're not hitting the problem either.
What
many

we need is

places

approach.

to

water storage capacity.

get it.

And the

Everyone understands that,

focus entirely

on the

dam is

Mr. Woodworth has hit it on the head in my judgment.

has

the ability to produce water, and it happens to

the

Peninsula, if we wanted to go

got

hillside and storm drain runoff

but there's

a very

misleading

We need something that

be in many places in the heart of

after it without the permit process
and washoffs that could be

at all.

We've

collected in upstream

gully ponds, all gravity flow to give irrigation to many, and probably most of the golf
courses, which would be near by without pumping.
A second leg of a sturdy three-leg
and

gullies along the Carmel

simple

process.

declarations

The

permits

And,

stool on water would be some

River, other places around
would,

if you handled it right.

for the grand scale, big dam.

The very simple system.

in

some

cases,

side creek ponds

the Peninsula.

It's a

possibly

be

even

very

negative

Now this is a slower build up rather than going

Let's talk about these things.

obviously, a third one is

to desilt the existing dams
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to get some increased

capacit-y·:·-----·------·-·-·-··-··-Ve

don't have to wait the 8 or 12, or 2004; with litigation, 2010.

going,

some get-up-and-go.

But this water board doesn't have it.

Let's just get

They're not capable

of coming to grips with their bureaucracy who is dedicated to dam building.

That's the

dubbin of the problem.
But

let me go further.

adjustment
are

Let's talk about the solution you were seeking on possible

on the enabling act for this water district.

suggested in this letter.

There are several things that

It may be helpful to you.

Let's think about them.

For

instance .•.
CHAIRMAN MELLO:
MS. HUSTON:

I have it.

CHAIRMAN MELLO:
MR.

MAY:

having

We'd like to have a copy of it.
Oh, you have it .

You've got it.

40 years experience

campaign

chairman for the

I could go on
in water; more

original

same reasons this one did.

very

same water in a sense.

the

and on, and I'd
than that, having

be happy to talk
been the organizer

water district here which

In fact, Senator, you

about
and

totally failed for the

and I have our feet muddled in

I'm not very happy with that first water district any more

than you with this one, I suppose.
There

aren't any experts.

Unfortunately, Pete Thomas took part of my talk because

he quoted me; I had handeQ him a copy of this.

But the trigger for a moratorium really

should

be the procedures which in effectively are certain kinds of water projects that

refill

the overdrawn water basins, our

should

be to keep that

bank

account;

when

aquifers, our well water basins.

balance just like the

you overdraw

it you

The trigger

lady spoke very intellectually

fill it

up for

the next

time.

That's

fundamental.

As you grow you pour more

good balance.

And the way you keep that balance, the same rules go for water.

the

out and you put more back.

ways right in front of us on easy-to-get water.

surest,
side

and quickest.

It's there; we can get it;

about a

It's a matter of
Ve have

So let's go for what is nearest,
it's off the hillsides; it's on the

creek ponds and gullies without all the major environmental impact studies.

could

a

be, in my judgment, the project of choice rather

than the dam.

That

So let's --why

are we fooling around?
Senator,
tonight.

thank you

for

your time.

You've had a fine meeting.

I

could go on

and on.

Let's

don't do that

I don't think there are any other speakers.

You

do the wrap up.
CHAIRMAN MELLO:
MR.

MAY:

Ve have one more.

Is there one?

Okay.

Thanks

for being here, and I will

this to anyone at the door on their way out if they would like them.
CHAIRMAN

MELLO:

Thank

you,

Tom.

Okay,
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our

hand copies of

Thank you.

last scheduled speaker

is Mr. Bob

--------------·---·-- ... ·--- ·---------- -------

·----· --...

.....

Zampatti and he asked to speak.

--·--~-----

Mr. Russell representing the steelhead ...

----·-· -----

Pardon me?

Well, go ahead, you can make your own
MR.

BOB ZAMPATTI:

Senator, I'm

Bob Zampatti.

I'm representing

the Carmel River

Steelhead Association in place of Roy Thomas who couldn't attend this evening.
CHAIRMAN MELLO:
MR.

ZAMPATTI:

Right.
Our association is a nonprofit

group dedicated to the preservation

and enhancement of the Carmel River and the steelhead fishery.
We
some

share a common purpose with the Water Management District.
of the reasons that

values,

the district was created

As you will recall,

was to conserve and

foster scenic

environmental quality, native vegetation, fish and wildlife, and recreation in

the

Carmel River basin.

and

federal regulatory agencies has gone

the

steelhead in the Carmel River, and the river environment is a basic purpose of the

new

dam on the Carmel River that

maintain

The district in public

statements and in dealings with state

to great lengths to emphasize . protection of

this be achieved by releasing water

a flow in the downstream

river.

The

~ssociation

is on

from the dam to

record in support of

the dam, provided it meets the appropriate environmental issues that have been raised.
Over

the years,

varying

degrees of success

gratified
time

since 1978,

we ·have

to work with

that the district is now

watched the

district and

it to achieve

have tried

our common purposes.

hiring a fisheries biologist who

with
We are

will devote half

to developing the district's new water supply project and half time to protecting

the steelhead and other biological resources of the Carmel River.
We believe that the district's efforts to protect the public trust resources of the
Carmel

River have been severely hampered by the lack

of specific authority in the law

granting their power to implement Article 10 Section 2 of the Constitution·.
I'll
letter
which
and

stop right there

specific recommendations

I know that the evening is long.
relative

to a change

in the law

But I have in this
governing the body

will allow them greater flexibility in the management ·· of the water in the river
the dams above.

means

b~cause

anything,

So I thank you, and I might say that if residents in the district

then

I'd

like

to

claim

56 _years

as a

resident of

the Monterey

Peninsula.
CHAIRMAN
the
that

Okay.

Thank you for

your remarks.

Department of Fish and Game who have been here,
on behalf of the Carmel

pleasantly
from

MELLO:

~rian

I can just

and Randy and all of your

River Steelhead Association, I think

surprised when you see the

final product with the input

our State Department of Fish and Game and

say on behalf of
you're going to be
that's coming out

the Federal Fish and Wildlife Board as

far

as protecting the fishery and mitigating those

lot

more -- well, they have to maintain the river flow water releases to maintain that

fishery.

And Brian, I

don't

measures.

Actually, there'll be a

know whether you or. Randy wanted to say
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a word or two

-··

about

this because I

Randy

is the expert with

like

think

it's -- why don't

you have Randy come

the California Department of

to make a few comments about

over here.

Fish and Game.

what your department is doing in

If

Okay,

you'd just

protection of the

fishery in these Carmel River projects.
MR.
Fish

RANDY BENTHIN:

and Game.

which

Our

is proposed.

wildlife

Thank you,

Senator.

Randy Benthin, California

responsibility briefly is

to review and

Department of

comment on any

project

And our charge is to represent or be the advocate for the fish and

resources.

We're getting an enormous amount of

criticism from the public at

large and from a lot of different constituents that we should do a balancing act and we
should take into account the public.
But
as

our specific charge by legislation is to represent fish and wildlife.

Brian mentioned

We're

earlier,

are not

a

decision making body;

And we,

we're not regulatory.

responsible under the law and we're advocates for fish and wildlife.

So what we

will do is review any proposed project and try to cut the best deal for the environment
and

for the resource.

The state board and the federal government will do the analysis

and do the balancing act for the _people and for the resource at that time.
I

thank you,

Senator, for

your time

and effort

in putting

this together,

and

hopefully working with Kathy and other members.
CHAIRMAN

MELLO:

Yes, thank you

very much.

Okay, with

that what I'd like

to do

now,

I feel that a lot of our panel members here got off very easy tonight, not that I

want

to prolong the meeting, but let me start down on the far end and anybody wants to

make a closing statement on any of the comments that were made here tonight.
MR.

2ECHEMEYER:

It's

Dick

2echemeyer,

and

basically

once the

environmental

documents are done and the decision has been made that a dam that might effect national
forest

system lands is a preferred

alternative, then the U.S. Forest

Service will do

whatever we can to implement the need.
CHAIRMAN

MELLO:

Okay, Tom Whelan, the

attorney and the one who

laws, I don't know, you've been listening patiently.
MR.

TOM WHELAN:

Not

really.

It's been

writes all these

Any comments?

very interesting.

I'm

glad I'm not

in

politics.
CHAIRMAN
water.

MELLO:

(chuckles)

Well,

one person said

keep the politicians

You know, I'm always reminded of what Mark Twain said some years ago.

whiskey

is to drink and water

fights

in Sacramento over water

is to fight for.

And

by golly, we got in

and very little fights

over whiskey.

out of
He says,

the biggest

I don't

know.

(laughter)
Okay, do you want to say anything?
MR. ROGER GOLDEN:
CHAIRMAN

MELLO:

No, sir.
Colonel, you and

your staff?
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I know

Nick Lombardo does, but

I

want

to defer

him last.

to

Mr.

Beck, you can't

come clear over

here and not

say

something.
MR.

LOUIS A.

responsible

BECK:

Well, the Department

for planning for the

of Water Resources

beneficial uses of the

is the department
We've

waters of the state.

worked with the district in the past, and we've worked on some of the alternatives that
you all have talked about, conservation and reclamation, and will continue to work with
them

so that the resources available to the district

are managed so that you can have

an adequate supply to meet the demands.
CHAIRMAN
tonight.
MR.
one.

MELLO:

Okay,

and

Steve Macola, you

came in for

a lot of

praise here

You sort of stole the show.
MACOLA:

I thought I got

praised in one conversation and

mocked in the other

But either way, it was very nice.
CHAIRMAN MELLO:

If you say 50 years, I think more people are going to think •••

MR.

would

MACOLA:

constituents.
district
they

I

I play

like to point

with

-- work

out something if

with

all 58 counties.

in the state that could put a reservoir

wish to do that.

I might, Senator,

So I would ask you not

I don't know

to be too critical of your own district
The reason is, as

Mello pointed out, if you read the polls, the people are concerned about their

environment and that's a very reasonable concern.
laws

any water

online in any schedule no matter how

because it's a very, very difficult task they have in front of them.
Senator

to your

to protect the environment.

So the Legislature and Congress pass

When they did that,

they made it very cumbersome to

put reservoirs online.
Now,

when we've tried to

streamline the process in

Sacramento, we ran into

some

buzz saws because there's some people who are not as sympathetic to the lengthy process
as

others.

Sacramento

But as a practical
and I can't

fact of life that I

speak for Congress,

don't believe the votes exist

Senator, to really

fashion where you could exempt yourself from the

~nvironmental

streamline it in

in
any

impact requirements, and

I'm not even sure you should.
But

I would ask you as a friend, and I am your friend, to work with your district.

If you criticize them, it makes it more difficult for them.
them

out in their own meetings.

defend

them.

pragmatic.

I

support

But their task is not an easy one, and I would try to

optimistic

schedules,

but

since I'm

here I

have to

be

Thank you, Senator.

CHAIRMAN MELLO:
MR. LOMBARDO:
CHAIRMAN

Now, if their guilty, chew

Thank you.

Vell, Nick, you want to let Bruce go first or you?

I'm the Chairman, so I guess I can go first.

MELLO:

Okay.

Nick

Lombardo,

the Chairman of the

Board.

He's th& one

that ...
MR.

LOMBARDO:

Ve've

listened

to about 35
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different people express

essentially

three

areas of

certainly
from

activity and

campaigning

a short term

solution.

areas was

present water to

policies

to

the public should

the Peninsula.

while

understand that

and that is getting a water
The

two areas that

are of

this district are essentially spread very,

which

may be as much

understand

as 10 or 15

years before we have

a difference of opinion

disagree

and

put forth

programs that

who is sitting

in the chairs

a long term

and criticism regarding the

those policies.

And everyone has

essentially will

because those policies themselves and goals I

resources,

And

either past or future politicians

and its policies and its implementation of

right

political.

One has to do with the administration of the resource that we have

Now I can

district

matter

campaigning, I think

not only to the community, but to

very easily to see.

the

of the

may, in fact, not produce the desired result,

and managing our

concern,
on

One

a public forum like this doesn't restrict

starting their election

supply

concern.

answer those

don't think will be changed no

of the district.

What are they?

conservation, reclamation, rationing and moratorium.

Managing the

Almost everyone spoke

to those this evening.
Now you can vary those programs any way you wish, but when we speak about water and
moratoriums and rationings, please remember that this district has tried to have a fair
and

equitable rationing so that we not only satisfy all of the needs of the residents,

and

remember

viability
forget

those

of this

residents are
community.

business people,

It certainly would

the landscape gardners who did

too, but

maintain the

economic

was done in

1977, to

be easy, as

not have anyone speaking for

them.

In fact, I

don't remember very many people except those gardners getting up and talking about it.
So

we understand that

criticism, and of

citizen

regarding those issues

because

most of the communities

this

course, we accept

because we are,

if you will,

have never done this

district is more knowledgeable about

before.

the input from
doing an as-do
I will say

its water community than any

every
program

this, that

in the state.

As a matter of fact, with the limited resources we have, the community is not suffering
to the degree it would if, in fact, the policies of this district weren't being carried
out.
Relative to the allocation EIR, and one of the directors spoke to that this evening
and I agreed with

almost everything that he

said -- but I

do not agree with

the

statements that we have read in the paper which are not only inflammatory, they distort
the

issues, and if anything, they certainly are splitting the community stating things

that

are not true.

held.

In

directors
water,
process

fact,

Now there is an EIR allocation and the proper public input will be
on May

have gone

22 we

public

have a

and stated their

what we should do - moratorium
of trying to find out

public hearing

to that.

None of

position, whether there's

or what have you, simply because

exactly what that particular document
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the other

less or more
we are in the

states.

You can

-~------

help

us by not only studying

the document, but coming forth

with your suggestions on

that date.
Now

the second area of the final area has to do with the augmentation of the water

supply.

And

rhetoric,
can

that

How do

Legislature,

NEPA

more water?

And all

These

have

passed; and the district

been

doing

just

Environmental

that.

it isn't the staff and directors,

it is the

in the State .of California

not the bad

guys and gals.

Henry Mello, representative Leon

must comply in one

Truly, · if

Impact Report and the

And you
And here

individuals here are

what people like Senator

the

there's a misconception.

and the Legislature, the legislators

and CEQA.

reflect

we get

the Congress, but

please, the news media, it isn't,

Congress

the

it means.

some of the statements we've heard repeatedly, time and time again.

lambaste the

again,

means what

there

way

faster

They merely

Panetta and others

form or another.

was · a

that passed

The

to

district has

get

through the

Environmental Impact Statement, answering

all of

medicable conditions that must be answered, then these people would tell us how to

do that.

They have laid out exactly what we are obligated to do.

If anyone feels

th~t

those

statements I've made are not factual, I would point out two particular dams, the

Paumo

Dam and the

higher

Two

Forks Dam in Colorado

body negated those permits.

which received the 404

permit, and the

Now they may come back online, but who knows.

Now

this is after they received the permits, this is after they received and did all of the
things

that they thought they had done; at least

from the Corps' standpoint.

I'm not

trying to put the Corps on the spot.
COLONEL COFFEY:
I'll support you ~
The Two
thickness. The report itself was four feet.
MR.

LOMBARDO:

those

who

running

w~nt

Forks Dam

EIR was

four feet

So there has been a fundamental lack of the process.

to help, .and I also take this

for office.

And

I think we

And I applaud

opportunity to applaud those who will be

heard at least

sounded to me like an opening· statement.

in

one this evening.

At least it

And that's fine.

Those are the areas regarding the condition of the state of affairs.
Regarding

the projects themselves, there are in my estimation, three projects that

are viable. Each of those has some specific problems that have to be answered. One. is
the new San Clemente Dam site. That is still the most economical, providing the most
amount
That

of water for the buck, with the greatest
doesn't mean

that

matter of fact we have.
The

second

wilderness
Well,
the

is

we will not

continue to have

that as an

alternative.

As a

It is still there.

the Los

Padres site.

problem of that four acres.

it isn't silly at all.
laws.

fish mitigation problem of the three.

Maybe there can

Fish mitigation

much better,

And people have told me,

We're not going to rewrite
be a presidential move
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a potential

well, that's silly.

the environmental issues or

on that.

But that

certainly is a

____ __

---·

.,

______________

_..

---

----

----~-------------------~-------------

major problem.
The

third,

alternatives
20,000
And

in

my

estimation,

do not meet

the

is

the

Canada

Reservoir.

needs of this community.

All

of

the

If we don't have

other

at least a

size dam or more, it doesn't meet the needs of the community, all of the needs.

that's what we're charged with.

water

there should be so there

enough

water to

jurisdictions,
excellent
Company

take
the

possibility, but
is working

materials

should be no new building.

care of the

cities

We're not charged with a
needs of the

and the
we

diligently

county.

We're charged with having

jurisdictions as presented

The

Canada

don't know exactly

an

Cal-American Water

to provide the

be put into the model

by those

certainly has

Reservoi~

what that is.

with the proponents

so that those materials can

limitation of how much

district with the

so that it will have

an

inclusion in the EIR/EIS.
With that, we will then take a look at all of the three alternatives, selecting one
of them as the preferred, hopefully by next year.
by

Bruce Buel in the

Reservoir
there.

The rest of the process you've heard

process of the presentation.

from a standpoint of holding
We're concerned also whether

water.

We're concerned about the

We know that there

the pumping of the

Canada

could be a problem

water from the river

to the

reservoir

needs a 404 permit; whether, in fact, the fish

flows can be met just as are

necessary

for the

no less

other two.

But nonetheless,

we are

interested in

that

alternative than we are in the other two.
And
work
the

together to resolve the water issue that we have because all of the bickering and
fighting, talking about whether

other,
as

for whomever has the interest of this community, I would suggest that we truly
it's the private pumpers

or this or that

is not going to help because everyone has the legal right to exist.

or the

And as far

the district is concerned, we're just as concerned about the dishwasher who has his

job in a hotel, the gardner, the attorney. and whomever.
So
and

I would hope in the next few months we would put effort to resolving the issue,

as we begin to go into the political arena

of the election period, we use factual

information so that the electorate can make the choice.
CH~IRMAN

MR.
for

MELLO:

BUEL:

On

conducting

All right, thank you.

Bruce Buel.

behalf of the district board, I'd

the

hearing, giving

us an

MELLO:

Okay,

and

Everyone's been very patient.
speakers were very informative.

we

want

like to thank Senator Henry Mello

opportunity to

hearing the needs and desires of the community.
CHAIRMAN

Thank you.

express our

position and

Thank you very much.

again

to thank

everyone for

being here.

I think we had an excellent panel, as well as all of the
So, at this point, we will adjourn the meeting.

you all for coming.
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Thank

